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AAssiiaa –– TThhee CCoommiinngg NNeeww FFiinnaanncciiaall
CCaappiittaall ooff tthhee WWoorrlldd

By Martin Armstrong

ne of the most stunning achievements of our Economic Confidence Model has been 
its application on a global scale. Here is a 
chart of the Thailand Share Market with 
the dated highlighted according to the 

Economic Confidence Model. This is truly the Global 
Business Cycle and its accuracy right to the very day 
has astounded many. Justin Fox of Time Magazine
wrote on November 30, 2009 Riding the Waves of 
Irrational Behavior. He explained that this model
“made. several. eerily. on-the-mark calls using a 
formula.based.on.the.mathematical.constant.pi”.
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Indeed, by 1983, the Wall Street Journal highlighted me the highest paid financial analyst in the 
world. I was a frequent contributor to academic journals and often was sought for comment on 
financial topics. But it was this Economic Confidence Model that captured the attention of the 
elite around the world. The importance of this model is how it has redefined the Business Cycle
and exposed how capital rushes around the global landscape. Capital always concentrates in a 
single market that becomes the “hot” investment like the Internet going into 2000 or the 
Railroad during the 19th Century to the new Industrial Age and the Automobile for 1929. 
However, capital also acts in the same manner on a global scale. Capital concentrates from one 
nation to the next. The USA became the emerging market for European capital after World War 
I with the Industrial Revolution creating 1929. Likewise, capital concentrated in the United 
States going into 1985 when interest rates were at insane levels above 15% attracting capital 
internationally. This led to the creation of the G5 (now G20) at the Plaza Accord in 1985 
precisely in line with the Economic Confidence Model. That manipulation by Governments was 
in sync with the model and capital began to leave the United States culminating in the 1987 
Crash. However, that Crash was signaling not a Great Depression as so many analysts predicted, 
but it highlighted the flight of capital from the US and shifting to Japan to create the 1989 
Bubble. 
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This model became famous for predicting the 1987 Crash to the day where October 19th proved 
to be the famous panic and the lowest close. Yet more importantly, that Crash came on the 
half-cycle. The fact that the LOWEST CLOSE unfolded precisely to the day rather than the high, 
signaled that the low had just been established. The forecasts that were then put out were truly 
significant that the low made that day would hold and new highs would be seen going into 
1989. When virtually every analyst was predicting the next Great Depression, brokerage houses 
were sponsoring speaking tours for Armstrong worldwide to tell their audiences the market 
would make new highs not lows. Brokerage houses around the world were now begging me to 
address their retail audiences since everyone was calling for a Great Depression and with this 
model it was clear new highs were on the horizon going into 1989. Midland Doherty Financial 
Corp. of Canada (later Midland Walwyn, then Merrill Lynch) and Bain & Co in Australia were 
two such firms that assembled audiences of thousands to listen to the fact that this model was 
predicting new highs. 
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The significance of the 1987 Crash was precisely what we were forecasting – it was a Foreign 
Exchange driven event. The capital poured out of the United States and this is where the 
Economic Confidence Model was the ONLY tool correctly forecasting what was really 
happening. We can see the net capital outflows of capital back to Japan during the 1987 Crash 
were spectacular. There was no change in the underlying economic conditions. In fact, we were 
also forecasting the beginning of a brand new Private Wave of investment that would see the 
Dow Jones Industrials explode rising near term by some 600% from 1985. It was the G5 and 
currency that was causing the 1987 
Crash and the capital retracting into 
Japan that cause the capital 
concentration that manifested into the 
famous 1989 Japanese Bubble. The 
same swing in capital outflows took 
place during the Great Depression. 
Capital flows went crazy around the 
1931 Sovereign Debt Crisis.
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Illustrated here was the Economic Confidence Model target date was 13 days before the final 
high in the Japanese share market. At first glance, one would say it did not perform to the day 
in 1989. However, this was a currency driven event. When we look at the Dollar/Yen, this 
precise day was reached in the currency forewarning that foreign capital saw the bubble and 
was beginning to buy the dollar and sell the yen as capital was now starting to exit Japan from 
the foreign perspective precise as it had been the foreign investors that sold in 1987 due to 
currency that Americans could not see. 

Indeed, the dollar rose from about 142 
to nearly 160 by April 1990. This was 
the key to understanding the 1989.95 
turning point – International Capital 
Flows being driven by currency first, 
investment decision in assets second. 
Hence, it was the G5 that was driving 
capital out of the dollar. That was the 
primary moving trend. As capital was 
being driven back to Japan, the yen 
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rose in value. That attracted foreign capital and this caused the capital concentration in Japan. 
Then the shares captured the capital inflows driven first by currency. This is why the model 
worked first in yen and 13 days later in the shares. It had not been the Japanese share market 
alone that attracted foreign capital. We can see the explosive move in the dollar illustrated 
here. 

The Economic Confidence Model has helped tremendously in redefining how capital moves 
both for currency and assets on a global scale. It was this shift in capital flows because of a US 
dollar devaluation by the G5 after 1985 that caused the capital concentration in Japan as it fled 
the United States. The model is a global one that illustrates the Business Cycle is international. 
We can see that the highs and lows of many markets around the globe conform to this mode. 
The same was true of Southeast Asia as we will explore. 

What made the Japanese Bubble must be viewed internationally. As capital was driven from the 
US dollar, it was recalled to Japan by Japanese investors who were virtually told to get out. 
What would have been a normal peak and a 2-3 year correction under free market conditions 
was set for a Long Depression in Japan. It was Japanese government’s attempt to prevent the 
collapse of the bubble and to pledge support for the market that encouraged Japanese 
companies to hold their investments rather than sell. This led to a prolonged economic decline 
since had the free market prevailed, the Japanese investors would have taken their losses 
quickly, and would have reinvested creating the recovery. The Japanese government succeeded 
in creating a Long Depression that typically lasts 23 to 26 years. For this reason, the final low in 
Japan is still on the horizon for 2013 at best to 2015.75 at worst. 
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It was the exit of capital from Japan that then targeted Southeast Asia. Here we can see the 
how capital moved as overlaid upon the Malaysian share market once it began to shift in 1994 
away from Southeast Asia. The International Capital Flows had won a taste of profit (blood) in 
Japan. They now looked around the same as drawing blood from Greece of late in the 
Sovereign Debt Crisis. There, capital then looked at Portugal, Spain, and Italy and began to 
attack their bond markets driving their interest rates higher. The same tendency took place 
once international capital was abandoning Japan. It had gathered a taste for Asia and then 
looked around and said to itself – “Gee!.South.East.…sia.looks.cheap!”

President Herbert Hoover wrote in his memoirs on page 67 Vol. 3, that this same trait of how 
capital rushes around the globe took place during the Great Depression. 

“During.this.new.stage.of.the.depression,.the.refugee gold and the foreign government 
reserve deposits were constantly driven by fear hither and yon over the world. We were to 
see currencies demoralized and governments embarrassed as fear drove the gold from one 
country to another. In fact, there was a mass of gold and short-term credit which behaved like 
a loose cannon on the deck of the world in a tempest-tossed.era”
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The 1994.25 turning point on the model pinpointed the next major shift in International Capital 
Flows. Not only did 1994 represent the major high for Southeast Asia, but it shifted the focus of 
international capital back to the United States and Europe. We can see that 1994.25 was the 
precise day of the low in the US share market.  

The Asian Currency Crisis of 1997 was a profound event. It was becoming obvious that 
institutional investors were starting to hoard together. The first sign that institutional investors 
were starting to join forces internationally appeared in 1992. The pound peaked at $2.01 during 
the third quarter of 1992, and then crashed into the first quarter of 1993 falling to $1.41. 
Germany boomed and the UK slipped further into recession as the expectation for Germany 
skyrocketed with optimism about also reunion. The fixed strength of sterling, maintained within 
the ERM's limits, caused British exports to decline. Prime Minister Major’s government made 
desperate overtures to the Bundesbank to lower interest rates in theory to weaken the 
deutschemark. But these requests were counter to the fear of domestic inflation in Germany
since it is always fight the hyperinflationary event compared to the USA fighting the Great 
Depression and deflation leading to to always stimulate. 
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The Britain and Germany were now diametrically moving in opposite directions. At the Bath 
meeting of European financial ministers in 1992, the differences in philosophy between Britain 
and Germany were exposed for the world to see. At the summit Norman Lamont, Major's 
successor as Chancellor of the Exchequer, harangued the Germans over their interest rate 
policy that was causing deflation in Britain thanks to the ERM. It was at this time that 
institutional investors (hedge funds + banks), led by George Soros, could see that the political 
policies between Germany and Britain would force a break of the fixed ERM between the two 
currencies. Sterling was overvalued relative to the deutschemark and something just had to 
give. Fixing currencies proved to be a fantastic trade. If one was wrong, there was no downside 
since governments were guaranteeing the peg. If traders were correct, then they had 
tremendous upside by shorting the pound and negligible risk.  

On September 17th, 1992, 
the Chancellor, Norman 
Lamont, announced that 
the Government could no 
longer hold the line at the 
end of a day of desperate 
and futile attempts at 
propping up sterling, which 
included spending what the 
City estimated as £10 billion 
from Britain's reserves and 
a two-stage rise in interest 
rates to 15 per cent. Mr. 
Lamont later rescinded the 
second rise, and said 
interest rates would be pegged at 12 per cent, two points above the rate on the previous night. 
The announcement sent sterling tumbling in New York trading last night, hitting DM2.69 - nine 
pfennigs below its former permitted ERM floor against the German mark. He shifted exchange 
rates up from 12 per cent to 15 per cent on that one day, but his attempts to support the 
currency came to nothing. The pound devalued and Mr. Soros, who was rumored to have made 
as much as $2 billion in his bet against sterling, was christened "the man who broke the Bank 
of England" by the Daily Mail. That day became known as Black Wednesday boosting the 
Eurosceptics that would eventually help to keep the pound out of the Euro. John Major 
remarked afterwards: "It was a disaster, a political disaster, there is no doubt about that. It 
was an embarrassment for the United Kingdom."  
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This was the event that drew First Blood and encourages Institutional Investors to prow the 
global markets in search of the next play. That same problem of fixing currencies was the 
cornerstone of Southeast Asia going into 1997. Of course, non-experienced economists look at 
the event from a very sterile perspective of account balances etc. The impact of the Asian crisis 
is long over and it had nothing to do with "crony capitalism" or even structural weakness. It was 
all about the movement and concentration of international capital. When capital fled, they 
tried to rationalize the event in a normal economic manner. Sorry – it was hot money. Of 
course many different things are exposed such as irregularities and accounting practices are 
also exposed. Those are the aftereffects – not the cause of the event. 

At the time of the mid-1990s, Thailand, Indonesia and South Korea had large private current 
account deficits that were misunderstood since foreign capital investment goes into the capital 
account whereas interest, dividends and profits paid to foreign investors goes through the 
current account. This fact has always led to confusion and assumed that when the current 
account deficit becomes larger it is a trade imbalance. This is simply not true in a global 
economy where capital is free to circulate. The maintenance of fixed exchange rates has also 
been misunderstood since academics do not trade markets. The fixing of the currency 
eliminates perceived risk and encouraged external borrowing in foreiogn currency by domestic 
investors and corporations. This escalated the potential excessive exposure to foreign exchange 
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risk in both the financial and corporate sectors. But what is not understood outside of trading 
rooms is that when nations fix their currency they are guaranteeing the other side of every 
trade. Hence, a trader can short the currency, and he assumes no risk for the currency is fixed. 
However, if he is right and the currency will collapse, he wins. Thus, fixing currencies is simply a 
guaranteed trade. This is what broke the British pound in 1992. 

The generally accepted lesson is first concerning macroeconomic and financial issues. The 
criticism is that the developing and transition countries opened up financially by the early 1990s 
and became "emerging markets" attracting foreign loans and investments. In developing East 
Asia, short-term commercial bank loans were the dominant form of capital inflow (Asian 
securities markets were underdeveloped). At first, this caused domestic booms and asset 
market inflation. But later, as the market sentiment turned for the worse and foreign investors 
pulled their money out, the balance of payments came under a severe pressure. Speculative 
attacks rapidly depreciated Asian currencies, and the illiquidity problem--inability to rollover 
the short-term bank loans since foreign banks demanded immediate repayment--occurred. The 
domestic banking sector froze up and domestic demand fell sharply as wealth is hoarded, 
causing a serious recession that lasted for one to two years. This view recognized the inflow of 
foreign capital as the cause, which was similar to the United States during the 1920s. Keep in 
mind that Britain had been the Financial Capital of the World up until 1914 and thus World War 
I sent capital fleeing to the United States. That capital flow, however, was making the United 
States an emerging market at the time. Singapore to this day has still a rising anti-foreign 
sentiment among itself people putting pressure on government to restrict foreign capital. This 
is the source of the resentment. Everyone fights the last war. Southeast Asia remains 
concerned about the influx of foreign capital creating another bubble, while the United States 
immediately stimulates and sees everything as deflationary, and Germany takes the opposite 

approach because it is still fighting 
the hyperinflation of the 1920s 
demanding austerity. 

Milton Friedman’s.assessment.of.
the Great Depression took the 
position that the money supply 
contracted.because.the.Fed.didn’t.
act as a lender of last resort to save 
the banks in the United States from 
insolvency setting off a contagion of 
bank runs. So Friedman would have 
said that the Fed could have 
prevented M2 from falling in the 
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first place if it had acted aggressively as a lender of last resort as it was originally intended in 
the wake of the Panic of 1907. It is true that a banking crisis always takes place because banks 
take short-term deposits and lend long-term. When the depositors demand their money, the 
banks cannot pay because it was lent long-term.  

Milton’s.argument, however, was too parochial because it ignored the worldwide deflationary 
spiral caused by the Sovereign Debt Crisis in 1931. That was an external stimulus that initially 
drove capital from one currency to the next and it was consolidating into the dollar. This was 
very similar to the capital concentrating in Southeast Asia, but this was for investment flows, 
not because capital was fleeing elsewhere other than the shift out of Japan. Hence, the Asian 
Currency Crisis of 1997 was clearly caused by external shifts in capital flows and it need not be 
for domestic consideration but can 
also take place because the 
opportunity appears better 
elsewhere.

Milton saw the tremendous gold 
reserves that had fled to the United 
States but criticized the Fed for not 
monetizing those reserves thereby 
increasing the money supply. The 
bank failures thus added to the 
increase in demand for gold resulting 
in hoarding, but again this was the 
knee-jerk reaction not the source of the event. The assumption that the Depression could have 
been prevented by the Fed if it had flooded the money supply with the gold that concentrated 
in the USA from the rest of the world has recently been shown that such a policy would not 
have.worked.just.looking.at.the.Fed’s actions post-1997 and Japan post-1989.  

Moreover, Roosevelt’s.abandoning the gold standard or devaluation of the dollar from $20.67 
to $35 per ounce of gold was clearly effective in stopping deflation, but its anticipation is what 
accelerated the bank failures and the hoarding of gold. The rumor was out that Roosevelt 
would adopt such a policy forcing him to address the nation the night before the elections to 
deny that would take place. It did not promote recovery on a long-term sustainable basis as 
evidenced by the sharp recession in 1937. Nevertheless, any devaluation forces investors out of 
the currency and to then convert it to some tangible form of asset.  

Of course in Southeast Asia there was the balance-sheet vulnerability that most see as being 
caused by the weaknesses of Asian banks, nonbanks and corporations. But the very foundation 
of a bank is really a vulnerable system. They are lending short-term deposits long-term so 
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whenever confidence declines, people demand their cash, banks lent it out, and failures then 
spread like a disease. Firms are highly dependent on indirect finance through bank loans for 
working and investment capital and this is always the weak link in the system.  

Furthermore, the local banks had exposure to two kinds of balance-sheet mismatches. First 
they borrowed in USD and lent to domestic projects in local currency introducing currency risk 
that infiltrated Australia with Swiss franc loans in the 1980s and look at Iceland post-2007. 
Secondly, they borrowed in short term loans but lent to long-term domestic projects creating 
the typical maturity mismatch, the very thing the central bank was intended to patch. When the 
currency depreciation began, the balance sheets of these financial institutions were 
immediately hit and bad debt accelerated. When foreigners demanded repayment, they had no 
foreign cash.  

This is a liquidity problem that further deepened the crisis creating insolvency as well. But 
again, these facts are NOT the cause, but rather the effect. International capital is moving. It is 
not looking for long-term investment. The presumption that such capital would not have left if 
the structure was sounder is naïve. Capital left because it saw no further short-term gains to 
attract it. Thus, capital saw a brighter smile elsewhere. 

The collapsing demand domestically, which was caused by panic, credit crunch and the wrong 
political policy prescriptions in some countries, merely damaged the real sector and led to the 
accumulation of bad debt while then creating misperceptions about what could have been 
done to keep that capital in Southeast Asia. Hence, many see the Asian Currency Crisis of 1997
was primarily caused by the wrong speed and sequencing of external financial liberalization. 
Government failed to understand how international capital moves and was incapable of 
properly monitoring what was happening no different than what Herbert Hoover had written 
about the events of 1931.  

These events have led to the view that you must open up your financial sector gradually and in 
the right order. The pace of financial liberalization must match the pace of strengthening the 
domestic financial sector and the monitoring capability. The government must make utmost 
effort to improve domestic banks. The Glass-Steagall Act that attempted to prevent banks from 
speculating.with.other.people’s.money.helped.to.curtail.future.crisis.but.as.soon.as.that.was.
revoked in the United States, the banks created the biggest financial crisis with the 2007 
collapse perhaps in the history of the world. Banks simply cannot be allowed to use deposits for 
proprietary trading. 

Those most affected by the Asian Currency Crisis of 1997 were the ASEAN4 nations namely 
Thailand, Indonesia, Philippines, and Malaysia along with Korea. China, India, Vietnam, 
Myanmar and Cambodia were not affected by the Asian Currency Crisis. This is not because the 
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productivity and their financial institutions were superior as an economic review might suggest. 
In reality, their domestic systems were much worse. One can argue that they were not directly 
hit because they did not open up financially. However, the truth lies in the trader mentality of 
fixed currency rates and what that offers as an opportunity for trading profit rather than the 
structural weaknesses of the developing economies. The real solution must be the removal of 
these structural weaknesses according to the general economic viewpoint, yet this still 
presumes government is capable to managing the economy. 

It has been argued that of the 26 banking crises in recent history, 18 were preceded by financial 
sector liberalization within a five year period. This has led academics to assume that this is the 
cause of the problem and that linearization should be undertaken cautiously. They argue that 
such financial liberalizations accurately signal 71% of all balance of payments/currency crisis 
and about 65% of all banking crises. The examples put forth are Chile 1982, Mexico 1994, 
Southeast Asia, and Latin America that the non-experienced academics argue strongly confirm 
this general tendency. However, what they are ignoring is the manner in which capital 
concentrates in one sector and nation and moves from one to the other sometimes simply 
because the opportunity appears better elsewhere. One cannot fully grasp the significance of 
these events by purely analyzing them from an academic perspective. As Herbert Hoover 
explained, capital was moving from a trading perspective that it simply demoralized domestic 
economies.  
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True, many have focused on subjects such as overlending and excessive risk taking in Chile in 
1992 and the Southeast Asian Currency Crisis of 1997. Lending booms often take place because 
the bankers fail to understand migrant capital and that it will quickly turn from the domestic 
economy into another. Lending such capital is highly risky beyond the 2-year window. True, 
there is an empirical link between lending booms and financial crises that is very strong largely 
because bankers fail to distinguish between domestic and foreign capital deposits. Similar 
events were self-evident not just in Chile but also Mexico, Argentina (1981), Colombia (1982-
83), Uruguay (1982), Norway (1987), Finland (1991-92), Japan (1992-93), and Sweden (1991). 

Reserve requirements can be a useful tool in stabilizing a banking system, as was the 
experience of Argentina in 1995 demonstrated. However, this is typically argued against by the 
banks because it would be far more effective than the raising and lowering of interest rates that 
at the very best is just indirect. The In the United States and Japan, lowering of interest rates to 
virtually zero wiped out savings and has utterly failed to create any immediate stimulus for the 
economies of either nation. Rather than help the economy, in both instances such zeroing out 
of interest rates was a covert bailout tool for the banks.  
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The United States has adopted the same position post-2007 and QE1 and QE2 have failed 
completely and now we have QE3 Indefinite proving their complete failure as any policy. In the 
case of Japan, it inspired the Yen Carry trade where Japanese capital fled the country to US 
bonds to earn 8% compared to 0.1%. The USA buying bonds to inject cash into the system failed 
to comprehend that this is now a fully integrated global economy. There was no way to buy 
back only American held bonds and thus foreign held bonds purchased by the Fed only 
exported the money never stimulating the domestic economy achieved the same migration of 
capital witnessed in Japan. 

Indeed, when I was invited to Beijing by the Central Bank of China to discuss the Asian Currency 
Crisis, they were deeply concerned about the collective forces of capital rush around the globe. 
Since the people in the Bank of China had been sent to the West to work in banks on dealing 
desks, they understood trading unlike any central bank in the world. That was the sole reason 
why the Bank of China had extended the invitation to travel to Beijing because of personal 
trading experience rather than academic posturing. 

Another important aspect of international capital flows at this time concerned the geographic 
distribution of Japanese foreign direct investment into Asia. For a very long been, Japanese 
foreign direct investment into Asia had targeted Hong Kong, Singapore, Indonesia, Malaysia, 
Thailand,.Philippines,.South.Korea,.and.Taiwan.In.1990,.China’s.manufacturing.sector.
accounted for barely 5% of all of Asia. However, by 1995, that manufacturing share of China 
rose dramatically to 43%. Almost 60% of Japanese firms with overseas production had opened 
facilities in China. It was ironically the Japanese who invested the most in China very rapidly. It 
is a natural phenomenon that the higher developed countries increase taxation and labor costs 
causing manufacture to always migrate. It was this initial trend that set the tone for the boom 
in Southeast Asia going into 1994. Now China displaced Japan in one-third of the time of the 
Japanese economic miracle. 
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The Economic Confidence 
Model from this point in 
time once again correctly 
provided the precise day 
of the high for the United 
States stock market on 
July 20th, 1998 (1998.55). 
Not merely did this 
provide the precise day of 
the high, but it was also 
showing the collapse in 
Russia as an emerging 
market. We provided that 
forecast in a London 
conference and the 
London Financial Times

covered this placing it on the front page of the second section. Indeed, his forecast that Russia 
would collapse in a matter of weeks manifested in the Long-Term Capital Management (LTCM) 
Crisis. Ironically, LTCM was founded in 1994 by John W. Meriwether, the former vice-chairman 
and head of bond trading at Salomon Brothers that blew up when it was caught manipulating 
the US Treasury Bond auctions in 1991.  

Members of LTCM's board of directors included Myron S. Scholes and Robert C. Merton, who 
shared the 1997 Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences for a "new method to determine 
the value of derivatives". Of course, their model proved to fail in the end for it lacked the 
historical depth to within major panics. LTCM lost $4.6 billion in less than four months following 
the Russian Financial Crisis of 1998
requiring financial intervention by 
the Federal Reserve because it 
owed money to the bankers. Since 
our firm was managing a hedge 
fund for Deutsche Bank and for 
Magnum Global Investments, while 
LTCM lost, our funds jumped by 
60% in one month thanks to this 
model resulting in being named 
fund manager of the year in 1998.  
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Capital not only moves around internationally as Herbert Hoover himself witnessed during 
1931, but then it also moves back and forth between two extremes of confidence. This is best 
described as Public v Private Confidence. There are times historically where people are 
confidence about government and live peacefully within its protective shadow. Then there are 

times when government becomes abusive and 
suppresses the right of the people causing civil unrest 
and eventually this manifests in war or revolution.  

To create movement, you need two extremes. Like a 
sidewinder snake, it moves rapidly by propelling its 
body between two extremes on either side. Like a 
pendulum, moving to the extreme on one side provides 
the energy to 
swing back to 
the opposite 
extreme. The 

economy moves in this manner always between two 
extremes the same as a market moves between BULLISH 
and BEARISH. This is the mechanism by which the 
economy moves based upon CONFIDENCE. This is why 
we call major declines DEPRESSIONS because people are 
depressed and lack CONFIDENCE to invest. 
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Joseph Schumpeter (1883-1950) saw this cyclical 
movement between two extremes and dubbed the 
process as one of Creative Destruction. Indeed, the US 
Great Depression began with 40% of the civil work 
force employed as farmers. Thanks to the Dust Bowl 
(7 year drought), these people may have seen their 
livelihood destroyed, but it was a necessary process 
to force them into an industrial skilled labor force. 
Hence, the movement between two extremes indeed 
propels the economy but also provides the force for 
change – Creative Destruction. 

Others have caught glimpses of how things must 
move between two extreme forces like a pendulum in 
order to sustain movement. George Hegel (1770-

1831), 
observed 

these two forces within philosophy which is why we 
have left and rights wings, Democrats and Republicans. 
Traditionally, Hegel's thought has been analyzed in 
terms of the categories of thesis, antithesis, and 
synthesis, although he tended to avoid these terms. 
The thesis is an idea or a historical movement that 
contains within itself an incompleteness that gives rise 
to opposition, or an antithesis, a conflicting idea or 
movement. Hence we get Republican v Democrat 
philosophy. Eventually, this then merges resulting in 
the conflict a third point of view that arises blended 
from the points of truth contained in each view that 

we call the synthesis. This hybrid overcomes the conflict by reconciling at a higher level the 
truth contained in both the thesis and antithesis. This synthesis becomes a new thesis that 
generates another antithesis, giving rise to a new synthesis, and thus the process of two 
extremes in thought always exists. For example, it was the Southern Democrats that fought and 
died for slavery. Yet with time, the constant churning of ideas between two extremes ultimately 
leads to what one could call cross-dressing. The two extremes will often switch beliefs. Even in 
politics, Oliver Cromwell revolted against the king, beheaded him, and then produced coins 
with his own image as if he were king minus royal titles. Napoleon crowned himself emperor of 
France. John Quincy Adams (1767–1848; sixth president 1825–1829) said “we.have.conquered.
the.enemy.We.occupy. their.hill.We.have.become. the.enemy” This is the fashion that the 
process of intellectual or historical development is continually generated creating waves of 
Creative Destruction. Karl Marx and Frederick Engels used Hegel's theory of the dialectic to 
back up their economic theory of communism they believe was the synthesis, but failed to 
understand that it too would fail. 
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Everything moves between two extremes. People often ask what if everyone followed the 
Economic Confidence Model? The actual answer is – impossible. There will always be an 
opposition. There must be to create the movement. The movement of the Earth propels the 
Foucault pendulum at the Pantheon in Paris. Hegel's dialectic explains these opposite forces 
even within the thinking process of mankind. Hence, it becomes the swing in confidence and 
who do you believe now – the Private sector, or Public (Government).  

Observing the economy on a global scale reveals how capital moves, invests and flees in time of 
uncertainty both from economic change (raising taxes) as well as geopolitical (war). Capital is 
always seeking the best opportunity with the lowest perceived risk. This leads some down the 
road of corruption to manipulate the government in order to create the riskless trade. This has 
led to bankers convincing government they cannot be allowed to take a loss for it would lead to 
a depression. This is nonsense, but it has worked from Long-term Capital Management bailout 
of a hedge fund to the $700 billion TARP bailout from the aftermath of 2007.15. 

Nevertheless, it will soon become clear that there is this shift between Public and Private 
Confidence that provides the underlying movement within politics and economics. Whenever 
corruption runs high in government, CONFIDENCE collapses and society veers away from 
government trusting the private sector in its place. When the private sector collapses as in the 
Great Depression, the people turn toward government for a safety net. If everyone is fat and 
happy, they will elect to ignore the rising trend preferring not to rock the boat. That trend will 
reach its extreme and then change erupts in the political-economy. Major waves of intensity als 
take place with this mechanism and here we find the rise and fall of nations. As corruption 
became ramped in Rome, people fled the taxes and corruption moving toward the suburbs that 
even the Romans called in Latin - suburbium (the flight from the cities). With time, the 
pendulum will swing and revert back in the opposite direction toward collective cohabitation 
giving rise to civilization.  
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Consequently, the issue of INTENSITY also oscillates on a different frequency but accounts for 
the movement of the system between the two extremes and is bound to the Business Cycle
internally. Consequently, we emerge with a generational cycle defined by INTENSITY shaped 
into periods of 51.6 years compose of  a group of 6 individual Business Cycles of 8.6 years in 
length each building in volatility (INTENSITY).  

The most interesting aspect of this dynamic interlocked movement between INTENSITY and the 
Business Cycle, has been the realization that absolutely nothing remains constant, nor is there 
any one system that will every prevail. This is why there is the inevitable rise and fall of empire, 
nations, and city states. Everything remains in a constant state of flux oscillating between two 
opposite extremes.  

Looking at the rise and 
fall of empires, nations, 
and city states, what is 
stripped naked and laid 
prostrate before us is 
history in the making. The 
Financial Capital of the 
World constantly 
migrates around the 
globe because of this 
perpetual contest 
between two extremes. 
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Work by Lui Liu 

The model then exposed something tremendously important. It is a global model that includes 
every country around the world. The entire global economy is correlated and in so doing, the 
capital flows can be easily seen as the rush around the world causing booms and busts. What 
was truly discovered beyond the mere boom bust cycle, has been that the international 
concentration of capital is the key. The fortunes of empires, nations, and city states constantly 
change because generally man remains ignorant of the trend in motion. It is like the Precession 
of the Equinoxes in that the cycle is 25,800 years and to move just one degree in the circle takes 
72 years. Consequently, it took several generations to discover that phenomenon.  

Here is the spectacular painting by Lui Liu. This illustrates the changing positions and fortunes 
of empires, nations, and city states. America is still clothed but starting to lose. China has lost 
her shirt but displays her tattoo symbolizing her new modern posture. Russia is on her back 
who also lost her top flirting with America and China. To the left is Japan stripped naked for she 
has lost everything. Standing to the right, timid, yet uninvited, stands Taiwan – the political 
orphan between the great powers. 
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The Economic Confidence Model worked rather interesting in defining the Dot.COM Bubble of 
2000. A number integral to the ECM beyond 8.6 has been 26. There were 26 international 
panics within a period of 224 years which produced the number 8.6. Therefore, the number 26 
double is 52, and the major wave of the 8.6 year ECM is 51.6 years. Here we can see that the 
peak in the DOT.COM bubble in the NASDAQ Composite took place 26 weeks before the ECM
half-cycle wave. The low in 2002 came 3 weeks before the ideal date 2002.85 
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When this frequency was first discovered, it seemed that 8.6 was a rather odd number that just 
didn’t. fit.mathematically. In. trying. to. test. the. validity. of. this frequency, however, it became 
quite amazing. The accuracy to the very day made no sense. How could something work to the 
very day? When October 19th, 1987 unfolded right to the day, it could only be understood in 
terms of the perfect cycle. The total number of days within an 8.6-year Business Cycle was 
3141. In reality, the 8.6-year. cycle.was.equal. to.π. (Pi) * 1000. True,.π.had.been. that. illusive.
number that was far beyond a mere coincidence. This was certainly not random and the 
number of precise events ruled out coincidence. The number of variables involved in projecting 
the future became dynamic and complex with each individual market and nation beating 
between its two extremes according to its own frequency. The relationship of 8.6 to π (Pi) 
confirmed that indeed the Business Cycle was in fact a perfect natural cyclical phenomenon 
that warranted further investigation.  

Indeed, the precision to a day appeared numerous times around the world in different markets. 
Both the 1994.25 and the 1998.55 turning points also produced clear events precisely to the 
day as was the case for the peak in the Real Estate Index 2007.15. The probability of 
coincidence of so many targets being that precise to the day was well into the billions. Indeed, 
the relationship of π.to the Business Cycle demonstrated the existence of a perfect cycle that 
returned to its point of origin where once again it would start anew. The complexity that arose 
was that while the cycle could be measured and predicted, precisely which sector of the global 
economy would become the focal point emerged as the new research challenge. It was the 
correlation of markets and nations to the ECM that allowed one to see how capital rushed 
around the globe and the rise and fall of empires, nations, and city states unfolded. 
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When the next high in the Economic Confidence Model 2007.15 came 54 days into the next 
year (February 23rd, 2007) and this was one day after the high, they were calling this forecast 
“…rmstrong’s.Revenge”. This turning point market to the day the high in the real estate index 
and it unfolded with time as the Mortgage Backed Crisis of 2007. So just how could there be a 
coincidence when so many targets came in 
on the precise day?  

As the half cycle was now approach on the 
way down into 2011.45, on April 15, 2010 
the EU monetary chief Olli Rehn said there 
was no possibility that Greece will default on 
its debts and no reason to doubt Germany's 
commitment to an EU pledge to help. The 
International Monetary Fund official says 
that Greece has expressed interest in a 
three-year precautionary IMF agreement, 
which will only be tapped when Greece 
requests the funding.  Parliament adopted a 
tax reform bill, backing government moves 
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to tackle tax evasion and shift the fiscal burden to higher-income earners in Greece as Athens 
looks for ways to slash its massive budget deficit. Then on April 16, 2010, the European finance 
ministers met in Madrid to discuss Greece's debt crisis but said Athens was seeking to clarify 
how an emergency aid mechanism would work, rather than requesting it. Of course that was 
the precise day on the model. From that day onward, even the Greek General Share Index 
collapsed moving into a low in 2012 56 months from the 2007 high. 

Then we come to the turning point 2011.45 on the Economic Confidence Model, which so far 
has proved to be a truly profound shift in the global economic trend. Where the majority were 
calling for the collapse in the share market still insisting that a Great Depression was on the 
horizon, this model was saying no way.  To create such a catastrophe, it must arrive from an 
extreme bubble peak as we saw in 1929 in the United States and 1989 in Japan. The model was 
suggesting a reversal of fortune and that the share market would rally back to the old highs. 
This was correctly report by Barrons on June 25th, 2011. 
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BARRONS - JUNE 25, 2011

The man who called the '87 crash is now calling 
for a long-term market rise. 

“ It looks like the stars are aligning for market theorist 
Martin Armstrong and his devout followers—his 
method of sizing up confidence in the economy is 
pointing to an upturn in the stock market. 

 Armstrong is the developer of the Armstrong Economic 
Confidence Model, best known for calling the crash of 
1987 to the very day. The model pegged June 13-June 
14, 2011, as the start of a long-term upward trend in 
the market; the market obliged by notching its first 
weekly rise since April 29.  

Buy Signal: An esoteric theory based on cycles that 
relate to the ratio pi recently signaled the start of a 
long-term market uptrend.  

The model holds that every 8.6 years there are shifts in 
market sentiment, with public confidence waxing or 
waning in response to world events. Also key are 
quarter-cycles of 2.15 years. The low of the bear-market 
cycle on March 6, 2009, to the peak of April 29, 2011, 
spanned 785 days, or 2.15 times 365. The June 13-June 
14 period marks 8.6 years since the last major bottom 
of 2002, and is 4.3 years (two times 2.15) from the 2007 
peak of easy money and the tightest credit spreads 
ever. 

The model is known as the "pi" cycle, because there are 
3,141 days in an 8.6-year cycle, reflecting the value of pi 
(314159).times.1,000.Pi,.the.ratio.of.a.circle's.
circumference to its diameter, is a revered number 
among mathematicians and, in Armstrong's view, may 
help explain the model's predictive power.”
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The accuracy of this model clearly 
went beyond personal opinion. 
The world was stunned by its 
forecasts and some assumed that 
it was really the result of too much 
influence rather than a discovery 
of untold proportions. Time 
Magazine wrote on November 30, 
2009 Riding the Waves of 
Irrational Behavior that this 
model “made.several.eerily.on-
the-mark calls using a formula 
based on the mathematical 
constant.pi”.Even Bloomberg 
News had to acknowledge the 
model.“called.Russia’s.financial.
collapse in 1998”.and.that the 
“model  also pointed to a peak 
just before the Japanese stock 
market crashed in 1989.” Then 
there was the forecast of October 
1997 that the creation of the euro
“will.merely.transform.currency.
speculation into bond 
speculation, leading to the 
system’s.eventual.collapse.”.The model became known as the “Secret.Cycle” and the “pi-cycle 
model” after it was featured in a 10 page article in the New Yorker Magazine on October 9th, 
2009. Nick.Paumgarten.wrote.that.π (Pi) “was, after all, the magic number associated with the 
swing.of.a.pendulum,.Heisenberg’s.uncertainty.principle,.and.the.Great.Pyramid.at.Giza.Why.
not the vast monuments of data known as the financial markets?”.Quoting Armstrong, 
Paumgarten wrote: “Suddenly.I.saw.it.in.my.mind’s.eye,”.he.wrote.“There.was.a.Geometry.of.
Time.itself” The New Yorker continued: “Pi.suggested.some.future.turning.points,..…mong.
them.was.December,.1989,.which.marked.the.Nikkei’s.peak.before.it.crashed.This call earned 
him.the.magazine.Equity’s.award.as.the.top.North.…merican.economist,..…nother.big.pi.date.
was July 20, 1998, which turned out to mark the high point in the S. & P. just before a Russian 
default broke the giant hedge fund Long Term Capital Management and nearly wrecked the 
financial system. Armstrong by now was running a couple of hedge funds, and the Magnum 
Hedge.Fund.Reporter.named.him.Fund.Manager.of.the.Year”
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In the United Kingdom, for example, a popular financial magazine Money Week published an 

article on Martin Armstrong on March 27, 2007, where they highlighted that the model had 

predicted a major top in financial markets for February 27, 2007, with the next major bottom 

being June 18, 2011.  

Yet after 2011.45, the model has worked well even on the minor turning points. The first minor 

target was 2012.05 (January 18th, 2012). We can see that this was the week where the Dow 

decisively broke out to the upside start the new uptrend post 2011.45. The next target was 

2012.43 (June 6th, 2012). This provided the precise low on the test of support. Understanding 

that TIME is incredibly important has become paramount. This model is precise. It is not based 

upon human opinion that is highly volatile. Anything that requires interpretation to forecast 

such as Elliot Wave is highly dependent upon opinion. The same can be said of technical 

analysis where the one is trying to interpret the future pattern based upon previous patterns –

head & shoulders, etc.

The numbers are the numbers. This does not involve Guru Status or personal opinion. The true 

critical factor is data. TIME becomes possible to ascertain ONLY when there is a sufficient 

database available. Long Term Capital Management began in 1994 at the bottom of the 

Economic Confidence Model and collapsed as soon as it turned in July 20th, 1998. They lasted 

just 4.3 years and their model lacked the historical depth to be able to test what happens even 

during a major collapse as was the case in Russia.
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One of the most significant advantages of gathering historical information on the rise and fall of 

nations throughout history has been the discovery of the true nature of the world economy and 

its interactions with mankind. There have been numerous shifts and changes in the world 

economy from even prehistoric times. Weather has had a tremendous impact in causing 

migrations of mankind that eventually spread humans around the globe. The rise and fall of 

empires, nations, and city states have caused the financial capital of the world to move from 

city to city, region to region, empire to empire, and continent to continent. The bottom line -

Nothing lasts forever. 

We have reconstructed the Monetary History of the 

world. This has provided us with a database that is 

unsurpassed no less even unapproached. Illustrated here

is the fate of Rome illustrated. The importance of 

creating such a database is to establish the fundamental 

principles about how the economy moves. Real science 

requires observation – not opinion. The collapse of Rome 

was rapid taking place in just 13 years.
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This movement of the Business Cycle has been the subject of manipulation and the attempts by 

man to even eliminate it. Never has man been satisfied with observing and learning how to live 

with the Business Cycle. Every time he has sought to control what he cannot even comprehend. 

There are four seasons to weather and this is part of the Business Cycle as well for indeed 

inflation can be driven by the rise and fall of agriculture as just one component. In the Bible 

there is the story of Joseph who told the Pharaoh there would be seven years of plenty and 

seven years of drought. The moral to that story – understand the cycle, live with it, and adapt 

to it to survive. Consequently, famine has also dramatically altered the course of nations and 

has been a major contributor toward the migrations of man around the globe. Up until the 

1950s, agriculture accounted for 70% of the US economy falling to 40% by 1900. While the 

United States employs less than 3% of the work force in agriculture, many other developing 

nations are in that category of 70%+ agrarian.
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Man’s.quest.to.eliminate.the.Business Cycle rather than live with it is engrained even within 

politics. The familiar banter is vote for me and I will bring change. The current elections in the 

United States are really just a race between Pepsi and Coke – there really is not much 

difference.once.you.strip.the.“social”.issues.aside.…fter.Gay.Rights.and.…bortion,.there.is.no.

substance. Nobody stands up with a plan explaining HOW they will create jobs. They provide 

lip-service because there is nothing they can do, nor do they understand what to do.

Paul Volcker, former chairman of the Federal Reserve, addressed this very issue of manipulating 

the Business Cycle. He explained that the idea after Keynes was this “New.Economics” where it 

was presumed that government could play God and eliminate the Business Cycle at will. He 

explained that this idea had failed and was self-evident when he delivered this bold realization 

in 1979 in what he called the Rediscovery of the Business Cycle.

“The Rediscovery of the Business Cycle – is a sign of the times. Not much more than a
decade ago, in what now seems a more innocent age, the ‘New Economics’ had
become orthodoxy. Its basic tenet, repeated in similar words in speech after speech, in
article after article, was described by one of its leaders as ‘the conviction that business
cycles were not inevitable, that government policy could and should keep the economy
close to a path of steady real growth at a constant target rate of unemployment’

“Of course, some minor fluctuations in economic activity were not ruled out. But the
impression was conveyed that they were more the consequence of misguided political
judgments, of practical men beguiled by the mythology of the old orthodoxy of
balanced budgets, and of occasional errors in forecasting than of deficiency in our
basic knowledge of how the economy worked, or in the adequacy of the tools of
policy. The avant-garde of the profession began to look elsewhere – to problems of
welfare economics and income distribution – for new challenges.
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“Of course, the handling of the economic consequences of the Vietnam War was an
obvious blot on the record – but that, after all, reflected more political than economic
judgments. By the early 1970s, the persistence of inflationary pressures, even in the
face of mild recession, began to flash some danger signals; the responses of the
economy to the twisting of the dials of monetary and fiscal policy no longer seemed
quite so predictable. But it was not until the events of 1974 and 1975, when a
recession sprung on an unsuspecting world with an intensity unmatched in the post-
World War II period, that the lessons of the ‘New Economics’ were seriously
challenged”

That idea first emerged with Karl Marx who advocated the denial of personal property from the 

individual to eliminate greed and exploitation of the worker. Marx attributed all value to labor 

and ignored ingenuity, creation, and the free spirit of man. While his idea may have been noble 

from a humanitarian perspective, they have nonetheless proved absurd and unworkable. Marx 

took the power from the people and handed it in a form of a golden scepter of authority to 

government. Unfortunately, Marx did not fully comprehend human nature. John Maynard 

Keynes was not much better. He still adopted the Marxist philosophy at its core that 

government was capable to unbiased management of the affairs of men. In the aftermath, this 

idea that government is capable of altering the direction of society by regulation has still 

proved totally worthless. Whatever the policy governments have followed postwar, followed 

society has only led to massive debt structures that threaten to bring down Western Civilization 

as it has destroyed every empire, nation, and city state since the dawn of society with no 

exception.
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THE RISE OF ASIA

The Financial Capital of the World in modern times had migrated from Italy to Germany and 

then to Amsterdam as a result of the Serial Spanish Sovereign Defaults. Spain became a serial 

defaulter beginning in 1557 followed by 1570, 1575, 1596, 1607, and 1647 ending in a 3rd 

world status. The Spanish Inquisition chased the Jews out of Spain and they too their expertise 

to Holland where insurance and banking began. It was the Dutch William of Orange who 

married Mary of England and became the King of England. It was William who brought with him 

the Dutch way of doing things and this aided the transfer of that title of the Financial Capital of 

the World to Britain starting in 1689. 

Britain retained that title until World War I as it 

peaked in 1914. The United States had been the 

emerging market and was virtually bankrupt in 

1896 when J.P. Morgan had to lend it $100 million 

in gold. This led to the popular dislike of Morgan 

as many saw him as bigger than government. 
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The United States has succumbed to the very same patterns that marked the decline and fall of 

Rome. Here is the chart of the British debt. We can see how it skyrocketed with World War I 

and again with World War II. It has ALWAYS been debt that destroys a empire, nation, or city

state. Typically, once the debt spiral takes place, the nation becomes vulnerable to invasion for 

it can no longer afford a defense. It was the political instability within Europe that caused World 

War I and that marked the peak in the British Empire – 1914. From that point onward, 

international capital flowed to the 

United States and that created the 

Roaring.‘20s as capital 

concentrated in the US similar to 

had it had performed in 1989 

going into Japan. There were 

massive capital inflows as the 

United States became the next 

boom as an emerging market.
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The greatest hidden secret from traditional economic theory is that a cycle actually exists and 

cannot be eliminated. Asia rose to the Financial Capital of the World after the fall of Rome and 

Constantinople in 1453. Asia became rich on the exportation of spices and silk. From the 

earliest times, we know that there was even diplomatic relations between Rome and China 

around 180AD. After the fall of Rome and then Constantinople, the Financial Capital of the 

World moved to India. After that, Indian 

religion infiltrated China and the Financial 

Capital of the World moved to China. This is 

why there was such a great interest to get to 

India and China from Europe that made the 

voyage of Columbus even a fundable venture 

capital deal on the part of Ferdinand and 

Isabella of Spain.
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The cycle behind the migration of the Financial Capital of the World extends back in time even 

before recorded history. The driving force was largely weather and the ability to produce a 

livelihood. This drove mankind to actually populate the earth in search of the perfect land. It 

was about 6700 BC when the earliest city began to appear known by the name Catal Huyuk

located in Turkey that covered about 30 acres. The buildings were mud and brick construction, 

but inside there appeared plastered walls. No doubt, this was the latest modern invention that 

illustrates two important developments. First, this confirms the birth of an urban trade skill and 

secondly, homes were found with paintings on the walls suggesting the flourishing 

development of art as a trade. This tends to be a luxury and therefore it is one of the last skills 

to develop within urban life reflecting good economic times. 

It is important to understand that this cycle began with the migration of man around the world. 

Therefore, we see the sequence of empires emerge from the Sumerian, Babylonian, Greek, and 

then Roman. Once this sequence is complete, then we see the rise of India and then China. 

Where the Silk Road funneled wealth to Asia through trade, the roles were reversed as 

illustrated by Marco Polo and the voyage of Columbus.
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Asia has been following that same path of development. The 1997 Asian Currency Crisis was 

painful, but this is what put Asia on the map beyond Japan. That event brought Asia to the 

attention of international capital, despite the fact that this was a very difficult period for Asia as 

a whole. Nonetheless, as we can see from the global comparison, the countries with the 

strongest growth are Asian followed by India. This is the new trend demonstrating that the 

cycle of migration of the Financial Capital of the World is alive and well. The debt structure in 

the United States and in Europe has been set on an exponential advance thanks to the need to 

bailout the banks after the 2007 debacle. We are looking at a massive shift in capital from the 

West to Asia in spite of the Draconian tax increases and the aggressive quest to hunt down 

Americans offshore and confiscate their wealth.

In the West, we are facing a real Global Meltdown that is brewing far beyond anything that is 

being traditionally covered in the general press, academia, and analytical circles. Modern man is 

as arrogant as his historical ancestors who always believed that somehow they were different. 

Debt today threatens to wipe out the entire social safety net including funded pensions. Greece 

was just the tip of the iceberg. Governments are imploding around the globe and there is no 

comprehension of what in truly unfolding.
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It is the Sovereign Debt Crisis that is rippling through the global economy which is profoundly 

affecting everything we see from investment to simply surviving our own future and trading 

decisions. Governments everywhere are clueless. They seek only to maintain power and pray at 

the foot of their bed that they will wake up and everything will be back as it was. They try to 

create fake bailouts while never fixing the problems. We are on the verge of such a profound 

event, that the outcome will not be hyperinflation, but catastrophic deflation as government 

become more Draconian and seek to confiscate all wealth.

The United States is hunting down Americans on a global scale assuming that any account 

outside the United States is to hide money not for international business causing a complete

reversal in world trade as the velocity of money declines. Where in the 1930s it was 

protectionism that shrunk the economy, today the United States is destroying itself and 

employment potential for the youth. In Switzerland, the record fine for speeding is 300,000SF 

as.fines.are.determined.according.to.one’s.net.worth.Japan.is.also.turning.against.its.own.

people doubling the sales tax as its national debt will exceed $12 trillion dollars next year – not 

far behind the USA. Spain is in a really dire financial position. Capital is pouring out of the 

country equivalent to more than 50% of the annual GDP as wealth has taken flight fearing the 

worst lies ahead. Unemployment among the youth in Spain has exceeded 50% as civil unrest 

rises in the face of stupid economic policies that are driving the global economy to the brink of 

collapse and possibly war. Once Spain goes, there goes the EU. The Spanish banking system is 

on the verge of systemic complete failure. So much capital has been fleeing Spain the ECB is 

now.pouring.in.on.average,.more.than.€300.billion.on.a.monthly.basis.to.meet.liquidity.needs.

Since.the.total.Spanish.banking.system.is.about.€3.trillion.in.size,.the.financial.crisis.brewing.is.

amounting to almost 10% of total banking assets on a monthly basis. This is simply 

unsustainable. Civil unrest is breakout out against austerity throughout Southern Europe and 

this contagion will soon affect the United States by 2014.

Governments worldwide are in crisis. There is a great disparity between the state and local 

governments where the latter cannot manufacture money at will as the sovereign national 

governments. This is a predominant source of deflation as bondholders demand higher taxes 

and austerity be imposed at the sovereign government levels to prevent hyperinflation and the 

devaluation of bond holdings. Of course bondholders will lose everything as they always do 
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historically. Nonetheless, in the immediate term, they will demand their pound of flesh and 

government will respond by extracting that from the people destroying the global economy in 

the process.

In France, the dramatic rise to 75% taxation imposed upon the rich is leading to massive capital 

flight. The French left-wing newspaper the Libération carried.a.headline.when.France’s.richest.

man, Bernard Arnault abandoned France for Belgium and the newspaper insulted him with the 

headline.“Casse-toi riche con!”.(Get.lost,.rich.asshole).In.the.United.States,.Obama.chastised.

the.“rich”.saying.they.created.noting.on.their.own.and.they.owed.everything.to the state and 

the people. This rising tide against anyone who has more money than the next guy is 

threatening the collapse of Western Society and all 

democratic ideals. Governments everywhere are 

pointing.to.the.“rich”.to.blame.for.their.own.fiscal.

irresponsibility. They are targeting even the gold 

dealers making it illegal to deal in cash trying to 

assault the growing underground economy.

History repeats because the passions of man never 

change.Here.is.the.Venetian.“Mouth.of.Truth”.that.

marked the end of Venetian civilization. Anyone 

could slip an accusation into this slot and the 

person names would then by charged, investigated, 

and even tortured. It was presumed that whatever allegation that was made was true. Worst 

still, you did not have to reveal your name to make the allegation. Today, tax authorities in 

Europe and American have reinstituted this practice. Report someone with money they are 

hiding.and.you.will.be.rewarded.with.a.finder’s.fee

Local governments are in dire fiscal condition worldwide. The City of Philadelphia has chased 

out.the.“rich”.and.those.left.behind.are.the.unproductive.with.their.hands.out.demanding.

more. Governments are turning to property taxes that are not tied to income. Even in Greece 

they are now retroactively collecting property taxes from 2008. Regardless what you have in 

income, you owe taxes on the property irrespective of your current employment or income.
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The city of Scranton, Pennsylvania reduced all government wages to minimum wage. In Spain, 

Catalonia,.Spain’s.most indebted region, announced it could no longer pay subsides in July to 

hospitals, old age homes and other social services.

In South America, Argentina is also in economic decline thanks to debt and there too we see 

local governments imploding. Normally, the provincial cities receive funding from the provincial 

governments. However, this has dried up in some areas turning cities into cash-strapped 

debtors who cannot pay their bills or even their own employees. They have turned to trying a 

raffle to determine which civil servants will receive their pay first. Employees will queue up to 

get paid and when the money runs out, those in the end of the line are out of luck. The first 

draw.for.the.raffle.took.place.on.Friday,.July.20th.Only.23.of.the.town’s.92.employees received 

their pay.

The mainstream press is simply not covering these issues. National governments continue to 

suppress free elections and free speech. In Spain, watch this one closely. Right now 6 out of 17 

Spanish regional provinces are is serious budgetary crises. Since the federal Spanish 

government is itself in bankruptcy, there will be no white knight on the horizon.

Capital is fleeing everywhere, as it rightly should. Governments are in hot pursuit determined to 

destroy Western Civilization as they try to confiscate every scrap of wealth from the private 

sector as if this will somehow miraculously save the world and maintain the power. The only 

outcome is revolution or total dictatorial forms of government subordinating all human rights 

to the.pleasure.of.the.bureaucracy.Capital.outflows.from.Spain.have.been.more.than.€413.

billion ($50.7 billion) in May, quadrupled compared to the outflow one year ago according to 

figures released by the Spanish central bank. For the first five months of 2012, a total capital 

outflow.has.been.about.€163

This massive capital outflow is the same pattern we saw when our computer forecast the 

collapse of Russia that created the Long-Term Capital Management debacle in September 1998. 

This capital outflow is stripping banks of deposits and was the reason behind the banking 

conglomerate,.Bankia,.having.requested.a.bailout.in.May.The.Spanish.government’s.response.

has been to try to punish capital leaving.
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Governments are out of control around the globe. This 

is the worst possible outcome we face globally. The 

United States has lowered the $10,000 reporting on 

the movement of cash to $3,000 at the bank level. All 

this hatred of the rich simply causes capital to flee and 

when it cannot flee, it simply hoards. Either way, this 

is how the economy implodes. It is how Rome 

collapsed. The first emperor to start this process was 

Maximinus I (235-238AD) who simply declared that all 

wealth in the Roman Empire belonged to him. He too 

instituted a network of spies and paid rewards for the 

confiscation.of.wealth.He.created.the.crime.of.“CONSPIR…CY”.meaning.you.do.not.even.have.

to attempt to do something. All you have to do to be guilty is think about something. Virtually 

every.crime.in.the.United.States.at.the.federal.level.is.“CONSPIR…CY”.today.for.it.relieves.the.

government of having to prove you actually did something. Maximinus prosecuted one Senator 

and.then.prosecuted.4,000.others.he.claimed.“conspired”.with.him.confiscating.all.their.

estates.

This is the same pattern that ALWAYS precedes the decline and fall of empire, nations, and city 

states. This is the trend that is going to cause a worldwide economic implosion of untold 

proportion.They.are.now.trying.to.criminalize.natural.human.behavior.of.protection.one’s.

economic self-interest. This only causes the economy to spiral down as capital seeks to merely 

hoard. Governments simply take no responsibility for their own actions. This is similar to a 

landlord renting you an apartment and saying that at any time he can raise the rent because he 

needs more money because he spent too much money having a good time.

The individual is always screwed. In Iceland, mortgages are adjusted according to the currency 

fluctuations. If you borrow 1 million Icelandic króna and the currency declines by 50%, you now 

owe 2 million. Banks have transferred the risk to the average person. People now owe more 

than what they paid for the house while wages do not fluctuate in such a manner.
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The European crisis is spiraling down a debt vortex and the politicians simply refuse to reform. 

Germany is being dragged down the rabbit hole for the Debt to GDP ratio is up to 90% thanks to 

all.these.EU.bailouts.In.reality,.Moody’s.has.put.the.Germany.on.a.negative.watch.and.it.could.

lose its AAA credit rating as was the case with France last year. The IMF is simply dead in the 

water.

The Sovereign Debt Crisis is brewing. We will present the only possible solution at the at the 

World Economic Conference along with how to shelter your net worth and survive what could 

become the fall of Western Society because governments everywhere simply refuse to live 

within their means and stop this crazy borrowing with no intention of ever paying anything 

back.

All of this political posturing as politicians blame the rich to try to escape their our complete 

fiscal mismanagement, they are laying the seeds for political unrest. There is a real danger that 

society goes into a total meltdown. The more aggressive governments become, the more 

capital will hoard. There may come the day when the mobs storm the bankers and the rich. 

“Black.Friday”.took.place.during.the.Panic.of.1869.when.they.had.to.send.in.troops.to.suppress.

the crowds that were hanging the bankers on the street. We must realize, history repeats 

because the passions of man never change.
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A Technical Outlook For  
The Australian Dollar 

The long-term view concerning the Australian dollar ($A) has reflected a rather strong currency ever since 2001. 
Against the $A, the US dollar has fallen since 2001 electing 3 Yearly Bearish Reversals along the way. Our Major 
Yearly Bearish Reversal rests at 7315 on the Interbank Market.  We do have a set of key Yearly Bearish Reversals 
at 8887 and 8415. This is the top of the critical long-term support underlying the market. So far, the dollar has 
declined falling to 9027 the week of July 25th, 2011. So far, 2012 has proven to be an inside-trading year failing to 
exceed the high or penetrate the low of 2011. Nonetheless, 2012 was a Directional Change on our model and 
that has proven to be correct so far in suspending the decline in the US dollar against the A$. 

The major low for the dollar came during 1973 at 6711 just two years into the floating exchange rate system. 
This is interesting because the general consensus has been that the dollar is dead because it is not backed by 
gold. The opposite took place where the dollar rallied against the A$ overall for 28 years. At this point, the Yearly 
Bullish Reversals start at 14251. It will require an annual closing ABOVE that level to signal the dollar will rally on 
a sustainable basis against the $A. 

From a cyclical perspective, we see volatility starting to rise in 2013 building into 2018. Turning points appear to 
be 2014, 2016 where we also have a Panic Cycle, and  a Directional Change appears in 2017 with the strongest 
targets for turning points being 2018 and 2020. Clearly, this overall rise in volatility is reflecting the Sovereign 
Debt Crisis globally. Despite the fact that Australia has fully funded pension (Super Annulation), that will not 
shieldthiscurrencyfroma“themtoo”contagion.dditional Direction Changes appear 2021 and 2022.  This 
overall implies that is 2012 closes 9750, then there is likely to be a decline in the A$ going into 2013 and possible 
into 2014. This could be prompted by the demise of Japan as Asia is seen in that light. 
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YEARLY LEVEL 

This year, after studying the recent price action, we have found that on the Yearly level of our system model that 
everything is bearish on both momentum and trend as far as the short-term is concerned. The intermediate 
indicators are also quite bearish. This is warning that, immediately, resistance is standing overhead at 9760, 
10640, 13027, and the 14826 levels. Clearly, any rally must at least make an effort to exceed 9760 in order for 
the long-term perspective to shift into a neutral mode at this time. A closing for 2012 below 9750 will keep the 
market bearish for early 2013. Any hopes of reversing the current downtrend back into a bullish mode on the 
short-term, depends entirely upon closing 2012 above 9760.  

Taking a broader view of the market, we find that Cyclical Strength is bearish. However, long-term momentum is 
in the bullish mode as is the case in point concerning the long-term market trend indicators for now. This is a 
rather important point. In order to avoid a resumption of the downtrend, Cyclical Strength must shift back to 
neutral. Otherwise, long-term levels of support will eventually be challenged in the near future. This suggests 
that support will be found under the market at the 8919, 8887, 7843 and 6711 levels, while, currently, we see 
resistance scaled overhead at the from 9760 to the 13368 level.  
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YEARLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Yearly Bearish Reversal is 7315. Thus, only a yearly closing below 7315 will signal that an 
immediate downtrend could unfold leading to a renewed bear market ahead. On our Minor level, the Yearly 
Bearish Reversal resides at 8847, with additional reversals at 8873 and 8470. Consequently, only a yearly closing 
below 8873 will signal that an immediate downtrend should unfold thereafter.  

Looking at our Reversal System, we show that the Major Yearly Bullish Reversals stand at 10646, 14251, 15941 
and 16630. Obviously, only a yearly closing above 10646 will signal that an immediate uptrend should unfold 
thereafter.  

Yearly Reversals 
Major Bullish 10646 14251 15941 16630  
Major Bearish  8873 8847 8470 7315  

YEARLY TIMING 
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On our empirical models, we have a Directional Change due here in 2012 with the next target for a turning point 
being 2014 followed by 2016, 2018, and then 2020. So it appears we have oscillating 2-years trends ahead. We 
have high volatility in 2014, a Panic Cycle in 2016, and rising volatility between 2016 and 2018. 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key years for a turning point in will be 2026 and 2028. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the years of 2012, 2017, 2021 and 2022. Our 
Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the year of 2016. 

Yearly Turning Points:  
(2013), 2014, 2016, 2018, 2020, 2022-23 

YEARLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 14153 
SUPPORT: 8821 7462 5589 

TABLE #1 
Yearly Technical Projections 
2012...   5589   7462   8821  14153 
2013...   5131   7481   8488  13534 
2014...   4673   7500   8154  12915 
2015...   4215   7519   7820  12296 
2016...   3757   7539   7487  11677 
2017...   3299   7558   7153  11058 
2018...   2841   7577   6819  10439 

Yearly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
201912  14826-10635 15999-10640 16327-13027 
201913  14959-9753 15598-10156 16630-12391 
201914  14257-9027 15999-10635 17452-10646 

2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 13012 9805 10231 SERIA
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QUARTERLY LEVEL 

QUARTERLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Quarterly Bearish Reversal is 8410. Thus, only a quarterly closing below 8410 will signal 
that an immediate downtrend could become more pronounced in the short-term. On a short-term basis, our 
Major Quarterly Bearish Reversal resides at 8983, with additional reversals at 8432, 8052 and 6718. It should be 
noted that one key reversal appears to be very important. We see that a quarterly closing beneath 8410 may 
signal that a serious sell-off is likely to follow thereafter. 

On the Major level of our Reversal System, the Quarterly Bullish Reversals exist at 10387, 11744, 12018 and 
12391. Our model also highlights Quarterly Bullish Reversal stands at 20367. Accordingly, only a quarterly 
closing above 10387 will signal that a immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter.  

Quarterly Reversals 
Major Bullish  10387 11744 12018 12391 20367  
Major Bearish  8983 8432 8410 8052 6718  

Quarterly Turning Points:  
(10/2012), (04/2013), 01/2014, 07/2014, (10/2014)   SERIA
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QUARTERLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 14147 14319 
SUPPORT: 8641 

TABLE #2 
Quarterly Technical Projections 
10/2012...   8641  14147  14319 
01/2013...   8552  14178  14174 
04/2013...   8462  14208  14030 
07/2013...   8373  14239  13885 
10/2013...   8284  14270  13741 
01/2014...   8195  14301  13596 
04/2014...   8106  14332  13452 

Quarterly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  11306-9027 12835-9215 12976-9850 
01/2013  10646-9305 11664-9551 12953-10429 
04/2013  10725-9215 11652-9417 12611-9850 

4TH QUARTER 2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 10058 9394 9682 
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MONTHLY LEVEL 

MONTHLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Monthly Bearish Reversal is 8657. Consequently, only a monthly closing below 8657 will 
signal that an immediate downtrend could retest long-term support. On a short-term basis, our Major Monthly 
Bearish Reversals are found at 8639 and 8525, with additional reversals at 8604, 8593 and 8524. It should be 
noted that one key reversal appears to be very important. We see that a monthly closing beneath 8657 may 
signal that a serious sell-off is likely to follow thereafter. 

Looking at the long-term level of our Reversal System, the Major Monthly Bullish Reversals are 12366 and 
13804. Consequently, only a monthly closing above 12366 will signal that a immediate uptrend should unfold 
thereafter. Immediately, our Minor Monthly Bullish Reversals exist at 10343, 10387 and 11442. As a result, only 
a monthly closing above 10343 will signal that a immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter.  

Monthly Reversals 
Major Bullish  12366 13804  
Minor Bullish  10343 10387 11442  
Major Bearish  8657 8639 8604 8593 8525 8524  
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MONTHLY TIMING 

Looking at our empirical models, the ideal primary target for the next key turning point remains 11/2012 
followed by 01/2013. Our long-term models point to 03/2013-04/2013 with a Panic Cycle due in July and a 
turning point 08/2013. High volatility will appear slightly in November, then March and June. 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key months for a turning point in will be 05/2014 and 12/2014. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the months of 10/2012, 12/2012 and 
06/2013. Our Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the month of 07/2013. 

Monthly Turning Points:  
(12/2012), (01/2013), (04/2013), 05/2013, 08/2013     SERIA
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MONTHLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 11718 
SUPPORT: 9058 8557 7534 

TABLE #3 
Monthly Technical Projections 
10/01...   7534   8557   9058  11718 
11/01...   7446   8525   8900  11807 
12/01...   7357   8494   8743  11896 
01/01...   7268   8463   8585  11985 
02/01...   7180   8431   8427  12075 
03/01...   7091   8400   8269  12164 
04/01...   7003   8368   8111  12253 

Monthly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  10333-9293 10387-9492 10846-9590 
11/2012  10279-9305 10429-9427 10646-9726 
12/2012  9896-9417 10001-9468 10343-9492 

OCTOBER MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 9817 9445 9607 
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A Technical Outlook For 
The All Ordinaries Cash Index 

Our long-term view in the Australian All Ordinaries remains bullish as long as the Yearly Bearish Reversal at 
3266.00 continues to hold. The major high remains 6873.20 established in 2007. We had the typical 2 year 
correction into 2009 and the immediate Yearly Bullish Reversal stands at 6462.80. An annual closing above this 
level will signal a breakout to new highs ahead. We do face some choppy periods just ahead and we need an 
annual closing ABOVE 4898 at the end of 2012 to suggest there is a bullish posture developing for 2013. While 
the intraday low was 3090.80 in 2009, the lowest annual closing was 3659.29 at the end of 2008. We have 
Directional Changes due in 2013 and 2014. This is warning of wild times ahead. However, the big volatility 
appears to arrive 2020 into 2023. Turning points appear in 2012, 2014, 2017, 2019, and 2023. The volatility is 
lining up with the next Economic Confidence Model Wave that will begin in 2020. Ideally, whatever unfolds in 
2014 may be followed by the opposite into 2017. There is the risk of further consolidation into a retest of 
support if 2012 closed BELOW 4190. There is also additional closing resistance for year-end 2012 standing 
currently at the 4719 level. Closing beneath this level will signal a near-term neutral posture until 2014. 

It is clear from a cyclical perspective that 2013 and 2014 are likely to be choppy periods. If these produce a 
retest of support and not new highs, then it appears that a strong bull market will reemerge thereafter going 
into 2019-2020. This would be abnormal to some extent, but it would reflect a cycle inversion. That may line up 
with the Sovereign Debt Crisis and manifest in ways that are confusing to most for it will be the shift from 
PUBLIC to PRIVATE assets as smart money begins to hedge against the demise of Western government. Keep in 
mind that a decline near-term may also coincide with the final collapse of Japan. This would imply that stocks 
would rally to new highs as was the case for Britain in 1936-1937 exceeding the 1929 highs after it had defaulted 
in 1931. 
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YEARLY LEVEL 

This year in the All Ordinaries Cash Index on the Yearly level, the Immediate Trend indications are bearish as are 
the Short-Term Trend. The Short-Term and Intermediate Momentum indicators are both neutral at this time. 
Short-term trend, on the other hand, is in a bearish posture. As for the intermediate indicators on the Yearly 
Level, they are still bullish along with the Long-Term Trend and Cyclical Strength. This suggests that the 3200.00 
level is where the important intermediate support will be found going into 2013. The resistance stands at 
4700.00 level. This leaves the market still in a vulnerable position especially when 2011 was an outside Reversal 
to the downside that even closed BELOW the 2010 low. From a pure technical perspective, that was not what 
you would call a confidence builder. 

Everything on the long-term models, including momentum and trend, is still in the bullish mode on the Yearly 
level. Nonetheless, a year-end closing for 2012 BELOW 4898 will keep this market in check warning that 2013 
could still drop to retest support. The fact that no Year Bearish Reversal has yet to be elected strongly warns that 
we are not looking at a major change in long-term trend. Therefore, the All Ordinaries Cash Index does not 
indicate any change in long-term trend and that new highs are still likely as long as 3266 holds on an annual 
closing basis.  
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YEARLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Yearly Bearish Reversals are 3266.80, 2909.50 and 1814.50. Thus, a yearly closing below 
3266.80 would signal that the 2009 low would give way and we would have to look at the 2900 level for support. 
It should be pointed out that the 3266.80 level is a DOUBLE YEARLY BEARISH REVERSAL. Therefore, if this were 
to give way, it would mark a serious decline for the ALL Ords. On our Minor level, the Yearly Bearish Reversals 
are found at 3090.80 and 2092.40. Keep in mind that 2909.50 is also a Major Bearish Reversal. This makes this 
area incredibly important to hold during any decline. 

Right now, Major levels of our system models indicates that the Yearly Bullish Reversal is standing at 4897.50 
and 6462.80. Accordingly, only a yearly closing above 4897.50 will signal that an immediate uptrend should 
unfold thereafter.  

Yearly Reversals 
Major Bullish  4897.50 6462.80 
Major Bearish  3266.80 2909.50 1814.50  
Major Bearish  3090.80 2909.50

YEARLY TIMING 
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YEARLY TIMING

On our empirical models, the ideal primary target for the next key turning point seems to be 2013 with by two 
Directional Changes in 2013 and 2014. The year 2014 is another turning point. It is possible that a low in 2013 
will form with a rally into 2014. However, because of the double Directional Changes, we could see 2014 still 
produce a low with an explosive rally thereafter into 2017. How 2014 unfolds after 2012 will depend on the 
short-term reversals primarily on the monthly level. Keep in mind that the Sovereign Debt Crisis is likely to start 
in 2014 and become much more intense 2016-2020. Therefore, it is absolutely critical that this 2013-2014 period 
produce a low or a retest of support to line up to receive a shift in capital investment abandoning the public 
sector bond markets.  

We do see sharply rising volatility for the next Economic Confidence Model wave starting in 2020 and heading 
into 2023. Utilizing a composite structure in cyclical timing analysis, the key years for a turning point in the All 
Ordinaries Cash Index long-term will be 2029 and 2044. Our Directional Change models indicate that turning 
points are due the years of 2013 and 2014 and this warns of choppy markets just ahead that will keep confusion 
high. The correlation models warn that the near-term could be down given the pending final collapse of Japan 
by 2013 or 2016. 

Yearly Turning Points:
2012, 2014, 2017, 2019, (2020), 2021, 2023 

YEARLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 
SUPPORT: 286537 

TABLE #1 
Yearly Technical Projections 
2012... 2865.37, 3619.31, 4621.63, 6386.25, 7585.97  
2013...  2887.49, 3641.42, 4784.58, 6549.20, 7748.92 
2014...  2909.61, 3663.54, 4947.54, 6712.15, 7911.88 
2015...  2931.72, 3685.66, 5110.49, 6875.11, 8074.83 
2016...  2953.84, 3707.78, 5273.45, 7038.06, 8237.78 
2017...  2975.96, 3729.90, 5436.40, 7201.02, 8400.74 
2018... 2998.08, 3752.02, 5599.35, 7363.97, 8563.69 

Yearly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
2012  3112.36-1003.30 4897.50-1475.10 5482.10-2771.10 
2013  3321.80-1149.20 4194.40-2312.40 4984.00-2920.00 
2014  3376.00-1169.60 3829.40-1657.60 4897.50-2828.00 

2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 497670 370486 461354 
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QUARTERLY LEVEL 

QUARTERLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the All Ordinaries Cash Index elected two Major Quarterly Bearish Reversals from the 2007 high 
signally that a correction would unfold. At this time, the Major Quarterly Bearish Reversals are 3346.80 and 
3088.60. Obviously, only a quarterly closing below 3346.80 will signal that an immediate downtrend could retest 
long-term support that lies at the 2534.00 level. Our model suggests that the Minor Quarterly Bearish Reversal 
resides at 3503.80, 3479.30, 3090.80, and 2977.50. As a result, only a quarterly closing below 3479.30 will signal 
that a sharp sell-off is likely to continue from here in the short-term.  

Right now, Major levels of our system models indicates that the Quarterly Bullish Reversals exist at 6060.00 and 
6874.00. Our Minor Quarterly Bullish Reversals stand at 4255.80, 4899.30, 5048.60 and 6060.00. Accordingly, 
only a quarterly closing above 4255.80 will signal that an immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter. 
Otherwise, this market still remains poised for lower prices ahead.  

Quarterly Reversals 
Major Bullish  6060.00  6874.00  
Minor Bullish  4255.80 4717.50 4899.30 5048.60  
Major Bearish  3346.80 3088.60 
Minor Bearish  3503.80 3479.30 3090.80 2977.50  
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QUARTERLY TIMING 

According to our empirical models, we have a Directional Change the 4th quarter 2012 followed by the 2nd

quarter 2013. The turning points ahead are the 4th quarter 2013 and the 4th quarter 2014 where we also have a 
Panic Cycle. Ideally, we remain in a vulnerable position to retest support. A Quarterly closing below 3479.30 on a 
quarterly basis should signal that a retest of the former low is likely.  

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key quarters for a turning point in the All Ordinaries Cash Index will be 
10/2017 and 04/2019. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that a turning point is due the quarter of 10/2012 followed by 04/2013. 
Our Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the quarter of 10/2014. 

Quarterly Turning Points:  
(10/2012), (01/2013), 01/2014, (04/2014)                

Quarterly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  471750-371010 472600-382940 476180-412260 
01/2013  451530-390520 487810-403340 489750-447220 
04/2013  448330-410000 498400-412260 510150-444300 

QUARTERLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 
RESISTANCE: 468299 
SUPPORT: 377138 293947 

TABLE #2 
Quarterly Technical Projections 
10/2012...  2901.64  3224.00  3455.38 4296.49 4355.91 
01/2013...  2889.03  3041.50  3475.61 4167.60 4376.14 
04/2013...  2876.42  2859.08  3495.84 4038.80 4396.37 
07/2013...  2863.80  2676.60  3516.07 3909.89 4416.60 
10/2013249416285120356384378114443684
01/20142311702838593556.54 3652.31 4457.07 

Quarterly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
01/2012  4625.30-3201.50 4843.50-4179.80 4899.30-4508.00 
04/2012  4559.20-3090.80 4717.50-3762.50 4718.30-3829.40 
07/2012  4508.00-3503.80 4698.20-3905.20 5069.50-4078.30 

4TH QUARTER '2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 446706 408533 432060 
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MONTHLY LEVEL 

MONTHLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

 At this time, the Major Monthly Bearish Reversal is 3266.00 which is a DOUBLE BEARISH REVERSAL and 
2908.50. Thereupon, only a monthly closing below 3266.00 will signal that an immediate downtrend would 
become more serious in the near-term. This type of a closing would warn that we should expect further follow-
through thereafter. Presently, the Minor Monthly Bearish Reversal resides at 3255.00, followed by 3090.00. 
Thus, only a monthly closing below 325500 will signal that a sell-off is likely to follow near-term.  

Right now, the Major Monthly Bullish Reversals stand at 5250.40, 5808.20, 6024.80, 6462.80, and 6741.40. Our 
Minor Monthly Bullish Reversals exist at 4619.00, 4909.90 and 5070.00. Only a monthly closing above 4619.00 
would relieve the immediate downward pressure. 

Monthly Reversals 
Major Bullish  5250.40 5808.20 6024.80 6462.80 6741.40  
Minor Bullish  4619.00 4909.90 5070.00  
Major Bearish  3266.80  
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Minor Bearish 3255.00 3090.80  

MONTHLY COMPUTER RECOMMENDATION 

On the Monthly level of our model we covered our SHORT 4 positions on the close of 06/2012 reversing into a 
LONG position at 4134.50. We would add a position on a closing ABOVE 4515.00 and we would look to take 
profit on an MIT at 4945.00. We would add to our LONG position on a monthly closing above 5070.00. We would 
use a PSXCO at 4327.00 and reverse in to short position. Thereafter, our general target objective would be to 
COVER any SHORT position between 4091.60-3704.00. We would look to add another SHORT position by selling 
a Monthly close below 3703.00 with a target objective of 3300.00. 

MONTHLY TIMING 

MONTHLY TIMING 

Looking at our empirical models, the ideal primary target for the next key turning point remains 02/2012. We 
have two Directional Changes due in March and April warning of very choppy markets 05/2012, 08/2012, 
10/2012, and 12/2012. We have a lot of Directional Changes this year warning of extremely choppy markets 
ahead. Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the months of 03/2012, 04/2012, 
07/2012, 08/2012 and 10/2012. Our Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the month of 
09/2012. Our Volatility Models show high volatility due in March, June and November in particular Our Long-
Term Empirical Cycles targets are February, August, and October here in 2012. 
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Looking at our empirical models, the ideal primary target for the next minor cycle high on the monthly level 
remains 12/2012, particularly since our last target objective of 06/2012 produced a low at 4033.40 in the All 
Ordinaries Cash Index. If this new target objective is successful, we then expect to see a reaction in the opposite 
direction unfold on the next key cycle target leading into 03/2013. Thereafter, a re-test of resistance should 
develop 04/2013 with the next major target forming 07-08/2013. In the event that the low of 4033.40 is 
penetrated on an intraday basis prior to 12/2012, or the key Monthly Bearish Reversals are executed, then a 
cycle inversion would be implied. A cycle inversion would also be implied if the low of the previous month were 
penetrated during the 12/2012. Therefore, under a cycle inversion scenario, it would then appear that 12/2012 
should ideally unfold as a low instead of a cycle high and all subsequent targets would also invert causing the 
next cycle high to unfold during the 03/2013. Nevertheless, as it appears now, 12/2012 should produce a minor 
cycle high followed by a key low in 03/2013 with a major re-test of resistance come 04/2013 and perhaps the 
low for 2013 unfolding during 07-08/2013.  

Using a composite of cyclical analysis, the key months for a turning point in the All Ordinaries Cash Index will be 
12/2012 and 07/2015. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that a turning point is due the month of 10/2012. Our Panic Cycle 
Models suggest that higher volatility is due the month of 03/2013. 

Monthly Turning Points:  
12/2012, (03/2013), 04/2013, 07-08/2013         

MONTHLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 525899 
SUPPORT: 427763 427763 23092 

TABLE #3 
Monthly Technical Projections
10/01...  34949 42776  45603 52589 
11/01...  34708 42336  45320 52660 
12/01...  34467 41896  45037 52730 
01/01...  34226 41456  44755 52800 
02/01...  33984 41016  43340 52870 
03/01...  33743 40576  41926 52940 
04/01...  33502 40136  40512 53010 

Monthly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  435080-392650 442540-407740 451500-410000 
11/2012  443030-390520 444650-403340 447220-420260 
12/2012  442400-404740 444320-410000 461500-428150 

OCTOBER MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 439303 420553 434489
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A Technical Outlook For  
Chinese Yuan (RNB) Spot 

The rise of China has indeed been perhaps the most impressive of any nation in history for the amount of time 
that has transpired since 1989.95. The United States keeps harping on the fact that China is manipulating its 
currency.Whyshouldn’t they?TheUnited States spends worse than a drunken sailor and then blames every 
else for their wounds that are always self-inflicted. The United States has been trying to manipulate the currency 
market ever since they formed the G5 in 1985 with the express intention of lowering the US dollar by 40%. The 
dollar has been declining rather steadily since 2005, but it is never enough for American politicians who 
wouldn’tknowhowtomanagetheeconomyatall.

The Chinese Yuan is lining up with our Economic Confidence Model showing turning points 2014, 2016, 2020, 
and 2022 with a Panic Cycle due in 2017. The Directional change lines up with the end of this 8.6 year model in 
2020. The major support lies at 52352. This is where we would need a yearly closing below to signal a dollar 
collapse. On the Quarterly level, our Bearish Reversals are 57076 and 55140. Again, this mid-5 range seems to be 
the critical support zone. On the Monthly level, we have 3 sets of DOUBLE MONTHLY BEARISH REVERSALS at 
53944, 47339, and 37314. These are the real critical target in the months and years ahead. 

From a timing perspective, the first two quarter of 2013 are Directional Changes warning that this going to be a 
choppy period. The primary targets for turning points are the 1st & 2nd quarters of 2014. We have a Panic Cycle 
due the 3rd Quarter of 2014 with high volatility in 2015. From a monthly perspective, volatility starts to rise in 
November 2012 and builds into February and then again August of 2013. A Panic Cycle is appearing in January 
2013. Turning points appears to be February, April, and July 2013. We have a second Panic Cycle due in July 
2013. This is rather unusual to have two Monthly Panic Cycles with one year. This is suggesting that we are likely 
to start to see serious implications in 2013 from the Sovereign Debt Crisis. Right now, the near-term support is 
defined by our Monthly Bearish Reversals at 58145 and 58013. 
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YEARLY LEVEL 

This year, after studying the recent price action, we have found that on the Yearly level of our system model in 
Chinese Yuan Spot, everything is bearish on both momentum and trend as far as the short-term is concerned. 
The intermediate indicators are also quite bearish. This is warning that, immediately, resistance is standing 
overhead at 68169, 68487, 73041, 78170, 82770 and 82800 levels. Clearly, any rally must at least make an effort 
to exceed these points in order for the long-term perspective to shift into a bullish mode at this time. Any hopes 
of reversing the current trend back into a bullish mode on the short-term, depends entirely upon penetrating 
above these key resistance points in addition to the major Bullish Reversals. On the broader perspective, the 
Cyclical Strength Model is currently bullish. Everything on the long-term models, including momentum and 
trend, is still in the bullish mode on the Yearly level. This tends to suggest that the market is still in a positive 
mode insofar as the long-term is concerned. This current bearishness may prove to be short lived if the long-
term indicators withstand any decline. Therefore, support appears to rest under the market at the 37314, 
31935, levels. Resistance, however, is largely technical.  

YEARLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Yearly Bearish Reversals are 52352 and 37314. Consequently, only a yearly closing below 
52352 will signal that a immediate downtrend could unfold leading to a renewed bear market ahead.  
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Our Reversal System that the Major Yearly Bullish Reversals exist at 66377, 72934 and 80702. Accordingly, only a 
yearly closing above 66377 will signal that a immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter.  

Yearly Reversals 
Major Bullish 66377 72934 80702  
Major Bearish 52352 37314  

YEARLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key years for a turning point in Chinese Yuan Spot will be 2020 and 
2042. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that a turning point is due the year of 2020. Our Panic Cycle Models 
suggest that higher volatility is due the year of 2017. 

Yearly Turning Points:  
(2012), 2013, (2016), 2019, (2020), 2023 
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YEARLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 73486 79813 
SUPPORT: 60421 59823 

TABLE #1 
Yearly Technical Projections 
2012...  59823  60421  73486  79813 
2013...  56546  58922  72712  79391 
2014...  53268  57422  71939  78969 
2015...  49990  55923  71166  78547 
2016...  46713  54424  70392  78125 
2017...  43435  52924  69618  77703 
2018...  40157  51425  68845  77281 

Yearly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
2012  73041-31935 78170-37314 82770-68169 
2013  68346-37314 72934-37314 82768-65897 
2014  68169-37314 68487-37314 82676-62940 

2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 67736 65668 65702 

QUARTERLY LEVEL 

QUARTERLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Quarterly Bearish Reversals are 57076, 55140, 47339 and 37314. Hence, only a quarterly 
closing below 57076 will signal that a immediate downtrend could become more dramatic in the near-term. On 
a short-term basis, our Minor Quarterly Bearish Reversal resides at 57756. Thereupon, only a quarterly closing 
below 57756 will signal that a immediate downtrend should unfold thereafter.  
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The Reversal System immediately displays Major Quarterly Bullish Reversal is standing at 57756. Our model also 
highlights Major Quarterly Bullish Reversals above the market at 84460 and 87001. Obviously, only a quarterly 
closing above 57756 will signal that a immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter.  

Quarterly Reversals 
Major Bullish 57756 84460 87001  
Major Bearish 57076 55140 47339 37314  
Minor Bearish 57756  

QUARTERLY TIMING 

Using a composite of a variety of timing intervals, the key quarters for a turning point in Chinese Yuan Spot will 
be 01/2020 and 07/2020. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the quarters of 01/2013 and 04/2013. Our 
Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the quarter of 07/2014. 

Quarterly Turning Points:
10/2012, (01/2013), 01/2014, (04/2014), 10/2014 

QUARTERLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 65170 79775 
SUPPORT: 61689 41876 35498 

TABLE #2 
Quarterly Technical Projections 
10/2012...  35498  41876  61689  65170  79775 
01/2013...  34796  42069  61342  64564  79672 
04/2013...  34095  42262  60994  63957  79569 
07/2013...  33394  42454  60647  63350  79466 
10/2013...  32692  42647  60299  62743  79363 
01/2014...  31990  42840  59952  62137  79260 
04/2014...  31289  43032  59604  61530  79157 

Quarterly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  68258-62936 68365-63390 79375-63782 
01/2013  68234-62940 68301-62980 78965-63705 
04/2013  68255-62849 68346-62936 78051-63390 

4TH QUARTER 2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 63660 62921 63123 
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MONTHLY LEVEL 

MONTHLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Monthly Bearish Reversals are 58145, 58013, 57333 and 54478. Thereupon, only a 
monthly closing below 58145 will signal that a immediate downtrend could retest long-term support. On our 
near-term system models, the Minor Monthly Bearish Reversal resides at 57756, with additional reversals at 
54199, 54124, 53944 and 47339. Unmistakably, only a monthly closing below 57756 will signal that an 
immediate downtrend should unfold thereafter.  

On a long-term basis, our Reversal System indicates that our Major Monthly Bullish Reversals are 63153, 63492, 
63705 and 64404. Our model also highlights Monthly Bullish Reversals above the market at 68690, 70184 and 
76632. Accordingly, only a monthly closing above 63153 will signal that an immediate uptrend should unfold 
thereafter.  

Monthly Reversals 
Major Bullish  63153 63492 63705 64404 68690 70184 76632  
Major Bearish  58145 58013 57756 57333 54478 54199 54124 53944 47339  
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MONTHLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key months for a turning point in Chinese Yuan Spot will be 11/2012 
and 11/2014. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that a turning point is due the month of 10/2012. Our Panic Cycle 
Models suggest that higher volatility is due the months of 01/2013 and 07/2013. 

Monthly Turning Points:  
(10/2012), (01/2013), (04/2013), (07/2013)                

MONTHLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 65170 
SUPPORT: 61804 SERIA
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TABLE #3 
Monthly Technical Projections 
10/01...  61804  65170 
11/01...  61690  64968 
12/01...  61577  64766 
01/01...  61463  64564 
02/01...  61349  64361 
03/01...  61236  64159 
04/01...  61122  63957 

Monthly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  63885-63050 64006-63477 67671-63690 
11/2012  63742-63484 63859-63486 66868-63541 
12/2012  63841-62849 63885-63392 66412-63477 

OCTOBER MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 63706 63270 63320 
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A Technical Outlook For 
Shanghai Composite 

Our long-term view recognizes that the major high in the Shanghai Composite was established with the 
Economic Confidence Model in 2007. We have not elected any Yearly Bearish Reversals at this time and the low 
was quickly established thereafter in 2008. Our Yearly Bearish Reversal lies at 1307390 while the 2008 low was 
formed at 1664925. Our Yearly Timing Models show two Directional Change targets for 2013 and 2014 with the 
former being the turning point. Thereafter, the next turning point will be 2017. So far, the Shanghai Composite 
has continued to decline penetrating the 2011 low. It appears that we should retest support. Nonetheless, a 
Weekly closing above 2158950 will signal first a retest of support should unfold where we have the Weekly 
Bullish Reversals standing at 2393280 and 2497300 levels. Likewise, our Monthly Bullish Reversals stand at 
2378300, 2453735 and followed the 3067460 and 3073390 levels. Monthly timing shows turning points as 
November 2012 and January 2013 followed thereafter by 03/2013, 05/2013, and 07/2013. We have four back-
to-back Monthly Directional Change targets running through May to August going into the quarter-cycle target 
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on the Economic Confidence Model. Clearly, a reaction to the upside is likely with a revisit of underlying 
support.  

A closing for 2012 on the Shanghai Composite below 25421500 will keep this market in check near-term. A 
closing below 2320000 will also keep 2013 in a position to retest the 2008 low. We do see 2125700 as a pivot 
point during 2013. Therefore, the market will be in a bearish to weak mode when it trades below this are and it 
will begin to show strength when above. When we look at volatility, however, we see exceptionally high targets 
in 2023, 2014, and 2017. There may be some contagion effect from a final meltdown in Japan. Therefore, 
caution is advisable.  

Looking ahead on an annual basis, if we see a low form ideally in 2013, then there should be a rally thereafter 
into 2017-2018. A high at that time would then show a collapse for 2 years into 2020. Likewise, a reaction high in 
2013 above 3067456 would imply a cycle inversion whereas the low would form 2017-2018 (ideally 2018) with a 
Phase Transition to the upside for 2 years going into the bottom of the Economic Confidence Model in 2020. 

Clearly, as we look ahead at the monthly level we see November as a nearby target followed by January as the 
strongest target near-term. We have a succession of Directional Changes every month next year for May 
through August with key turning points in March, May, and July. 

Our Reversal System points to 2037020 and the Monthly Bearish Reversal to watch right now. A closing below 
this will signal a retest of the 2008 low of 1664925. The Major Monthly Bearish Reversal lies at 1512520. This is 
the critical underlying support area. The 
Yearly Bearish Reversal lies at 1307390. 
The lowest annual closing was 2008 at 
1820805. As long as this holds on an 
annual closing basis, this market will 
rally to new record highs in the years 
ahead. 

The Shanghai Composite is by no means 
finished. It enjoyed a decent 16 year bull 
market from 1991. There was obviously 
a Phase Transition for two years 2006 
and 2007. This was in perfect alignment 
with the Economic Confidence Model 
that turned 2006.075 (January 27th, 
2006). From January on, the Shanghai 
Composite simply rallied into 2007 
completing a Phase Transition. 
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YEARLY LEVEL 
This year, currently, our Yearly level on the system model for Shanghai Composite, is pointing to short-term 
momentum indicators being neutral. Short-term trend, on the other hand, is in a bullish posture just yet. 
Intermediate system levels in Shanghai Composite, presently provide a bullish indication. On the broader 
perspective, the Cyclical Strength Model is currently bullish. Everything on the long-term models, including 
momentum and trend, is still in the bullish mode on the Yearly level suggesting that new highs still lie ahead on 
the distant horizon. This tends to suggest overall that the 1844000 level is where intermediate support will be 
found this year. Clearly, this area must not be violated, or the present trend will indeed shift into a bearish 
mode. Therefore, support appears to rest under the market at the 1783010, 1664950, and 1307400 levels. 
Resistance will be found residing above the market at 3307000 level for 2013.  

YEARLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Yearly Bearish Reversals are 1307390 and 1047830. Therefore, only a yearly closing 
below 1307390 will signal that an immediate downtrend could unfold leading to a renewed bear market ahead. 
Consequently, only a yearly closing below 1307390 will signal that an immediate downtrend should unfold 
thereafter.  
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Our Yearly Bullish Reversal stands at 5522800. A yearly closing above 5522800 will signal that this market should 
continue to advance to new recent highs. 

Yearly Reversals
Minor Bullish 5522800  
Major Bearish  1307390 1047830 512850 292760  

YEARLY TIMING 

On our empirical models, the ideal primary target for the next cyclical turning point on the yearly level remains 
2013. We have two Directional Change targets back-to-back in 2013 and 2014 warning that there can be some 
really choppy markets ahead near-term. This may coincide with the final capitulation in Japan. This does warn, 
however, that the ideal direction for the current target could be to the downside. Closing support lies at 
1844000 for 2012. A closing beneath that level will confirm a decline into 2013. We do see resistance for 2013 at 
2320000 and remaining beneath this leaves the door open for a retest of the low in 2013. As long as 1307000 
holds on an annual closing basis, this market should rally to make new highs assuming a low in 2013 going into 
2017 and possibly extend into 2021. 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key years for a turning point in Shanghai Composite will be 2013 and 
2044. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the years of 2013 and 2014. Our Panic Cycle 
Models suggest that higher volatility is due the year of 2014. 
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Yearly Turning Points:
2013, 2017, 2021, (2022) 

YEARLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK

TABLE #1Yearly Technical Projections

Yearly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
2012  1783007-512830 5522778-1258689 1259432-0 
2013  1844094-870180 3478010-998228 1328533-0 
2014  2698904-1043022 3306751-1161906 1422979-0 

2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 3284072 2099283 2761544 

QUARTERLY LEVEL 

Quarterly Reversals 
Major Bullish  6124044  
Minor Bullish  3478010 3786024  
Major Bearish  1541413 1339200 1307395 1004081  
Minor Bearish  1753494 1664925 998228  

Quarterly Turning Points:  
10/2012, (04/2013), (10/2013), (04/2014), 10/2014   
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MONTHLY LEVEL 

MONTHLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Monthly Bearish Reversals are 1512520 and 1075430. Therefore, only a monthly closing 
below 1512520 will signal that a prolonged bear market is likely. On a short-term basis, our Minor Monthly 
Bearish Reversal resides at 2037020 followed by 1678950. It should be noted that one key reversal appears to 
be very important. We see that a monthly closing beneath 2037020 may signal that a serious sell-off is likely to 
follow thereafter. 

Our Reversal System that the Minor Monthly Bullish Reversals exist at 2378300, 2453750, and 3073400. The 
Major Monthly Bullish stand at 3468800, 431200 and 4695850. Thus, only a monthly closing above 2378300 will 
signal that an immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter.  

Monthly Reversals 
Major Bullish 3468800 4312000 4695850 
Minor Bullish 2378300 2453750 3073400 
Major Bearish 1512520 1075430 
Minor Bearish 2037020 1678950  
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MONTHLY TIMING 

Looking at our empirical models, the ideal primary target for the next cycle high on the monthly level remains 
02/2013, particularly since our last target objective of 09/2012 produced a low at 199948.40 in Shanghai 
Composite. If this new target objective is successful, we then expect to see a reaction in the opposite direction 
unfold on the next cycle target leading into 03/2013. Thereafter, a re-test of resistance should develop 04/2013 
which is the next target objective. In the event that the low of 199948 is penetrated on an intraday basis prior to 
02/2013, or the key Monthly Bearish Reversals are executed, then a cycle inversion would be implied. A cycle 
inversion would also be implied if the low of the previous month were penetrated during the 02/2013. 
Therefore, under a cycle inversion scenario, it would then appear that 02/2013 should ideally unfold as a low 
instead of a cycle high and all subsequent targets would also invert causing the next cycle high to unfold during 
the 03/2013. Nevertheless, as it appears now, 02/2013 should produce a cycle high followed by a low in 03/2013 
with a re-test of resistance come 04/2013.  The ideal target where a major turning point is due will be the 
10/2013 in the period ahead.  

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key months for a turning point in Shanghai Composite will be 02/2013 
and 11/2014. 

Our Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the month of 07/2013. 
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Monthly Turning Points:  
11/2012, (12/2012), (04/2013), 06/2013, (07/2013) 

MONTHLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 2786444 
SUPPORT: 1757490 1559963 1360816 

TABLE #3 
Monthly Technical Projections 
10/01...  13608  15599  17574  27864 
11/01...  12814  15577  16847  27690 
12/01...  12020  15555  16119  27516 
01/01...  11226  15534  15391  27342 
02/01...  10432  15512  14663  27168 
03/01...  96388  15490  13936  26994 
04/01...  88449  15468  13208  26820 

Monthly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  2610990-2188716 2758925-2268687 2778668-2348199 
11/2012  2677119-2100252 2721479-2242345 2826959-2244832 
12/2012  2437680-2032537 2661448-2176795 2698815-2251393 

OCTOBER MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 2188876 2044091 2089558 
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A Technical Outlook For  
Shenzhen Composite 

Our long-term outlook in Shenzhen Composite recognizes that the current bullish trend is striking different from 
the Shanghai Composite. The Shenzhen Composite is the only index to make new highs into January 15th, 2008, 
yet then turned and collapsed in a Panic Cycle to the downside officially establishing both the high and low at 
the same time during 2008. The Major Yearly Bearish Reversals are at 33115 and 32225. The lowest annual 
closing took place in 2008 at 60023. Our Minor Yearly Bearish Reversals are 38640 and 29500. The critical 
underlying support for 2012 remains at 56600 level. A year-end closing beneath this level will signal a further 
decline ahead.  

The overhead resistance in the Shenzhen Composite will remain firm at 93250 for 2012 and 2013. The Yearly 
Bullish Reversal from the 2008 low was 55200 which had been elected the year of the low 2008. This confirmed 
the low was in place temporarily but the key Yearly Bullish Reversal was 137600 whereas the highest closing 
came on the closing for 2010. Nonetheless, the 2008 closing above 55200 signaled that a rally would develop 
thereafter which unfolded nicely into 2010.   

From a timing perspective, we have back-to-back Directional Change targets in 2013 and 2014. Our turning 
points are 2013 and 2017 followed by 2021. It appears that a low in 2013 would be set up for a rally to new high 
going into 2017. We see volatility rising for 2013 and 2014 and again in 2017. 
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Technical projections for support during 2013 will be 21812, 33124, and 33358. A price drop to either of those 
extreme targets below the market would be exceptionally strong probability that the low is in place on such a 
move. Keep in mind that the 2008 low is 47537. 

The Quarterly Bearish Reversal will also provide underlying support which will be found at 39380 and 38600. We 
do have a Major Quarter Bearish Reversal lies at 45028. The 2008 low was 47537 and the lowest quarterly 
closing was 60023. We do have additional Quarterly Bearish Reversals at 44000 and 30000.  

The Major Monthly Bearish Reversals lies at 38030. This is the extreme target for new low. The Minor Monthly 
Bearish Reversals rest at 68650 with a set of DOUBLE MONTHLY BEARISH REVERSALS at 47528. If this is elected, 
then we should expect a decline to the 38030 area. The Minor Monthly Bullish Reversals stand at 125150 and 
127110. Until we see a monthly closing ABOVE 125150, then a retest of the 2008 low is likely if not a new low. 

Our monthly timing models indicate the 11/2012, 01/2013, 03/2013, 05/2013, and 07/2013 2ill be turning 
points. Ideally, each should produce the opposite of the previous. However, we can see two point produce the 
same effect if there is a panic sell-off. 

So far in the Shenzhen Composite, January 2012 provided a low. June 2012 provided the Directional Change that 
began the instant decline. The key target to watch will be August 7th, 2013. This is the main quarter-cycle 
frequency that appears to be important on a global perspective. A low at that time would tend to reflect a Phase 
Transition to the upside would become possible thereafter. 
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YEARLY LEVEL 

YEARLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Yearly Bearish Reversals are 47530, 33115 and 32225. Hence, only a yearly closing below 
47530 will signal that an immediate downtrend could unfold leading to a renewed bear market ahead. On the 
near-term level of our Reversal System, the Major Yearly Bearish Reversal resides at 10790. Therefore, only a 
yearly closing below 10790 will signal that a sell-off is likely to follow. Nonetheless, only a close below 10790 will 
suggest a reversal in long-term trend.  

In the Shenzhen Composite the Yearly Bullish Reversal stands at 55200. 

Yearly Reversals 
Major Bullish  55200  
Minor Bullish  32225 33115  
Major Bearish  47530 33115 32225 10790  
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YEARLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key years for a turning point in Shenzhen Composite will be 2016 and 
2032. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the years of 2012, 2013 and 2014. Our Panic 
Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the years of 2013 and 2018. 

Yearly Turning Points:  
2013, 2017, 2021

Yearly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
2012  49845-10793 166791-32227 47535-33110 
2013  59558-24300 130285-31925 70600-44360 
2014  93246-29506 147898-33433 70000-46000 

2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 138650 79845 117131 SERIA
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QUARTERLY LEVEL 

QUARTERLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Quarterly Bearish Reversals are 45028, 39382, 38600 and 24300. Therefore, only a 
quarterly closing below 45028 will signal that a immediate downtrend could become more serious in the near-
term. When we look at the Minor level, our Quarterly Bearish Reversals are found at 44000 and 30000. 
Therefore, only a quarterly closing below 45028 will signal that a sell-off is likely to continue from here in the 
short-term. Nonetheless, only a close below 45028 will suggest a reversal in long-term trend.  

On a long-term basis, our Reversal System indicates that our Major Quarterly Bullish Reversals are 106723, 
130598 and 147898. Our model also highlights a Major Quarterly Bullish Reversal standing at 164590. Hence, 
only a quarterly closing above 106723 will signal that a immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter.  

Quarterly Reversals 
Major Bullish 106723 130598 147898 164590  
Major Bearish  45028 44000 39380 38600 30000 24300   

QUARTERLY TIMING 

Using a composite of a variety of timing intervals, the key quarters for a turning point in Shenzhen Composite 
will be 01/2016 and 04/2020. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the quarters of 01/2013, 04/2013, 01/2014 
and 07/2014.  

Quarterly Turning Points:  
(01/2013), (04/2013), (10/2013), (01/2014)              
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Quarterly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  88314-47537 113919-56646 123170-66100 
01/2013  106723-59558 117894-83371 135309-84642 
04/2013  104097-81378 111805-93602 135103-102637 

4TH QUARTER 2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 102742 87434 94167

MONTHLY LEVEL 

MONTHLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Monthly Bearish Reversals are 39382 and 29506. Accordingly, only a monthly closing 
below 39382 will signal that a immediate downtrend could become more dramatic in the near-term. On our 
near-term system models, the Minor Monthly Bearish Reversal resides at 47537, with additional reversals at 
33678, 31050, 26975 and 26228. It should be noted that one key reversal appears to be very important. We see 
that a monthly closing beneath 47537 may signal that a serious sell-off is likely to follow thereafter. 
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The Reversal System immediately displays Major Monthly Bullish Reversal is standing at 152708. Hence, only a 
monthly closing above 152708 will signal that a immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter. Looking at the 
short-term level of our Reversal System, the Minor Monthly Bullish Reversals are 125160, 127105, 130598 and 
135103. Consequently, only a monthly closing above 125160 will signal that a immediate uptrend should unfold 
thereafter.  

Monthly Reversals 
Major Bullish  152708  
Minor Bullish  125160 127105 130598 135103  
Major Bearish  47537 39382 33678 31050 29506 26975 26228  

MONTHLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key months for a turning point in Shenzhen Composite will be 06/2014 
and 07/2014. 

Our Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the month of 04/2013. 

Monthly Turning Points:  
10/2012, (12/2012), (03/2013), (04/2013), 07/2013     
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MONTHLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 93212 135117 
SUPPORT: 1360816 46955 30402 

TABLE #3 
Monthly Technical Projections 
10/01...  30402  46955  93212  13511 
11/01...  28009  46942  91922  13456 
12/01...  25616  46930  90631  13400 
01/01...  23224  46917  89340  13345 
02/01...  20831  46905  88049  13289 
03/01...  18438  46893  86758  13233 
04/01...  16045  46880  85467  13178 

Monthly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  111805-88858 122504-94426 129129-101166 
11/2012  121233-88651 128599-92525 129690-98634 
12/2012  111315-86158 117894-93602 125160-95245 

OCTOBER MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 96162 86713 89504 
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A Technical Outlook For  
Hong Kong Dollar Spot 

Our model on the Hong Kong dollar spot market also shows 2013 as a big turning point. We also show high 
volatility, a Panic Cycle, and a Directional Change all for the same year 
2013. We also have a back-to-back Directional Change for 2014. 
Thereafter, the next turning point will be 2016 follow by 2020. This is 
in alignment with the Economic Confidence Model. This tends to 
reflect the shift to Asia as becoming the financial capital of the world. 
Our long-term models show a Yearly Bearish Reversal at 77250 and 
77150. The broad trading range since 1985 has been 78300 to 77040. 
Resistance stands at 77996 on an annual closing basis. The HK$ has 
been gradually moving lower dropping under 77500. Our Minor 
Yearly Bearish Reversal lies at 77496 followed by 77150 and 77038. A 
closing beneath 77496 for 2012 will signal that a low in 2013 is likely.  
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YEARLY LEVEL 

YEARLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Yearly Bearish Reversal is 64900. Hence, only a yearly closing below 64900 will signal that 
an immediate downtrend could result in a continuance of this bear market for the near-term. According to our 
model, the Minor Yearly Bearish Reversal resides at 77225, with additional reversals at 77496 followed by 77150 
and 77038.

According to our Reversal System model, the Major Yearly Bullish Reversals stand at 78170 and 80500. Our 
model also highlights Major Yearly Bullish Reversals above the market at 78025 and 78250. Thereupon, only a 
yearly closing above 78025 will signal that a immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter.  

Yearly Reversals 
Major Bullish  78025 78170 78250 80500  
Major Bearish  64900  
Minor Bearish  77496 77225 77150 77038 
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YEARLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key years for a turning point in Hong Kong Dollar Spot will be 2016 and 
2033. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the years of 2013, 2014 and 2018. Our Panic 
Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the years of 2013 and 2019. 

Yearly Turning Points:  
2013, 2016, 2019, 2020, 2023 
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YEARLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 77822 
SUPPORT: 77645 76650 

TABLE #1 
Yearly Technical Projections 
2012...  76650  77645  77822 
2013...  76512  77668  77726 
2014...  76375  77692  77630 
2015...  76238  77715  77535 
2016...  76100  77738  77439 
2017...  75962  77762  77343 
2018...  75825  77785  77248 

Yearly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
2012  77675-77451 77808-77494 78190-77500 
2013  78065-77496 78171-77501 78220-77510 
2014  77690-77494 78030-77615 78036-77636 

2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 77905 77543 77644 

QUARTERLY LEVEL 

QUARTERLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Quarterly Bearish Reversals are 63500 and 57050. Therefore, only a quarterly closing 
below 63500 will signal that an immediate downtrend could become more dramatic in the near-term. On the 
near-term level of our Reversal System, the Minor Quarterly Bearish Reversals are found at 77275 and 77040, 
followed by resides at 77295. Therefore, only a quarterly closing below 77295 will signal that an immediate 
downtrend should unfold thereafter.  
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According to our Reversal System model, the Major Quarterly Bullish Reversals stand at 78250 and 79900. 
Therefore, only a quarterly closing above 78250 will signal that a immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter. 
Presently, the Minor Quarterly Bullish Reversals are 77929, 78002, 78144 and 78144. As a result, only a 
quarterly closing above 77929 will signal that an immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter.  

Quarterly Reversals 
Major Bullish  78250 79900  
Minor Bullish  77929 78002 78144  
Major Bearish  63500 57050  
Minor Bearish  77295 77275 77040  

QUARTERLY TIMING 

Using a composite of a variety of timing intervals, the key quarters for a turning point in Hong Kong Dollar Spot 
will be 04/2016 and 01/2019. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the quarters of 01/2014, 04/2014 and 
01/2015. Our Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the quarters of 01/2014 and 04/2015. 

Quarterly Turning Points:  
(04/2013), (01/2014), 07/2014, 10/2014, (07/2015) 

QUARTERLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 77954 
SUPPORT: 77522 

TABLE #2 
Quarterly Technical Projections 
10/2012...  77522  77954 
01/2013...  77519  77937 
04/2013...  77516  77920 
07/2013...  77513  77904 
10/2013...  77510  77888 
01/2014...  77507  77871 
04/2014...  77504  77854 

Quarterly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  77678-77496 77685-77512 77799-77519 
01/2013  77672-77494 77688-77563 77929-77578 
04/2013  77658-77509 77678-77528 77763-77539 

4TH QUARTER 2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 77649 77533 77579 
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MONTHLY LEVEL 

MONTHLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

Looking at the long-term level of our Reversal System, the Major Monthly Bullish Reversals are 77965, 78065 
and 78144. Consequently, only a monthly closing above 77965 will signal that an immediate uptrend should 
unfold thereafter. Our model currently shows that the Minor Monthly Bullish Reversals are 77568, 77604 and 
77658. Our model additionally provides Minor Monthly Bullish Reversals at 77959, 77972 and 78036. 
Consequently, only a monthly closing above 77568 will signal that a immediate uptrend should unfold 
thereafter.  

At this time, the Major Monthly Bearish Reversal is 71000. Consequently, only a monthly closing below 71000 
will signal that a break in the long-term trend that does not appear likely. Presently, the Minor Monthly Bearish 
Reversal resides at 77496, with additional reversals at 77510, 77510 and 77495. It should be noted that one key 
reversal appears to be very important. We see that a monthly closing beneath 77496 may signal that a serious 
sell-off is likely to follow thereafter. 
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Monthly Reversals

Major Bullish  77965 78065 78144  
Minor Bullish  77568 77604 77658 77959 77972 78036  
Major Bearish  71000 57050  
Minor Bearish  77510 77496 77495  

MONTHLY TIMING 

Monthly timing models show November as a key target with a Panic Cycle as well as a Directional Change. A low 
at that time could be followed by a reaction to the upside for 01/2013 and then a resumption of the decline into 
the summer regarding the HK$. 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key months for a turning point in Hong Kong Dollar Spot will be 04/2013 
and 03/2015. 
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Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the months of 11/2012, 12/2012, 02/2013, 
06/2013 and 07/2013. Our Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the months of 11/2012 and 
05/2013. Having two Panic Cycles this close shows there is some unexpected volatility next year with 07/2013 
showing up as a high volatility target. 

Monthly Turning Points:  
11/2012, 01/2013, 03/2013, 05/2013, 07/2013 

MONTHLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 77626 77858 77966 
SUPPORT: 77500 77297 

TABLE #3 
Monthly Technical Projections 
10/01...  77297  77500  77626  77858  77966 
11/01...  77288  77487  77631  77851  77961 
12/01...  77279  77474  77637  77844  77955 
01/01...  77271  77461  77642  77837  77950 
02/01...  77262  77449  77647  77830  77944 
03/01...  77253  77436  77653  77823  77939 
04/01...  77244  77423  77658  77816  77934 

Monthly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  77688-77531 77811-77575 77853-77583 
11/2012  77604-77538 77636-77557 77800-77563 
12/2012  77583-77509 77636-77510 77636-77531 

OCTOBER MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 77574 77526 77549 
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A Technical Outlook For Hong Kong 
Cash Share Index 

The Hong Kong Hang Seng Cash Share Index made its high in 2007 with the Economic Confidence Model and it 
fell establish a low in 2008. This market remain vulnerable to produce a retest of that low going into 2013 where 
we have both a Directional Change as well as a Panic Cycle as well as high volatility. A low at that time may be 
followed by a rally into 2015. A high in 2013 would warn of a possible low in 2015 producing the opposite 
directional trend. We see additional turning points ahead as 2017, 2019, and 2022 with high volatility in 2018, 
2020 and a second Panic Cycle due in 2023. Recent price activity has the Hang Seng rallying since June 2012. The 
weekly Minor Bullish Reversal stands at 211570 with the Major standing at 227400 and 238420. To see a 
possible high in 2013, we need at least a weekly closing ABOVE 227400. Our Monthly Bullish Reversals are 
230200, 235250, and 242000. We need to see a monthly closing above 235250 to imply 2013 will be a high. 

For the immediate near-term, November and January are the key months just ahead where turning points 
should arrive. A high in November may be followed by a January low, reaction rally into March, with a decline 
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thereafter into the summer as early as June or as late as August where we also have a Panic Cycle. We do have a 
Quarterly Bullish Reversal at 321750. This is what needs to be elected to suggest a reversal to the upside is 
building. The key quarterly timing intervals are 4th quarter 2012 and the 4th quarter 2013. We have a Panic Cycle 
on the quarterly level showing up as the 2nd quarter 2015. 

The major support in the Hang Seng still lies at the 89500-82230 level while the 2008 low was 109580. 
Nevertheless, in the past 4 years, we have still not elected our Major Yearly Bullish Reversal of 280200. Once an 
annual closing ABOVE this area takes place, then a new long-term bull market will be confirmed. Resistance now 
stands at the 231000 level for 2012 and remaining beneath that level on a monthly closing basis will keep this 
index positioned for a further test of support. We do have important Directional Changes due in 2013 with a 
Panic Cycle target as well and that warns that we could see the final low in 2013 followed by a reversal of trend 
in Hong Kong. 

A year-end closing for 2012 below 185000 will keep the market in a position for a 2013 low. We see additional 
resistance for 2013 standing at 230200. Technical support lies during 2013 at 100800 level. Technical resistance 
stands at 220650 and 264910. 
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YEARLY LEVEL 

YEARLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Yearly Bearish Reversals are 89500, 82230, and 29700. Therefore, only a yearly closing 
below 89500 will signal that an immediate downtrend could unfold leading to a renewed bear market ahead. 
Presently, the Minor Yearly Bearish Reversals are found at 108080, 87730, 68901, and 42840. Therefore, only a 
yearly closing below 87730 will signal that a sell-off is likely to continue from here in the short-term.  

According to our Reversal System model, the Major Yearly Bullish Reversal is standing at 241930. Hence, only a 
yearly closing above 241930 will signal that an immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter.  

Yearly Reversals 
Major Bullish 241930 
Major Bearish 108080 89500 87730 82230 68901 42840 
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YEARLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key years for a turning point in Hong Kong Cash Share Index will be 2027 
and 2046. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the years of 2013 and 2014. Our Panic Cycle 
Models suggest that higher volatility is due the years of 2013 and 2023. 

Yearly Turning Points:  
(2012), (2016), (2017), (2019), (2020), (2022), (2023) 

YEARLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

SUPPORT: 152602 152602 152602 112439 
TABLE #1 
Yearly Technical Projections 
2012...  11243  15260  15260  15260 
2013...  49462  15260  15260  15260 
2014...  49462  15260  15260  15260 
2015...  49462  15260  15260  15260 
2016...  49462  15260  15260  15260 
2017...  49462  15260  15260  15260 
2018...  49462  15260  15260  15260 
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Yearly Indicating Ranges
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
2012  109580-20936 137443-33096 142290-100708 
2013  131330-26970 155610-35590 168203-87759 
2014  148650-29700 187170-43050 201100-65447 

2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 240356 153350 209246

QUARTERLY LEVEL 

QUARTERLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Quarterly Bearish Reversals are 113460 and 102870. Accordingly, only a quarterly closing 
below 113460 will signal that a immediate downtrend could become more serious in the near-term. Our model 
suggests that the Minor Quarterly Bearish Reversals are found at 131330 and 109580, followed by resides at 
74740. Thus, only a quarterly closing below 74740 will signal that a sell-off is likely to continue from here in the 
short-term. Nonetheless, only a close below 74740 will suggest a reversal in long-term trend.  

On a long-term basis, our Reversal System indicates that our Major Quarterly Bullish Reversals are 230100, 
249040 and 321750. As a result, only a quarterly closing above 230100 will signal that an immediate uptrend 
should unfold thereafter.  

Quarterly Reversals 
Major Bullish 230100 249040 321750  
Minor Bullish 230100  
Major Bearish  131330 113460 109580 102870 74740  
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QUARTERLY TIMING 

Using a composite of a variety of timing intervals, the key quarters for a turning point in Hong Kong Cash Share 
Index will be 12/2012 and 07/2025. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the quarters of 10/2012, 01/2014 and 
01/2015. Our Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the quarter of 04/2015. 

Quarterly Turning Points:  
(10/2012), 01/2013, (10/2013), 04/2014, 10/2014    

QUARTERLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 218744 
SUPPORT: 200567 152602 92762 41783 

TABLE #2 
Quarterly Technical Projections 
10/2012...  41783  92762  15260  20056 
01/2013...  42012  92762  15260  19450 
04/2013...  42240  92762  15260  18844 
07/2013...  42468  92762  15260  18238 
10/2013...  42697  92762  15260  17633 
01/2014...  42925  92762  15260  17027 
04/2014...  43153  92762  15260  16421 

Quarterly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  200770-109580 209540-160950 222360-182800 
01/2013  213580-111930 217600-155690 221770-180220 
04/2013  209560-131520 213460-177450 240620-189330 

4TH QUARTER 2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 210643 180876 200826 
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MONTHLY LEVEL 

MONTHLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

Presently, our Reversal System indicates that the Major Monthly Bullish Reversals are 236230, 243850 and 
249680. Obviously, only a monthly closing above 236230 will signal that a immediate uptrend should unfold 
thereafter. According to our model, the Minor Monthly Bullish Reversals exist at 230100, 235240 and 241930. 
Our model additionally provides a Minor Monthly Bullish Reversal resides at 235220. Therefore, only a monthly 
closing above 230100 will signal that a immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter.  

At this time, the Major Monthly Bearish Reversal is 117060. Hence, only a monthly closing below 117060 will 
signal that a immediate downtrend could become more pronounced in the short-term. For now, our Minor 
Monthly Bearish Reversal resides at 118220, followed by resides at 111930. Accordingly, only a monthly closing 
below 118220 will signal that a immediate downtrend should unfold thereafter.  

Monthly Reversals 
Major Bullish 236230 243850 249680  
Minor Bullish  230100 235220 235240 241930  
Major Bearish  117060  
Minor Bearish  118220 111930  
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MONTHLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key months for a turning point in Hong Kong Cash Share Index will be 
12/2012 and 07/2014. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that a turning point is due the month of 10/2012. Our Panic Cycle 
Models suggest that higher volatility is due the month of 08/2013. 

Monthly Turning Points:  
11/2012, 01/2013, 03/2013, 06/2013     

MONTHLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 239035 
SUPPORT: 203842 197332 132140 

TABLE #3 
Monthly Technical Projections 
10/01...  13214  19733  20384  23903 
11/01...  13261  19733  20187  23860 
12/01...  13308  19733  19991  23816 
01/01...  13355  19733  19794  23773 
02/01...  13402  19733  19598  23729 
03/01...  13449  19733  19401  23686 
04/01...  13496  19733  19205  23642 
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Monthly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  213460-177450 226890-194750 231040-202310 
11/2012  213980-184960 222360-197560 227400-199880 
12/2012  206990-186920 224480-192320 229560-196090 

OCTOBER MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 202666 189056 199710 
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A Technical Outlook For  
Indian Rupee Spot 

Our long-term view in the Indian Rupee also shows back-to-back Directional Changes for 2013 and 2014 with 
2013 as the key target for a turning point. Thereafter, the turning points appear to be 2016, 2018, 2021, and 
2023. Volatility appears on the rise starting 2014 and building into 2019. So far, the Rupee has exceeded the 
2011 high rallying into the week of June 18th, 2012 reaching 5733. The key Weekly Bearish Reversal lies at 5007 
and this is the area we must watch to see if there will be a sharp decline ahead in 2013. 

Major closing support lies at 5213, 4470 and 4380 for year-end 2012. The Dollar/Rupee fell into the week of 
October 1st, 2012 reaching 5135. However, should we see a year-end closing BELOW 5213, then we should see 
the start of a shift in the Dollar into a neutral position against the Rupee. Clearly, 2013 is 26 years from 1987. 
The key levels to watch are 5058, 4774, and 4380. A 2012 closing below 5058 will signal a sharp dollar decline. 
Our Yearly Bearish Reversal lies at 4403. A year-end closing BELOW this critical level will signal a serious change 
in trend. 

Obviously, we are at a crossroads here. If new intraday highs are not sustained next year in 2013, then 2012 may 
produce the major high on a closing basis as well as on a cyclical basis. A Yearly closing BELOW 3900 will signal a 
bear market on the horizon with an ideal decline back to 1320-1200 range.  To stay somewhat bullish right now 
in the Dollar/Rupee, we need a 2012 closing ABOVE 5213. The monthly targets show successive Directional 
Changes between 10-12/2012 with a Panic Cycle in January. Volatility rises 03-05/2013 and a second Panic Cycle 
appears 09/2013. We are looking at 01/2013 ideally producing the opposite of 11/2012. Clearly, 2013 appears to 
be a very important target year for a change in trend. 
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YEARLY LEVEL 

YEARLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

Indian Rupee Spot remain in an extremely strong position. As long as this market holds ABOVE 5213 on a closing 
basis, then new record highs are still possible. Our Projected Bullish Reversals for this year stand at 5491 and 
5560. Hence, a yearly closing above this area will signal that this market should continue to advance to new 
highs in 2013. As long as this market remains below 5213 on a closing basis, then the immediate trend is 
perhaps neutral for the moment at best. However, only a closing BELOW 4403 would imply that at least a 
temporary high is in place for now and that a retest of key support is likely to develop. A Yearly closing BELOW 
3900 will signal a bear market is unfolding. 

At this time, the Major Yearly Bearish Reversals are 3900, 3841, 3410 and 1285. Therefore, only a yearly closing 
below 3900 will signal that an immediate downtrend could unfold leading to a renewed bear market ahead. The 
Minor Yearly Bearish Reversals are found at 4403 and 4242. It should be noted that one key reversal appears to 
be very important. We see that a yearly closing beneath 3840 may signal that a serious sell-off is likely to follow 
thereafter. 
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Yearly Reversals 
Major Bullish  5491 5560  
Major Bearish  3900 3841 3410 1285  
Minor Bearish  4403 4242  

YEARLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key years for a turning point in Rupee Spot will be 2013 and 2046. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the years of 2013 and 2014.  

Yearly Turning Points:  
2013, (2014), 2016, 2018, 2021, 2023 

Yearly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
2012  4373-1205 4404-1318 4470-3901 
2013  4381-1257 4695-1319 4774-3902 
2014  4639-1285 4891-1509 5213-4385 

2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 5139 4390 4803 
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QUARTERLY LEVEL

QUARTERLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Minor Quarterly Bearish Reversals are 5051, 4790, 4450, 4406 and 4385. Therefore, only a 
quarterly closing below 5051 will signal that an immediate downtrend could become more serious in the near-
term. Presently, the Major Quarterly Bearish Reversals are found at 4403, 3960, 3900, and 3382. It should be 
noted that one key reversal appears to be very important. We see that a quarterly closing beneath 4403 may 
signal that a serious sell-off is likely to follow thereafter and change in trend to a bear market. 

Indian Rupee Spot remain in an extremely strong position. As long as this market holds ABOVE 5051 on a closing 
basis, then new record highs are still possible. Our Quarterly Bullish Reversal stands above the market at 5803. A 
quarterly closing above 5803 will signal that this market should continue to advance to new recent highs. 

Quarterly Reversals 
Major Bullish  5803 
Minor Bearish  5051 4790 4450 4406 4385  
Major Bearish  4403 3960 3900 3382  

QUARTERLY TIMING

Using a composite of a variety of timing intervals, the key quarters for a turning point in Indian Rupee Spot will 
be 02/2013 and 07/2019. 

Quarterly Turning Points:  
01/2013, 07/2013, 01/2014, 10/2014, 03/2015 
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Quarterly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  4860-4385 4945-4441 4988-4656 
01/2013  4853-4404 5051-4574 5432-4705 
04/2013  4860-4404 5249-4475 5330-4603 

QUARTERLY PATTERN RECOGNITION 

If this 4th quarter 2012 closes below 5307, then the upward momentum has been lost which implies that a 
temporary top is in place and a near-term retest of support should begin. 

4TH QUARTER 2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 5568 5053 5307 

MONTHLY LEVEL 

MONTHLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Minor Monthly Bearish Reversals are 4923, 4860, 4405 and 4388. Obviously, only a monthly 
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closing below 4923 will signal that an immediate downtrend could retest long-term support. On the near-term 
level of our Reversal System, the Major Monthly Bearish Reversals are found at 4565, 4404, 4385 and 4381, 
followed by resides at 3960. Therefore, only a monthly closing below 4565 will signal that a bear market is now 
unfolding.  

Right now, Major levels of our system models indicates that the Monthly Bullish Reversal is standing at 5742. 
Thereupon, only a monthly closing above 5742 will signal that an immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter 
with new highs into the months beyond.  

Monthly Reversals 
Major Bullish  5742 
Minor Bearish  4923 4860 4565 4405 4388  
Minor Bearish  4565 4404 4385 4381 3960  

MONTHLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key months for a turning point in Indian Rupee Spot will be 02/2013 and 
10/2014. 
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Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the months of 10/2012, 11/2012 and 
12/2012. Our Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the months of 01/2013 and 09/2013. 

Monthly Turning Points:  
11/2012, 01/2013, 03/2013, 06/2013, 08/2013 

Monthly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  5248-4565 5417-4571 5643-4715 
11/2012  5482-4454 5496-4702 5620-4853 
12/2012  5272-4397 5417-4482 5603-4859 

OCTOBER MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 5622 5387 5465 
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A Technical Outlook For  
CASH SENSEX Index BSE  

BOMBAY, India  

Our long-term outlook for the Indian SENSEX BSE Index (Bombay) remains long-term bullish. The yearly pattern 
shows a virtual double top at the 2120000 level established in 2008 and 2010. The rally back in 2010 was 
impressive and is clearly warning that this market will explode to the upside with a reasonable target objective 
by 2016 in the area of 3590000. We have never elected a Yearly Bearish Reversal which lies at 422750. Since the 
lowest closing on an annual basis has been 964731 for the closing of 2008, this share market remains pointing to 
the upside. This is also illustrated by the Double Top omitting any type of bubble pattern we is self-evident in the 
Nikkei for 1989 or the Dow 1929.  

Support at this time rests at 1753000 for a year-end 2012 closing. It would take a year-end closing BELOW 
1230000 to signal any type of near-term bear market. If the dollar declines against the Rupee, keep in mind that 
given the bullish posture in this share market, a rising market coupled with a rising currency will draw 
international capital causing it to concentrate in India. The only real bearish factor about India is its high degree 
of impractical bureaucratic operations.  
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From a timing perspective, we see 2013 and 2014 as back-to-back Directional Changes. A Panic Cycle is due in 
2017. The turning points for highs and lows appear to be 2015 on a minor basis with 2017 being the primary 
target. Thereafter, we see 2019 and 2022 are key targets for turning points.  

Our Quarterly Bearish Reversal lies at 1533000 and thereby only a quarter closing beneath that level will signal a 
correction near-term. The Major Quarter Bearish Reversal lies at 765600 and that is the real area of critical 
support. We see Quarter Directional Changes 10/2012, 04/2013 and 07/2013. Quarterly turning points are likely 
10/2012, 10/2013, 10/2014, and 04/2015.  

Our Minor Monthly Bearish Reversal lies at 1321990 with the Major Monthly Bearish at 765600. Our Monthly 
turning points are 01/2013, 03/2013 (minor), 05/2013, and 08/2013. We show a Panic Cycle due 05/2013, high 
volatility 04/2013, with back-to-back Directional Changes 11-12/2012. 

YEARLY LEVEL 

YEARLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Yearly Bearish Reversals are 422750, 282838 and 194900. Consequently, only a yearly 
closing below 422750 will signal that a serious change in long-term trend.  

The Indian SENSEX BSE Index remains in an extremely strong position. As long as this market holds ABOVE 
17530000 on a closing basis, then new record highs are still possible near-term.  
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Yearly Reversals 
Major Bullish 21303002  
Major Bearish 422750 282838 194900  

YEARLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key years for a turning point in India Cash Stock Index will be 2019 and 
2036. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the years of 2013 and 2014. Our Panic Cycle 
Models suggest that higher volatility is due the year of 2017. 

Yearly Turning Points:  
2015, 2017, 2019, 2020, 2022-2023 SERIA
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YEARLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

TABLE #1 
Yearly Technical Projections 

Yearly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
2012  422750-62530 668422-79800 769739-274500 
2013  606933-65930 804717-155940 945709-322850 
2014  879901-95610 1403530-195730 1565199-274122 

2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 1976359 1294500 1782692 

QUARTERLY LEVEL 

QUARTERLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Quarterly Bearish Reversals are 765615, 446544 and 309773. Hence, only a quarterly 
closing below 765615 will signal that an immediate downtrend could become more dramatic in the near-term. 
When we look at the Minor level, our Quarterly Bearish Reversals are found at 1739558, 1576553, 1217883 and 
1215355. It should be noted that one key reversal appears to be very important. We see that a quarterly closing 
beneath 1217883 may signal that a serious sell-off is likely to follow thereafter. 

Our Reversal System that the Minor Quarterly Bullish Reversals exist at 2049813 and 2110865. Consequently, 
only a quarterly closing above 2049811 will signal that an immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter.  

Quarterly Reversals 
Minor Bullish  2049813 2110865  
Major Bearish  765615 446544 309773  
Minor Bearish  1739558 1576553 1533056 1217883 1215355  
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QUARTERLY TIMING 

Using a composite of a variety of timing intervals, the key quarters for a turning point in India Cash Stock Index 
will be 04/2018 and 01/2019. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the quarters of 10/2012, 04/2014 and 
07/2014.  

Quarterly Turning Points:  
10/2012, (04/2013), (10/2013), 01/2014, 10/2014, 04/2015 

Quarterly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  1513586-769739 1790813-1231610 1895482-1300119 
01/2013  1564056-804717 1729562-1046972 1852378-1248186 
04/2013  1731438-1010725 1742534-1377988 1766410-1560030 

4TH QUARTER 2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 1835260 1599600 1790034 

MONTHLY LEVEL 
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MONTHLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Monthly Bearish Reversals are 765615 and 632131. Unmistakably, only a monthly closing 
below 765615 will signal that an immediate downtrend could become more dramatic in the near-term. On our 
near-term system models, the Minor Monthly Bearish Reversals are found at 1321999 and 846743. It should be 
noted that one key reversal appears to be very important. We see that a monthly closing beneath 1321999 may 
signal that a serious sell-off is likely to follow thereafter. 

In addition, our Minor Monthly Bullish Reversal resides at 1981114. Our model additionally provides a Minor 
Monthly Bullish Reversal resides at 2085455.  

Monthly Reversals 
Minor Bullish  1981114 2085455  
Major Bearish  765615 632131  
Minor Bearish  1533056 1530304 1321999 846743 831639  

MONTHLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key months for a turning point in India Cash Stock Index will be 07/2014 
and 01/2019. 
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Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the months of 11/2012 and 12/2012. Our 
Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the month of 05/2013. 

Monthly Turning Points:
12/2012, 01/2013, (03/2013), 05/2013, 08/2013

MONTHLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 2078096 2104226 
SUPPORT: 847133 389982 

TABLE #3 
Monthly Technical Projections 
10/01...  21042 
11/01...  21039 
12/01...  21036 
01/01...  21033 
02/01...  21030 
03/01...  21027 
04/01...  21024 

Monthly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  1852378-1574898 1895482-1730828 1903138-1731438 
11/2012  1813186-1659848 1907457-1692061 1913170-1763119 
12/2012  1797254-1576553 1798217-1701016 1828355-1702697 

OCTOBER MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 1815789 1695875 1782189 
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A Technical Outlook For  
Indonesian Rupiah Spot 

The Dollar/Indonesian Rupiah peaked in 2008 and declined going into 2011 forming a low at 8470 in July 2011. 
Since then, the dollar has rallied exceeding the 2011 high electing three Monthly Bullish Reversals. The current 
Monthly Bullish Reversal stands at 10621. On the Quarterly level, we have one Quarterly Bullish Reversal 
standing at 11485. Our Yearly Bullish Reversals stand at 9140, 10835, and 12535. A closing above the 2011 high 
of 9240 will also be a technical bullish indication on our annual models. 

Looking ahead to 2013, we see 9475, 9035, and 8870 as ley support levels. Our annual timing models are 
showing 2013 as a Directional Change with turning points due 2015, 2018, 2022/2023. We see high volatility due 
in 2013 and 2018. Our Quarterly timing models are targeting the 3rd quarter 2013 for a Directional Change and a 
Panic Cycle due the 3rd quarter 2014. Turning points appear to be 04/2013, 01/2014-04/2014, 10/2014, and 
04/2015. 

Our Monthly timing models show successive Directional Change targets 10-12/2013. A Panic Cycle is due 
05/2013 and the turning points appear to be lining up for 11/2012, 01/2013, 03/2013, 05/2013, and 09/2013. SERIA
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YEARLY LEVEL 

YEARLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

According to our Reversal System model, the Major Yearly Bullish Reversals stand at 10835 and 12535. 
Consequently, only a yearly closing above 10835 will signal that an immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter.  

At this time, the Major Yearly Bearish Reversal is 8110. As a result, only a yearly closing below 8110 will signal 
that an immediate downtrend could unfold leading to a renewed bear market ahead.  

Yearly Reversals 
Major Bullish  10835 12535  
Major Bearish  8110  SERIA
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YEARLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key years for a turning point in Indonesian Rupiah Spot will be 2014 and 
2028. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that a turning point is due the year of 2013.  

Yearly Turning Points:  
(2013), 2015, 2018, 2020, 2022, 2023 

Yearly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
2012  9575-8695 9316-9035 9460-8100 
2013  8870-8455 9035-8200 9475-8100 
2014  8465-8175 9240-9025 9316-8455 

2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 10283 8885 9141 
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QUARTERLY LEVEL 

QUARTERLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Quarterly Bearish Reversal is 8445. Thus, only a quarterly closing below 8445 will signal 
that an immediate downtrend could become more serious in the near-term. When we look at the Minor level, 
our Quarterly Bearish Reversals are found at 9013, 8800 and 8485. Thereupon, only a quarterly closing below 
9013 will signal that a downtrend is likely to unfold.  

On the Major level of our Reversal System, the Quarterly Bullish Reversal stands at 11485. Thus, only a quarterly 
closing above 11485 will signal that an immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter.  

Quarterly Reversals 
Major Bullish  8485 8870  
Major Bearish  9013 8800 8485 8448  

QUARTERLY TIMING 

Using a composite of a variety of timing intervals, the key quarters for a turning point in Indonesian Rupiah Spot 
will be 05/2014 and 07/2021. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that a turning point is due the quarter of 07/2013. Our Panic Cycle 
Models suggest that higher volatility is due the quarter of 07/2014. 

Quarterly Turning Points:  
04/2013, (01/2014), 04/2014, 10/2014, 04/2015                
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Quarterly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  9240-8470 9545-8688 9610-8906 
01/2013  9295-8800 9316-9028 9520-9136 
04/2013  9215-8906 9310-8979 9475-9050 

QUARTERLY PATTERN RECOGNITION 

If this quarter closes below 9361, then the upward momentum has been lost which implies that a temporary top 
is in place and a near-term retest of support should begin. 

4TH QUARTER 2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 9448 9117 9361 

MONTHLY LEVEL

MONTHLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Monthly Bearish Reversal is 8131. Consequently, a monthly closing below 8131 will signal 
that a serious downtrend is unfolding. Our model suggests that the Minor Monthly Bearish Reversals are found 
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at 9377, 9136, 8925 and 8485. It should be noted that one key reversal appears to be very important. We see 
that a monthly closing beneath 8485 would signal that a serious sell-off is likely to follow thereafter. 

On the Reversal System, our Major Monthly Bullish Reversal is standing at 10621. Our model also highlights a 
Major Monthly Bullish Reversal standing at 10160. Therefore, only a monthly closing above 10160 will signal that 
an immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter.  

Monthly Reversals 
Major Bullish  10160 10621  
Major Bearish  9377 9136 8925 8485 8131  

MONTHLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key months for a turning point in Indonesian Rupiah Spot will be 
05/2014 and 01/2015. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the months of 10/2012, 11/2012 and 
12/2012. Our Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the month of 05/2013. 
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Monthly Turning Points:  
11/2012, 01/2013, 03/2013, 05/2013, 07/2013, 09/2013 

Monthly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  9240-8495 9310-8923 9520-9020 
11/2012  9377-8800 9459-8905 9498-9003 
12/2012  9310-8800 9453-8893 9535-8995 

MONTHLY PATTERN RECOGNITION 

If this month closes below 9510, then the upward momentum has been lost which implies that a temporary top 
is in place and a near-term retest of support should begin. 

OCTOBER MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 9549 9407 9510 
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A Technical Outlook For  
The Indonesian  

JCI COMPOSITE Cash Stock Index 

Our long-term outlook for the Indonesia JCI Composite Share Index shows important turning points ahead in 
2014, 2016, 2018, and 2021. We have a Directional Change due in 2013 and a Panic Cycle in 2017 lining up with 
the currency. High volatility appears likely in 2016 and 2020 in line with the Economic Confidence Model. The 
Yearly Bearish Reversal rests at 1627700. This is well below the market warning that we still could see new highs 
ahead. This Index has remained in a bullish trend since the major low in 1986 and this means that 2012 is 26 
years from that low where we have made new highs. To continue, we need to hold the Yearly Bearish Reversals 
and see new highs after 2014. Then we will be looking at a possible major high extending into 2017-2018 at the 
extreme. 

The JCI Composite has continued to make new highs into 2012. There is a risk that 2012 could produce a 
temporary high for it has rallied for 17.2 years since the 1998 low and it is 26 years from the major low in 1986. 
With the Directional Change in 2013, caution is necessary at this time. A year-end closing ABOVE 3788565 will 
help keep the market still positive for now. We have a Monthly Bearish Reversal to watch at 3217950. Our 
Monthly timing models show a Direction Change due in October. Turning points thereafter will be 12/2012, 
04/2013, 07/2013, and 08-09/2013. 

On the Weekly level, we have a Weekly Bearish Reversal at 3848850 and 3628750. Electing these two Weekly 
Bearish Reversals will signal that we may have a high in place at least on a temporary basis. Key weeks will be 
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that of 10/22, 11/12, 11/26, and 12/24. We have a Weekly Directional Change 10/29 and a Panic Cycle 11/05 
with also high volatility at that time. Therefore, we should show extreme caution in the JCI Composite at this 
time. 

YEARLY LEVEL 
YEARLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

The Indonesia JCI Composite Stock Index has remained in a bullish trend since 1998. The major low was in 1986 
and this means that 2012 is 26 years from that low where we have made new highs. To continue, we need to 
hold the Yearly Bearish Reversals and see new highs after 2014. Then we will be looking at a possible major high 
extending into 2017-2018. As long as this market holds ABOVE 3217900 on a closing basis, then new record 
highs are still possible. Our Projected Bullish Reversal for this year stands at 4162956. Accordingly, a yearly 
closing above this area will signal that this market could continue to advance to new highs. However, a yearly 
closing below 4162956 will warn that the trend is perhaps neutral at best for the moment.  

At this time, the Major Yearly Bearish Reversals are 3217900, 1627700, and 1244800. Hence, a yearly closing 
below 3217900 will signal that an immediate downtrend should unfold leading to a renewed bear market ahead.  

Yearly Reversals 
Major Bullish  4162956  
Major Bearish  3217900 1627762 1244800 
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YEARLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key years for a turning point will be 2018 and 2039. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that a turning point is due the year of 2013. Our Panic Cycle Models 
suggest that higher volatility is due the year of 2017. 

Yearly Turning Points:  
2012, 2014, 2016, 2017-18, 2021, 2023 

Yearly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
2012  665959-274080 1007495-507400 1089340-512478 
2013  951210-335694 1195550-376287 1244868-681940 
2014  1170029-224706 1814257-255464 2431838-427019 

YEARLY PATTERN RECOGNITION 

If this year closes below 3361288, then the upward momentum has been lost which implies that a temporary 
top is in place and a near-term retest of support should begin. 

2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 3514653 2298219 3361288 
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QUARTERLY LEVEL 

QUARTERLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

The Indonesia JCI Composite Stock Index remains in an extremely tenuous position with 2012 presenting a 
possible high. To sustain the bullish trend, this market must hold ABOVE 3963469 on a quarterly closing basis. 
Failing to maintain this level will warn that new record highs are not possible right now. Our Projected Bullish 
Reversal for this quarter stands at 4240061. Therefore, a quarterly closing above this area will signal that this 
market may continue to advance to new highs. As long as this market remains below 4240061 on a quarterly 
closing basis, then the immediate trend is perhaps neutral at best for the moment. However, a quarterly closing 
BELOW 3963469 would imply that at least a temporary high is in place for now and that a retest of key support 
is likely to develop.  

At this time, the Minor Quarterly Bearish Reversals are 3808689, 3217950, 2861225, 1592240 and 1515460. 
Thus, only a quarterly closing below 3808689 will signal that an immediate downtrend could become more 
dramatic in the near-term. The Reversal System indicates that our near-term Major Quarterly Bearish Reversals 
are found at 1012480, 598740 and 377700. Therefore, only a quarterly closing below 1012480 will signal that a 
downtrend is likely to unfold.  

Quarterly Reversals 
Major Bullish  3963469  
Minor Bullish  4240061  
Major Bearish  3963469 3217950 2861225 1592240 1515460 1012480 598740 377700   

QUARTERLY TIMING 

Using a composite of a variety of timing intervals, the key quarters for a turning point in Indonesia Cash Stock 
Index will be 01/2018 and 01/2019. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that a turning point is due the quarter of 10/2012. Our Panic Cycle 
Models suggest that higher volatility is due the quarter of 10/2014. 
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Quarterly Turning Points:  
(10/2012), 04/2013, 10/2013-01/2014, 10/2014, 04/2015 

Quarterly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  3256442-1089340 3529854-1627762 3788565-1766935 
01/2013  3309616-1244868 3789473-1472460 3808689-1859110 
04/2013  3635283-1460039 3671181-1863365 3956776-2116166 

4TH QUARTER 2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 4225436 3802480 4131301 

MONTHLY LEVEL 

MONTHLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Minor Monthly Bearish Reversals are 3963465, 3781910, 3217950 and 2959754. As a result, a 
monthly closing below 3963465 will signal that am immediate downtrend could retest long-term support. When 
we look at the Major level, our Monthly Bearish Reversals are found at 2552854 and 2271209, followed by 
resides at 1102674. Therefore, a monthly closing below 2552854 will signal that a bear market is likely to unfold.  
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The Indonesia JCI Composite Cash Stock Index remains in an extremely strong position immediately. As long as 
this market holds ABOVE 4065690 on a monthly closing basis, then new record highs are still possible. The 
Monthly Bullish Reversal stands at 4365698. 
Monthly Reversals 
Major Bullish  4365698  
Major Bearish  2552854 2271209 1102674  
Minor Bearish  3963465 3781910 3217950 2959754 

MONTHLY TIMING 

The key month for a turning point will be 01/2014. 
Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the months of 10/2012, 06/2013, 07/2013 
and 09/2013. Our Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the month of 07/2013. 

Monthly Turning Points:  
(10/2012), 12/2012, (02/2013), 04/2013, (06/2013), 07/2013, 08-09/2013 

Monthly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  3838539-3529854 3956776-3635283 3997317-3704584 
11/2012  3963469-3536662 4149709-3788565 4168745-3890550 
12/2012  4109319-3309616 4183029-3590942 4195724-3789473 

OCTOBER MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 4201855 4002415 4161568
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A Technical Outlook For  
the Japanese yEN 

Our long-term view in the Japanese yen appears often to be a paradox. As a nation implodes through the 
process of a Long Depression, the currency actually rises in value on world exchanges. Many too often assume 
that if a nation is imploding economically, its currency should inflate rather than deflate especially when its debt 
is rising excessively. This is one of the primary paradoxes that lead many to massive losses during periods of 
tremendous confusion created by a Long Depression. 

The famous Long Depression was a worldwide economic recession, beginning in 1873 and running through 1896 
that was 23 years in length. This is the ideal target for the duration of Japan bringing us to 2013. The outside 
timing ban can extend 26 years bringing us to 2016. However, 2013-2014 appears to be the more likely target 
for the demise of Japan.  
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Some have classified the famous Long Depression as beginning in 1873 extending into the spring of 1879 lasting 
65 months. This shorter version was the primary phase transition just as was the case during the Great 
Depression of the 1930s (1929-1932). That marks only the extreme first decline whereas the recovery that 
follows is what traders call the “dead-cat-bounce”. It was most severe in Europe and the United States, but is 
generally considered to have been a worldwide phenomenon. This followed a period of strong economic growth 
fueled by the Second Industrial Revolution in the decade following the American Civil War. This can be equated 
to the Japanese Miracle whereby the Second Japanese Industrial Revolution (post-Meiji) took place as Japanese 
manufacture began to dominate the world symbolized by their auto production in the 1970s & 1980s. 

The Long Depression was a worldwide event becoming the second truly international crisis following the Panic 
of 1857 and materialized in the form of a private debt crisis. There had been excessive optimism following the 
American Civil War that had been driving 
booming stock prices in central Europe and 
America that had reached a fever pitch. 
There were rising concerns that this was a 
bubble economy with much doom & gloom 
at the time. Nevertheless, the Long 
Depression culminated in a Panic of Vienna
beginning in April 1873 precisely where the 
Panic of 1929 had also began. The collapse 
of the Vienna Stock Exchange took place on 
May 8th, 1873 and continued until May 
10th, when the exchange was then closed 
for 3 days. The crisis was at first assumed to 
have been confined to Austria-Hungary.  

It is vital to understand why this crisis began in Austria as was the case with the Crash of 1929. The Austrian 
Empire was a modern era successor empire, which officially lasted from 1804 to 1867. The Panic of 1873 was 
the start of the real decline and fall of that empire that had begun as the Holy Roman Empire (962-1806AD), 
overlapped by the Habsburg Monarchy (or Habsburg Empire) (1278–1780) that culminated with the reign of 
Maria Theresa (1717-1780) whose coinage became the monetary standard in world trade a status the yen did 
not reach. The Maria Theresa “thaler” was effectively the US dollar of its day. It was 1867 when the Austrian 
Empire became the Empire of Austria-Hungary, which was the breakup of Austrian Empire that became official 
with the Austro-Hungarian Compromise of 1867 that established the dual monarchy of Austria-Hungary. The 
Compromise re-established the sovereignty of the Kingdom of Hungary, separate from and no longer subject to 
the Austrian Empire. Under the Compromise, the Austrian and Hungarian regions of the state were governed by 
separate parliaments and prime ministers. The Austro-Hungarian Empire (1867-1918) was itself dissolved by the 
victors at the end of World War I and broken into separate new states. 

The Panic of 1873 has been described as financial panic that finally arrived in America only several months later 
on Black Thursday, September 18th, 1873. It was marked by the failure of the banking house of Jay Cooke and 
Company over the Northern Pacific Railway after a bond issue for $100,000,000 in capital for the company 
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proved unsalable. Once the confidence in private debt collapsed, it spread like wildfire creating a contagion that 
resulted in several other major bank failures. Even the New York Stock Exchange was forced to close for ten days 
on September 20th, 1873. The similarity with then and now is this time we are facing a Sovereign Debt Crisis 
where by the declining confidence is in the PUBLIC debt sector rather than private. 

It was this Depression that was first called the “Great Depression” and it retained that designation until the 
Great Depression of the 1930s that was instigated by a Sovereign Debt Crisis that began also in Austria. It was 
most notable in the United Kingdom but overall it was a long drawn out affair that had been continuous from 
1873 to as late as 1896 when the United States was on the verge of bankruptcy and J.P. Morgan had to raise a 
gold loan to save the credit of the United States. It was the Long Depression that extended beyond the first 
phase of 1873–79, that had been kicked off by the Panic of 1873 that ran from October 1873 to March 1879 (65 
months) almost twice the duration of the Great Depression of the 1930s (34 months), and culminated in the 
Panic of 1893. Where the Long Depression was marking the shift in economic power away from the Austrian 
Empire, the Long Depression in Japan is marking the end of the Japanese Miracle. 

We can see that despite the Long Depression and the fact that Britain was the hardest hit, the British pound did 
not crack. Yes there is the spike high against the dollar. However, this was caused by the abandonment of a gold 
standard in the USA during the Civil War. It is not a reflection of trends in Britain. Despite the Long Depression, 
the pound held its ground. It only collapsed with World War I. Therefore, despite the Long Depression in Japan, 
the yen has risen rather than declined. This is cause by a capital contraction whereby Japanese need money and 
bring home capital investment from overseas. This has kept the yen strong. It further fuels the economic decline 
creating real DEFLATION. There was a small rally in the pound just before its demise. This is what we remain 
looking for in the Japanese yen – that final capitulation. After that takes place, the yen will fall apart. First comes 
the DEFLATION and then when confidence collapses in the Japanese government, the yen will collapse as Phase 
Two. 
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YEARLY LEVEL 

This year, after studying the recent price action, we have found that on the Yearly level of our system model in 
everything is bearish on both momentum and trend as far as the short-term is concerned relative to the 
dollar/yen. The low for the dollar/yen remains the week of 10/24/2011 at 7569. The intermediate indicators are 
also quite bearish for the dollar. This is warning that, immediately, resistance is standing overhead at 8492, 
10126, 10143, 10723, 12415 and 12482 levels. We do have a Weekly Bullish Reversal for the dollar/yen at 8397 
that should be watched carefully. Clearly, any rally must at least make an effort to exceed these points in order 
for the long-term perspective to shift into a bullish mode for the dollar (bearish yen) at this time. Any hopes of 
reversing the current trend back into a bullish mode on the short-term, depends entirely upon penetrating 
above these key resistance points in addition to the major Bullish Reversals for the dollar/yen.  

When we analyze the broader picture, Cyclical Strength indications are in the bearish mode, along with both 
long-term momentum and long-term trend.  This tends to suggest overall, that the downtrend is in full force just 
yet on the long-term system of the Yearly model looking at the dollar/yen just now. The primary support is 
mainly technical at this time. Resistance, nonetheless, is scaled in above the market at the following price levels: 
15200, 25445 and 35817 right now.  
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YEARLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

Presently, our Reversal System indicates that the Minor Yearly Bullish Reversals are 11206, 11988, 14765, and 
26280. Our model also highlights Major Yearly Bullish Reversals above the market at 14190, 15990, 27765, and 
36232. Obviously, a yearly closing above 11206 will signal that a serious change in trend for Japan will be 
underway. Once the currency breaks and the dollar rallies against the yen, then the Long Depression in Japan 
will be over.  

Our Minor Yearly Bearish Reversal lies at 8492. A year-end closing beneath this level will warn that new lows 
remain possible. 

Yearly Reversals 
Minor Bullish 11206 11988 14765 26280 
Major Bullish 14190 15990 27765 36232  
Minor Bearish 8492 

YEARLY TIMING 
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On our empirical models, the ideal primary target for the next turning point on the yearly level, remains 2013, 
particularly since our last target objective of 2011 produced a low at 7560. If this new target objective is 
successful, we then expect to see a reaction in the opposite direction unfold on the next major cycle target 
leading into 2014. Thereafter, a re-test of the opposite direction should develop into 2016 which is the next key 
target objective. In the event that the low of 7560 is penetrated on an intraday basis prior to 2013, or the key 
Yearly Bearish Reversal is executed, then a cycle inversion would be implied.  

Employing composite long range cycle analysis, the key years for a turning point in will be 2022 and 2042. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the years of 2014, 2015, 2019 and 2021. Our 
Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the year of 2018. 

Yearly Turning Points:  
(2012), 2013, 2016, 2018, (2019), 2021, (2022) 

YEARLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 8147 10394 11065 18125 
SUPPORT: 7534 
TABLE #1
Yearly Technical Projections 
2012...   7534   8147  10394  11065  18125 
2013...   7508   7499  10081  10870  18365 
2014...   7481   6850   9769  10675  18605 
2015...   7455   6202   9457  10479  18845 
2016...   7429   5554   9144  10284  19085 
2017...   7402   4906   8832  10089  19325 
2018...   7376   4258   8520   9894  19565 

Yearly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
2012  12415-8492 12482-10126 15200-10143 
2013  11206-8026 11505-8715 12125-9497 
2014  11352-7560 12110-8492 13204-8551 

2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 9397 8026 8369
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QUARTERLY LEVEL 

QUARTERLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

The Reversal System immediately displays Minor Quarterly Bullish Reversals at 8397, 8915, 11065, and 11098. 
The Major Quarter Bullish Reversals are 11206, 11371, 12366, and 13381. Obviously, only a quarterly closing 
above 11206 will signal that a major change in trend is at hand.  

The Quarterly Bearish Reversal lies at 7605. A Quarterly closing beneath this level will signal new lows for the 
dollar/yen cash currency.  

Quarterly Reversals 
Minor Bullish 8397 8915 11065 11098` 
Major Bullish 11206 11371 12366 13381 
Minor Bearish 7605 

QUARTERLY TIMING 

Using a composite of a variety of timing intervals, the key quarters for a turning point in will be 01/2018 and 
10/2018. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the quarters of 10/2012 and 04/2013.  

Quarterly Turning Points:  
01/2013, (04/2013), 01/2014, 04/2014, 10/2014       

Quarterly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  8827-7605 9776-7614 10899-8147 
01/2013  8492-7560 9314-7770 11346-7941 
04/2013  8816-7605 9376-7717 11446-8007 
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QUARTERLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 9680 11911 12649 
SUPPORT: 7343 5870 

TABLE #2 
Quarterly Technical Projections 
10/2012...   5870   7343   9680  11911  12649 
01/2013...   5692   7257   9591  11967  12612 
04/2013...   5514   7172   9501  12023  12575 
07/2013...   5337   7086   9412  12079  12538 
10/2013...   5159   7000   9323  12135  12501 
01/2014...   4981   6915   9234  12192  12463 
04/2014...   4803   6829   9145  12248  12426 

4TH QUARTER 2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 8250 7697 8022 

MONTHLY LEVEL 

MONTHLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

Basis the Reversal System, the Minor Monthly Bearish Reversals are found at 7693 and 7558. Accordingly, a 
monthly closing back below 7693 will signal that a sell-off is likely to continue from here in the short-term. 
Nonetheless, a close below 7558 would be a new low. This would warn we could see a low in January, April, or 
August of 2013. 
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According to our Reversal System model, the Minor Monthly Bullish Reversals stand at 8329, 8915, and 9888. 
Our model also highlights Major Monthly Bullish Reversals above the market at 8915, 9342, 9497, and 11065. 
Consequently, a monthly closing above 8951 will signal that a reversal in the long decline for the dollar against 
the yen is over and that the land of the rising sun will then gradually sink into the horizon.  

Monthly Reversals 
Major Bullish  8915 9342 9497 11065 
Minor Bullish  8329 8915 9888  
Minor Bearish  8873 7693 7560  

MONTHLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key months for a turning point in will be 12/2012 and 11/2015. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the months of 10/2012, 04/2013, 05/2013 
and 09/2013. Our Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the month of 06/2013. 
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Monthly Turning Points:  
11/2012, 01/2013, (03/2013), 04/2013, (06/2013), 08-09/2013 

MONTHLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 7926 8588 8831 10903 
SUPPORT: 7291 

TABLE #3 
Monthly Technical Projections 
10/01...   7291   7926   8588   8831  10903 
11/01...   7260   7856   8613   8890  10950 
12/01...   7229   7786   8637   8949  10998 
01/01...   7198   7716   8661   9009  11046 
02/01...   7167   7645   8686   9068  11093 
03/01...   7136   7575   8710   9127  11141 
04/01...   7105   7505   8735   9186  11188 

Monthly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  8007-7614 8060-7783 8362-7797 
11/2012  7965-7560 8060-7770 8290-7795 
12/2012  7921-7660 8007-7717 8043-7797 

OCTOBER MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 7964 7769 7810 
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A Technical Outlook For  
Tokyo NIKKEI 225 Cash Stock Index 

Our long-term models recognize that the current bearish trend in Tokyo NIKKEI 225 Cash Stock Index may reach 
a final conclusion during 2013 possibly extending into 2014 or as late as 2015-2016. Our overall composite 
models are showing a turning point in 2015 which lines up with a 26 year Long Depression target with the 
Economic Confidence Model 2015.75.  Our long-term outlook in Japan for the NIKKEI 225 Cash Stock Index has 
remained bearish since 1989.95. We do have two back-to-back Directional Change targets for 2013 and 2014.  
This provides reasonable caution that the low may come into play in 2013 sooner rather than later.  

We are looking at a sharp increase in volatility starting in 2013 as it explodes into 2015. Volatility will rise again 
starting in 2018 and build into 2020, but it should remain high into 2023. It is possible that if the Nikkei fails to 
make new lows into 2013-2014, that it could extend the decline into 2015. Ideally, such a bear market reaches 
its conclusion within the 23 to 26 year window, which extends the bear market into 2015.75 with the top of the 
Economic Confidence Model. The target support lies at 6500-6100 followed by 4000-3800. This is further 
confirmed by our Yearly Bearish Reversals at 6957 and 4038. Therefore, reaching these price objectives within 
the ideal time frame will greatly enhance the prospect that the final low has at last been established. 
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Thus far, a reaction from the low of August 92 evolved over the last 10 months which has failed to exceed the 
previous important reaction high of 25255. Our reversal system models warn that the primary resistance stands 
at the 22053-20373level. Only a weekly closing above the 22054 area combined with a monthly closing above 
22373 will shift this market into amore bullish near-term position. Key support on our monthly models is lining 
up at the 16572 level. A month-end closing beneath this area will signal that the Nikkei will retest the August 
1992 low in the months that follow. We still see the potential for this market to decline moving into a low during 
the first quarter of 1994. The only way to avoid an extended decline that would complete a 5 year bear market, 
demands that this index close at least above the 22373 level on a monthly basis followed by a year-end closing 
for 1993 above the 23902.  

YEARLY LEVEL 

This year in Tokyo NIKKEI 225 Cash Stock Index on the Yearly level, short-term momentum indicators are 
neutral. Short-term trend, on the other hand, is in a bearish posture. The intermediate indicators are also quite 
bearish along with short-term trend. This warns that while momentum may be neutral, we could be dealing with 
merely a temporary pause in trend.  22750 and 17019 are two intermediate levels of key overhead resistance. 
The only way to avoid a continued downtrend demands that a yearly closing above these areas must take place 
at this time. The market must also hold above 6995 at all costs or else clearly the selling pressure will resume. 
Taking a broader view of the market, we find that Cyclical Strength is bearish. However, long-term momentum is 
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in the bullish mode as is the case in point concerning the long-term market trend indicators for now. This is a 
rather important point. In order to avoid a resumption of the downtrend, Cyclical Strength must shift back to 
neutral. Otherwise, long-term levels of support will eventually be challenged in the near future. This suggests 
that support will be found under the market at the 7188, 6995, 6476, levels, while, currently, we see resistance 
scaled overhead at the following areas: 10299, 12196, 15157 and 30082 levels.  

This year, after studying all price data, we have found that our short-momentum model on the Yearly level in 
Tokyo NIKKEI 225 Cash Stock Index at the close of 2011 was neutral. However, the immediate trend, short-term 
trend, intermediate momentum, intermediate trend, and the cyclical strength indicators are all bearish at the 
end of 2011. The fact that the cyclical strength indicator was bearish on our yearly model is quite an incredible. 
This is the only market worldwide where such a bearish indication on our cyclical strength indicator for 2011 was 
achieved. The only indicator in the Nikkei 225 cash index that was bullish at the end of 2011 was the long-term 
trend. This gives us some hope that we are nearing a major final conclusion to the bear market in Japan. 
Nonetheless, the 2008 low of 6995 must give way in order to reverse trend in this market. However, technical 
support lies at 6500-6100. Penetrating the 6000 level will warn that we could see a decline down to the 4000. 
Such a decline would be comparable to the collapse of the West share market from 1929 into 1932 where the 
Dow fell from 386 to 42. Here we would be looking at the Nikkei falling from 38957 to about 4000. Clearly this 
would not be a historical abnormal decline. Yet from a percentage standpoint, dropping from the 6000 level II 
4000 is about a one third in the final price of this market. This would certainly shake out a lot of the institutional 
holdings remaining in Japan that will be necessary to reverse the trend in this market. 

YEARLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Yearly Bearish Reversals are 6957 and 4038. Therefore, only a yearly closing below 6957 
will signal that a immediate downtrend could unfold leading to a renewed bear market ahead. Our model 
suggests that the Minor Yearly Bearish Reversals are found at 7803 and 7604, followed by resides at 4359. It 
should be noted that one key reversal appears to be very important. We see that a yearly closing beneath 7803 
may signal that a serious sell-off is likely to follow thereafter. 

Looking at the long-term level of our Reversal System, the Minor Yearly Bullish Reversals are 13129, 15157, 
20833, and 23902. Our model also highlights Major Yearly Bullish Reversals above the market at 19036, 21573, 
and 26646. Accordingly, only a yearly closing above 13129 will signal that a reversal in the downtrend is 
thereafter likely.  

Yearly Reversals 
Major Bullish  19036 21573 26646  
Minor Bullish  13129 15157 20833 23902  
Major Bearish  6957 4038  
Minor Bearish  7803 7604 4359  SERIA
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YEARLY TIMING 

 YEARLY TIMING

On our empirical models, the ideal primary target for the next key cycle turning point appears to be 2013-2014, 
2015-2016, 2018, 2020, and 2022. We have a Directional Changes due in 2013 and 2014. High volatility appears 
to be in 2015 followed by 2018 building into 2020. Clearly, our most important turning points will be 2013-2014, 
2015, 2018, and 2022. 

Utilizing a composite structure in cyclical timing analysis, the key years for a turning point in Japanese NIKKEI 
225 Cash Stock Index will be 2022 and 2025. Our Directional Change models indicate that a turning point is due 
the year of 2014 and this should be watched very closely.  

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key years for a turning point in Tokyo NIKKEI Cash Stock Index will be 
2014 and 2025. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the years of 2013 and 2014.  

Yearly Turning Points:
2013-2014, (2015-2016), 2018-2019, 2021, 2022 
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YEARLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 
RESISTANCE: 16682 20750 
SUPPORT: 8220 

TABLE #1 
Yearly Technical Projections 
2012... 6430, 8297,   9445, 13117, 21363 
2013... 6507, 8374, 10058, 13730, 21975 
2014... 6584, 8451, 10670, 14342, 22588 
2015... 6661, 8528, 11283, 14955, 23200 
2016... 6738, 8605, 11895, 15567, 23813 
2017... 6815, 8682, 12508, 16180, 24426 
2018... 6892, 8759, 13121, 16792, 25038 

Yearly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
2012  17019-6995 22750-10299 30082-12196 
2013  16446-7021 19782-10767 20910-10771 
2014  17352-8796 17563-11408 21121-12787 

YEARLY PATTERN RECOGNITION 
According to our pattern recognition models we see that a possible outside reversal may be due in 
2017. 

2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 11021 7984 9743 

QUARTERLY LEVEL 

QUARTERLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Minor Quarterly Bearish Reversal lies at 7021. A quarterly closing beneath this level will point to 
the final collapse in the Nikkei 225 is starting to unfold. The Major Quarterly Bearish Reversals lie at 7803, 6890, 
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6865, 6583, 6503, 6476, 6066, 5404, 4924, and 3849. As a result, a quarterly closing below 7803 will signal that 
the final decline is under way. The lowest quarterly closing so far has been 8110.  

The Reversal System immediately displays Minor Quarterly Bullish Reversals at 11457, 11975, 17489, and 18300. 
Our model also highlights Major Quarterly Bullish Reversals above the market at 18623, 20025, 20700, and 
20910 followed by 21262. Therefore, only a quarterly closing above 11975 will signal that an immediate uptrend 
should unfold thereafter and that the low may then be in place.  

Quarterly Reversals 
Major Bullish  18623 20025 20700 20910 21262 
Minor Bullish  11457 11975 17489 18300  
Major Bearish  7803 6890 6865 6583 6503 6476 6066 5404 4924 3849  
Minor Bearish  7021  

QUARTERLY TIMING 

According to our empirical models, the ideal primary target for the next turning point on the quarterly level, 
remains 01/2013, followed by 07/2013-10/2013, 04/2014, 10/2014, and 04/2015.  

Using a composite of a variety of timing intervals, the key quarters for a turning point in Tokyo NIKKEI 225 Cash 
Stock Index will be 05/2014 and 04/2020. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the quarters of 01/2013 and 07/2015. Our 
Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the quarter of 01/2015. 

Quarterly Turning Points:  
01/2013, (07-10/2013), 04/2014, 10/2014, 04/2015     

QUARTERLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 12099 14962 
SUPPORT: 8760 

TABLE #2 
Quarterly Technical Projections 
07/2012...   8760  12099  14962 
10/2012...   8544  11804  14842 
01/2013...   8329  11509  14723 
04/2013...   8114  11214  14603 
07/2013...   7899  10918  14483 
10/2013...   7683  10623  14363 
01/2014...   7468  10328  14243 
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Quarterly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
07/2012  11161-8360 13603-8796 15616-9807 
10/2012  10394-6995 11457-8136 16533-9124 
01/2013  10255-7021 10892-8228 16999-8349 

MONTHLY LEVEL 

On the Monthly level, short-term momentum indicators are neutral. Short-term trend, on the other hand, is in a 
bearish posture. The intermediate indicators are also quite bearish along with short-term trend. This warns that 
while momentum may be neutral, we could be dealing with merely a temporary pause in trend. 9850 and 9319 
are two intermediate levels of key overhead resistance. The only way to avoid a continued downtrend demands 
that a month-end closing above these areas must take place at this time. The market must also hold above 8239 
at all costs or else clearly the selling pressure will resume. Our long-term outlook for the Nikkei 225 still shows 
that new lows are entirely possible going into 2013. A monthly closing BELOW 7406 should signal new lows 
ahead.  

Right now, the longer-term view shows that the Cyclical Strength, is currently bearish, along with long-term 
momentum, while long-term market trend indications are neutral. We see support, therefore, at 8239 and 7850 
levels. Resistance, on the other hand, stands at 8780, 8860, 9044, 9124, 9866 and 9867 right now.  
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MONTHLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

Our Reversal System that the Minor Monthly Bullish Reversals exist at 11457, 14601, 17489 and 17783. Our 
Major Monthly Bullish Reversals stand at 14105, 14605, 17305, and 18298. Therefore, only a monthly closing 
above 14605 will signal that a bullish change in trend is unfolding.  

At this time, the Major Monthly Bearish Reversal is 7091. Consequently, only a monthly closing below 7091 will 
signal that an immediate downtrend could retest long-term support. Presently, the Minor Monthly Bearish 
Reversal resides at 7021, 7406, 7850, 8085, and 8136. Consequently, only a monthly closing below 8136 will 
signal that an immediate downtrend should unfold thereafter whereas a closing below 7406 will point to new 
record lows.  

Monthly Reversals 
Major Bullish 11457 14105 14601 17302  
Minor Bullish 10171 10208 10621 10708 10768  
Major Bearish 7091  
Minor Bearish 8228 8136  

MONTHLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key months for a turning point in Tokyo NIKKEI Cash Stock Index will be 
04/2014 and 05/2014. 
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Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the months of 10/2012, 11/2012 and 
12/2012. Our Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the month of 07/2013. 

Monthly Turning Points:  
(10/2012), 11/2012, 01/2013, (03-04/2013), 05/2013, 07/2013, 08-09/2013   

MONTHLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 11068 16138 17508 
SUPPORT: 7449 

TABLE #3 
Monthly Technical Projections 
10/01...   7449  11068  16138 
11/01...   7277  11057  16104 
12/01...   7104  11046  16071 
01/01...   6932  11034  16037 
02/01...   6760  11023  16003 
03/01...   6588  11012  15969 
04/01...   6416  11000  15936 

Monthly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  9319-8239 9850-8780 9866-9044 
11/2012  9919-8328 10208-9136 10255-9509 
12/2012  10040-8619 10183-8645 10190-9290 

OCTOBER MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 9238 8539 8786 
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A Technical Outlook For  
the South Korean Won 

The South Korean Won has continued to remain strong and the US Dollar has been unable to exceed the high of 
1997 pre-Asian Currency Crisis. Nevertheless, there are three Yearly Bearish Reversals at 7924, 7905, and 7635 
that have all held during the subsequent decline in the US dollar against the Won. Our long-term outlook takes 
into account that in Dollar/South Korean Won that there are Minor Yearly Bearish Reversals that need to be 
watched at the 10345 and 9144 levels. The Greenback declined for 10 years into 2007 from the 1997 high.  

While we have a Directional Change in 2015, this currency is lining up with the Economic Confidence Model in 
2015 followed by turning points in 2017 and 2021. Of course North Korea remains a threat to regional peace as 
the world remains uncertain about the positions of Kim Jong Un. On August 15th, 2012, Japan recalled its 
ambassador to South Korea after its President made a visit to disputed islands in the Sea of Japan, which are 
rocky outcrops known as Dokdo in Korea and Takeshima in Japan. The islands are believed to contain major 
natural resources that both nations claim. Nevertheless, all the US rating agencies have upgraded the sovereign 
debt of South Korea, which is again in stark contrast to the conditions underway in Europe. Most of this is based 
upon the view that the North Korean Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK) will remain stable at least 
for the nest 3 to 5 years. 
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YEARLY LEVEL 

YEARLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Yearly Bearish Reversals are 8455, 7922, 7905 and 7635. Thereupon, only a yearly closing 
below 8455 will signal that an immediate downtrend could unfold leading to a renewed bear market ahead. On 
the near-term level of our Reversal System, the Minor Yearly Bearish Reversals are found at 10345, 9140 and 
7585, with additional reversals at 7755 and 6870. Consequently, only a yearly closing below 9140 will signal that 
a sell-off is likely to continue from here in the short-term. Nonetheless, only a close below 9140 will suggest a 
reversal in long-term trend.  

Looking at our Reversal System, we show that the Major Yearly Bullish Reversals stand at 12635 and 13675. 
Therefore, a yearly closing above 12635 will signal that a immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter.  

Yearly Reversals 
Major Bullish  12635 13675   
Major Bearish  8455 7922 7905 7635  
Minor Bearish  10345 9140 7755 7585 7755 6870  
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YEARLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key years for a turning point in South Korean Won will be 2013 and 
2033. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the years of 2013 and 2023.  

Yearly Turning Points:
(2012), (2014), 2015, (2017), (2019), 2021 

Yearly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
2012  11240-8652 11500-8938 12430-9028 
2013  11037-7958 12740-8652 12742-9350 
2014  12077-6873 12325-7955 13675-10489 

2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 13584 11008 11481 
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QUARTERLY LEVEL 

QUARTERLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Quarterly Bearish Reversals are 9140, 8455, 8060, 8010 and 7225. As a result, only a 
quarterly closing below 9140 will signal that a immediate downtrend could retest long-term support. On a short-
term basis, our Minor Quarterly Bearish Reversals are found at 10070, 9709 and 9025. Therefore, a quarterly 
closing below 9709 will signal that a sell-off is likely to continue from here in the short-term.  

According to our Reversal System model, the Major Quarterly Bullish Reversals stand at 13900 and 14020. Our 
Minor Quarterly Bullish Reversals are 12330 and 12745.  

Quarterly Reversals 
Major Bullish  13900 14020 
Minor Bullish  12330 12745  
Major Bearish  9140 8455 8060 8010 7225  
Minor Bearish  10070 9709 9025  

QUARTERLY TIMING 

Using a composite of a variety of timing intervals, the key quarters for a turning point in South Korean Won will 
be 12/2013 and 07/2015. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the quarters of 10/2012 and 01/2015. Our 
Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the quarter of 07/2015. 

Quarterly Turning Points:  
(10/2012), (04/2013), 01/2014, (04/2014), 10/2014   
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Quarterly Indicating Ranges
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  11655-9273 11670-9703 11980-10489 
01/2013  11500-9409 11859-9664 12044-11006 
04/2013  11184-9144 11566-9634 11655-11111 

4TH QUARTER 2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 11693 11153 11270 

MONTHLY LEVEL

MONTHLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Monthly Bearish Reversals are 10325, 9350, and 9142. The Minor Monthly Bearish 
Reversals are 10645 and 10488.  
Our Reversal System that the Major Monthly Bullish Reversals exist at 12708 and 12920 followed by 15918. 
Accordingly, only a monthly closing above 12708 will signal that an immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter.  
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Monthly Reversals 
Major Bullish  12708 12920 
Major Bearish  10325 9350 9142  
Minor Bearish  10645 10488   

MONTHLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key months for a turning point in South Korean Won will be 12/2013 
and 04/2015. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the months of 10/2012, 12/2012, 02/2013, 
03/2013, 04/2013 and 05/2013. Our Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the month of 
03/2013. 

Monthly Turning Points:  
(10/2012), 12/2012, (01/2013), 04/2013, (06/2013), 08/2013   
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MONTHLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 11608 
SUPPORT: 10631 10460 9941 

TABLE #2 
Monthly Technical Projections 
10/01...   9941  10460  10631  11608 
11/01...   9904  10458  10510  11568 
12/01...   9868  10456  10390  11529 
01/01...   9831  10454  10269  11490 
02/01...   9795  10452  10149  11451 
03/01...   9758  10450  10028  11412 
04/01...   9722  10449   9907  11373 

Monthly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  11568-10608 11859-11259 11980-11259 
11/2012  11408-11006 11828-11248 11840-11305 
12/2012  11364-11084 11409-11103 11566-11111 

OCTOBER MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 11434 11206 11234 
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A Technical Outlook For  
The south Korean  

Seoul composite Share Index 

Our long-term view in the South Korean Seoul Composite Share Index actually bottomed with the peak in the 
last peak in the Economic Confidence Model Public Wave 1981.35. This Index bottomed at 9310 on January 6th, 
1981. So far, 2012 has been an inside trading year leaving 2011 as a 30 year high. The Yearly Bearish Reversals 
are 164410 and 119208. A closing BELOW 16410 will shift this index into a neutral to bearish mode. The Monthly 
Bearish Reversal to watch lies at 171685. Resistance in this index during 2012 will be found at the 20700-208600 
range. Support rests under the market at 172300-153200. These levels will remain consistent for 2013 as well.   

Our Directional Change targets are 2013 and 2016. Turning points appear to be 2012, 2016-2017, 2020, and 
2022. A Panic Cycle is due 2020. Volatility will rise 2015 to 2017. We must be on guard against a change in trend 
in 2013. A closing for 2012 below 207000 will warn that this Index is starting to turn neutral. This means there 
can be a decline in 2013. 
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YEARLY LEVEL 

YEARLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

The South Korean Seoul Composite Share Index remains vulnerable to a change in trend after 30 years. The 
Minor Yearly Bearish Reversals lie at 119200, 84020, and 51230. The Major Yearly Bearish Reversals lie at 57910, 
51330, and 48975. As long as this market holds ABOVE 164411 on an annual closing basis, then the trend has 
not yet shifted.  

Our Projected Yearly Bullish Reversals for this year stand at 208550, 226797 and 229534. Thereupon, a yearly 
closing ABOVE 208550 will signal that a rally into a 34 year high is possible bringing us into 2015 with the top of 
the Economic Confidence Model.  

Yearly Reversals 
Minor Bullish  208550 226797 229534  
Major Bearish  57910 51330 48975 
Minor Bullish  16410 119200 84020 51230   
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YEARLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key years for a turning point in the Korea Cash Stock Index will be 2014 
and 2031. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the years of 2013 and 2016. Our Panic Cycle 
Models suggest that higher volatility is due the year of 2020. 

Yearly Turning Points:
(2012), (2013), (2016), 2017, (2019), 2020, (2021) 

Yearly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
2012   93952-63541 99207-71399 101575-84295 
2013   93324-33894 99269-55998 138927-79954 
2014  119209-27737 146470-57911 153268-59932 

2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 200824 138982 185974 
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QUARTERLY LEVEL 

QUARTERLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Quarterly Bearish Reversals are 101485, 68065, and 49310. Thereupon, a quarterly 
closing below 101485 will signal that an immediate change in trend is underway to retest long-term support. For 
now, our Minor Quarterly Bearish Reversals are found at 153265, 145255, and 124990. It should be noted that 
one key reversal appears to be very important. We see that a quarterly closing beneath 101485 may signal that 
a serious sell-off is likely to follow thereafter. 

Our Reversal System that the Major Quarterly Bullish Reversal is standing at 219285. Consequently, only a 
quarterly closing above 219285 will signal that an immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter.  

Quarterly Reversals 
Major Bullish 219285  
Major Bearish  101485 68065 49310  
Minor Bearish  153265 145255 124990 101485 

QUARTERLY TIMING 

Using a composite of a variety of timing intervals, the key quarters for a turning point in the Korea Cash Stock 
Index will be 04/2014 and 10/2017. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the quarters of 10/2012 and 04/2013.  

Quarterly Turning Points:  
10/2012, (01/2013), 10/2013, 10/2014, 04/2015              
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Quarterly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  165806-89216 183708-134508 196374-145868 
01/2013  181384-99269 188209-125670 205728-145256 
04/2013  200884-124994 201548-143776 205180-162687 

4TH QUARTER 2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 204060 178210 195905 

MONTHLY LEVEL 

MONTHLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Monthly Bearish Reversals are 83800 and 71695. Accordingly, a monthly closing below 
83800 will signal that a serious change in trend. Our model suggests that the Minor Monthly Bearish Reversals 
are found at 171685, 165805, 160895, 157995, 131520 and 108571. It should be noted that one key reversal 
appears to be very important. We see that a monthly closing beneath 171685 may signal that a serious sell-off is 
likely to follow thereafter. 

In addition, our Minor Monthly Bullish Reversals stand at 212107 and 222805.  
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Monthly Reversals 
Minor Bullish 212107 222805 
Major Bearish  83800 71695  
Minor Bearish  171685 165805 160895 157995 131520 108571  

MONTHLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key months for a turning point in the Korea Cash Stock Index will be 
01/2013 and 04/2016. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the months of 10/2012, 01/2013, 04/2013 
and 05/2013. Our Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the month of 03/2013. 

Monthly Turning Points:
(10/2012), 11/2012, 01/2013, 03/2013, (04/2013), 05/2013, (07/2013), (09/2013) SERIA
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MONTHLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 255404 
SUPPORT: 139549 38631 

TABLE #1 
Monthly Technical Projections 
10/01...  229405 173465 185725 192876 155720 
11/01...  229753 274161 187735 191115 155052 
12/01...  230100 174858 189746 189354 154383 
01/01...  230448 175554 191757 187594 153715 
02/01...  230796 176250 193767 185834 153046 
03/01...  231143 176947 195778 184073 152377 
04/01...  231491 177643 197788 182312 151709 

Monthly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  197646-177685 200884-187534 204743-190819 
11/2012  205728-175899 207009-189683 210524-194023 
12/2012  205180-168468 205967-184387 212106-195401 

OCTOBER MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 195788 182545 192961 
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A Technical Outlook For  
the Taiwanese Dollar 

The high in the US dollar against the Taiwanese dollar took place in 1985 with the bottom of the Economic 
Confidence Model. The US Greenback declined thereafter for 7 years establishing a low in 1992 at 24507 after 
falling from 40600. Thereafter, the Greenback rallied for 10 years intraday reaching a high in 2002 agains with 
the Economic Confidence Model. The highest yearly closing, however, took place the previous year in 2001 at 
35000. 

Our long-term outlook recognizes that the current bullish trend in Taiwanese Dollar may reach a final conclusion 
during 2013. There has been one Minor Yearly Bearish Reversal elected finally at the close of 2010. That has 
seen instant follow-through into 2011. So far, 2012 has been an inside trading year. The Yearly Bearish Reversal 
to watch is 27150. An annual closing below this level will signal a further decline in the Greenback. 
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YEARLY LEVEL 

YEARLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

Our Minor Yearly Bearish Reversals reside at 28600, 28130, 27150, 25400 and 25170. Hence, only a yearly 
closing below 25170 will signal that a sell-off is likely to continue from here in the short-term since this is a 
DOUBLE YEARLY BEARISH REVERSAL.  

Our Major Yearly Bullish Reversals stand at 35510 and 40260. Our Minor Yearly Bullish Reversals will be found at 
33635, 33795, 35000 and 40600. A yearly closing above 33635 will signal that this market should continue to 
advance to new recent highs.  

Yearly Reversals 
Major Bullish  35510 40260  
Minor Bullish  33635 33795 35000 40600  
Minor Bearish  28600 28130 27150 25400 25170  
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YEARLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key years for a turning point in Taiwanese Dollar will be 2017 and 2023. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the years of 2012, 2013 and 2023. Our Panic 
Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the year of 2022. 

Yearly Turning Points:
(2012), 2013, 2015, (2017), 2018, (2020), 2022          SERIA
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YEARLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 30491 32036 33779 
SUPPORT: 28927 27937 

TABLE #1 
Yearly Technical Projections 
2012...  27937  28927  30491  32036  33779 
2013...  27433  29148  30020  31719  34143 
2014...  26928  29369  29548  31402  34507 
2015...  26423  29590  29076  31085  34871 
2016...  25919  29811  28605  30768  35236 
2017...  25415  30032  28133  30450  35600 
2018...  24910  30253  27661  30133  35964 

Yearly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
2012  33421-31390 35292-31953 35550-32213 
2013  32495-28600 33250-29085 33633-29955 
2014  31953-28130 32230-28481 35130-28990 

2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 32830 29839 30521 
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QUARTERLY LEVEL 

QUARTERLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

Our Major Quarterly Bearish Reversal resides at 27820, 27340, 25170 and 24970. Our Minor Quarterly Bearish 
Reversal is 25170. Consequently, a quarterly closing below 25170 will be an important signal that a sell-off is 
likely to continue from here in the short-term.  

Presently, our Major Quarterly Bullish Reversal is standing at 35510, 38130, 39680, 40260 and 40390. Our model 
also highlights Minor Quarterly Bullish Reversals above the market at 32293, 32505, and 33978.  

Quarterly Reversals 
Major Bullish    35510 38130 39680 40260 40390 
Minor Bullish    32293 32505 33978 
Major Bearish  27820 27340 25170 24970  
Minor Bearish  25170  

QUARTERLY TIMING 

Using a composite of a variety of timing intervals, the key quarters for a turning point in Taiwanese Dollar will be 
04/2017 and 10/2017. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the quarters of 10/2012, 10/2014 and 
01/2015.  

Quarterly Turning Points:  
(10/2012), 01/2013, (07/2013), 01/2014, (04/2014), 10/2014, 04/2015              
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Quarterly Indicating Ranges
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  31329-28661 32115-29360 32763-30323 
01/2013  31953-29075 32178-29735 32620-30061 
04/2013  31672-29203 32210-29360 32240-30210 

4TH QUARTER 2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 30198 29212 29571 

MONTHLY LEVEL 

MONTHLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

Our Minor Monthly Bullish Reversals stand at 30325, 30500, 30710, 32095, 32210 and 35295. The Major 
Monthly Bullish Reversals are 32235, 32620, and 35295.  

On the short-term level of our Reversal System, we find that the Minor Monthly Bearish Reversals are found at 
29115, 28562, and 28480. Our Major Monthly Bearish Reversals lie at 27680 and 27150, with additional 
reversals at 26540, 26110, 25970 and 25400, followed by 25191.  
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Monthly Reversals 
Major Bullish   32235 32620 35295 
Minor Bullish   30325 30500 30710 32095 32210 35295 
Major Bearish  27680 27150 26540 26110 25970 25400 25191 24507  
Minor Bearish  27680 27150 26540 26110 25970 25400 25191 24507 

MONTHLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key months for a turning point in Taiwanese Dollar will be 05/2014 and 
07/2014. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the months of 12/2012, 02/2013, 04/2013 
and 06/2013. Our Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the month of 06/2013. 

Monthly Turning Points:
(10/2012), 12/2012, (01/2013), 02/2013, 06/2013, 08/2013, (09/2013) 
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MONTHLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK

RESISTANCE: 29434 31374 
SUPPORT: 28928 27274 

TABLE #2 
Monthly Technical Projections 
10/01...  27274  28928  29434  31374 
11/01...  27087  28780  29372  31345 
12/01...  26901  28632  29311  31316 
01/01...  26715  28484  29250  31287 
02/01...  26528  28336  29188  31259 
03/01...  26342  28188  29127  31230 
04/01...  26155  28040  29066  31201 

Monthly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  30210-28915 30665-29075 31665-29795 
11/2012  30061-29735 30704-29790 31216-29872 
12/2012  30210-29203 30500-29795 30535-29928 

OCTOBER MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 30056 29623 29747 
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A Technical Outlook For
The Taiwan  

Weighted Cash Share Index 

Princeton's long-term view recognizes that the current trend in the Taiwan Weighted Cash Share Index has been 
in broad consolidation pattern since 1990 that established both the high and low ever since. So far, 2012 has 
been an inside trading year remaining with the range of 2011. The Yearly Bearish Reversal lies at 395540 with a 
very minor one at 703240. An annual closing below 703240 will suggest minor follow through into the next year, 
but not necessarily a lower annual closing. 

We have minor turning points in 2013 and 2015 with 2016 and 2020 appearing to be the strongest targets. 
Directional Changes are common in this Index account for the up and down oscillation. We see a successive 
round 2013 to 2016, 2021 and 2022. A Panic Cycle is due in 2019. There appears to be shaping up a trend 
starting from the summer of 2013 that may then last going into the top of the Economic Confidence Model at 
2015.75. 

Nearby targets are November and January followed by April, July and August/September next year. A Panic 
Cycle is due in April. The Directional Change appears in November. A monthly closing ABOVE 805430 is required 
to see November produce a high. A monthly closing BELOW 674425 will signal a possible low. Whatever we see 
in November ideally should be followed by the opposite direction into January. 
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YEARLY LEVEL 

YEARLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Yearly Bearish Reversals are 256045, 63600, 42140 and 18872. Thereupon, only a yearly 
closing below 63600 will signal that an immediate downtrend could unfold leading to a renewed bear market 
ahead. Our model suggests that the Minor Yearly Bearish Reversals are found at 404470, 395540, 384575, 
332765, 331625, and 313555. As a result, a yearly closing below 404470 will signal that a sell-off is likely to 
follow. Nonetheless, only a close below 331625 will suggest a reversal in long-term trend.  

Presently, our Reversal System indicates that the Major Yearly Bullish Reversals are 931000, 1025620, and 
1039360. Therefore, a yearly closing above 931000 will signal that a rally is likely to follow. Nonetheless, only a 
close above 1025620 will suggest a reversal in long-term trend.  

Yearly Reversals 
Major Bullish 931000 1025620 1039360 
Major Bullish 256045 63600 42140 18872 
Minor Bullish 404470 395540 384575 332765 331625 313555 
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YEARLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key years for a turning point in the Taiwan Cash Stock Index will be 2014 
and 2027. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the years of 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2021 
and 2022. Our Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the year of 2019. 

Yearly Turning Points:
(2013), (2015), 2016, (2018), 2020, (2022) 

Yearly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
2012  708425-395543 713500-467267 930995-499850 
2013  683523-256047 824045-416419 1025610-556541 
2014  703240-331626 793726-611164 904132-623249 

2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 882970 593523 807756 
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QUARTERLY LEVEL 

QUARTERLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

Presently, our Reversal System indicates that the Major Quarterly Bullish Reversal is standing at 1077311. 
Accordingly, only a quarterly closing above 1077311 will signal that an immediate breakout to the upside should 
unfold thereafter. Looking at the short-term level of our Reversal System, the Minor Quarterly Bullish Reversal 
resides at 985965 followed by 1025620. Unmistakably, only a quarterly closing above 1025620 will signal that a 
immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter.  

At this time, the Major Quarterly Bearish Reversals are 240472, 85367 and 84215. Thereupon, only a quarterly 
closing below 85367 will signal that a immediate downtrend could retest long-term support. When we look at 
the Minor level, our Quarterly Bearish Reversal resides at 687495, 556540, 395542, and 343625. Thereupon, 
only a quarterly closing below 687495 will signal that an immediate downtrend should unfold thereafter.  

Quarterly Reversals 
Major Bullish 1077311  
Minor Bullish  985965 1025620  
Major Bearish 240472 85367 84215  
Minor Bearish 687495 556540 395542 343625  

QUARTERLY TIMING 

Using a composite of a variety of timing intervals, the key quarters for a turning point in the Taiwan Cash Stock 
Index will be 06/2014 and 10/2019. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the quarters of 10/2012, 04/2013, 07/2013, 
04/2014, 10/2014 and 01/2015.  

Quarterly Turning Points:  
10/2012, (04/2013), 10/2013, (01-04/2014), (10/2014), 04/2015 
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Quarterly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  774337-395543 799281-584009 799942-660911 
01/2013  807052-416419 817072-546849 898593-700539 
04/2013  798761-540130 843346-685735 909975-708483 

4TH QUARTER 2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 795591 692849 764814 

MONTHLY LEVEL 

MONTHLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Monthly Bearish Reversal is 160479. Thus, only a monthly closing below 160479 will 
signal that a immediate downtrend could retest long-term support. When we look at the Minor level, our 
Monthly Bearish Reversal resides at 429526, with additional reversals at 662910, 553019 and 540130. 
Consequently, only a monthly closing below 662910 will signal that a immediate downtrend should unfold 
thereafter.  
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Looking at our Reversal System, we show that the Major Monthly Bullish Reversals stand at 930995 and 980791. 
Accordingly, only a monthly closing above 930995 will signal that a immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter. 
Immediately, our Minor Monthly Bullish Reversals exist at 839539, 884217 and 909975. Consequently, only a 
monthly closing above 839539 will signal that a immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter.  

Monthly Reversals 
Major Bullish 930995 980791  
Minor Bullish 839539 884217 909975  
Major Bearish  160479  
Minor Bearish  662910 553019 540130 429526  

MONTHLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key months for a turning point in the Taiwan Cash Stock Index will be 
06/2014 and 03/2015. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that a turning point is due the month of 11/2012. Our Panic Cycle 
Models suggest that higher volatility is due the month of 04/2013. 

Monthly Turning Points:
(10/2012), 11/2012, 01/2013, 04/2013, (05/2013), 07/2013, 09/2013   
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Monthly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  822671-685735 843346-735999 852011-757876 
11/2012  841044-692273 857265-744255 884217-777575 
12/2012  790762-714876 862770-718678 873893-742214 

OCTOBER MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 758942 714102 746090 
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A Technical Outlook For  
The Thailand Baht 

Our long-term outlook in the Thailand Baht has not elected any Yearly Bearish Reversals since the 1998 high in 
the Dollar/Baht exchange rate. The Yearly Bearish Reversals lie at 24950, 23000, and 22750. From the 1998 high, 
the decline in the dollar was to 29410 falling into 2007. Nevertheless, we should see the dollar decline further. 
So far the trading range in the Baht has exceeded the high of 2011 reaching the 31800 level. Resistance for the 
Dollar/Baht in 2012 and 2013 will be at the 33000-33200 level followed by 35700-36000.  

We do see a Directional Change is due in 2012 and 2013. Thus far, the Dollar/Baht exceeded the 2011 level 
showing that the Directional Change did work. However, 2013 is also a turning point and we begin to see a rise 
in volatility that builds in general until the Panic Cycle in 2017. If 2013 produces the low for the dollar (high Baht) 
then we can see the opposite trend materialize thereafter. Keep in mind that if 2013 exceeds the 2012 high in 
the 31800 area, then we may see the dollar rally thereafter into 2015. 
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YEARLY LEVEL 

YEARLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Yearly Bearish Reversals are 24950, 23000, and 22750. Consequently, only a yearly 
closing below 24950 will signal that an immediate downtrend could unfold leading to a renewed bear market 
ahead. Our model suggests that the Minor Yearly Bearish Reversals are found at 26090, 25110, 23000, and 
22750. Hence, only a yearly closing below 23000 will signal that a major collapse is likely to continue from there 
in the short-term.  

Looking at our Reversal System, we show that the Major Yearly Bullish Reversals stand at 36010, 41620, 41745, 
43190 and 44380. Our model also highlights Minor Yearly Bullish Reversals above the market at 33205. Hence, 
only a yearly closing above 33205 will signal that an immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter to test the 
36000 level.  

Yearly Reversals 
Major Bullish 36010 41620 41745 43190 44380 
Minor Bullish 33205 
Major Bearish  24950 23000 22750 
Minor Bearish  26000 25110 23000 22750  
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YEARLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key years for a turning point in Thailand Baht will be 2018 and 2029. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the years of 2012, 2013 and 2023. Our Panic 
Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the years of 2017 and 2023. 

Yearly Turning Points:
2013, 2015, (2016), 2018, 2021, 2023 

YEARLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 35645 
SUPPORT: 29644 8127 

TABLE #1 
Yearly Technical Projections 
2012...   8127  29644  35645 
2013...   4700  29691  34720 
2014...   1273  29738  33795 
2015...   ----  29785  32870 
2016...   ----  29831  31945 
2017...   ----  29878  31020 
2018...   ----  29925  30095 
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Yearly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
2012  29460-25170 35710-25180 38810-25800 
2013  36225-22750 38210-24950 42120-26425 
2014  35155-25030 35780-25830 41040-29605 

2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 33718 30780 31653 

QUARTERLY LEVEL 

QUARTERLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Quarterly Bearish Reversals are 25400, 25200, 25170, 25060, and 22985. Consequently, a 
quarterly closing below 25400 will signal that an immediate downtrend could become more pronounced in the 
short-term. For now, our Minor Quarterly Bearish Reversals are found at 29460, 24680 and 22750, followed by 
resides at 24520. It should be noted that one key reversal appears to be very important. We see that a quarterly 
closing beneath 24680 may signal that a serious sell-off is likely to follow thereafter. 

Our Reversal System that the Major Quarterly Bullish Reversals exist at 38300, 42030, 42120 and 44900. Our 
model also highlights Minor Quarterly Bullish Reversals above the market at 33530, 35720, 37570, and 39365. 
Hence, only a quarterly closing above 38300 will signal that an immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter.  
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Quarterly Reversals 
Major Bullish 38300 42030 42120 44900  
Minor Bullish 33530 35720 37570 39365 
Major Bearish  25400 25200 25170 25060 22985 
Minor Bearish  29460 24680 22750  

QUARTERLY TIMING 

Using a composite of a variety of timing intervals, the key quarters for a turning point in Thailand Baht will be 
01/2018 and 07/2018. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the quarters of 04/2014 and 07/2014. Our 
Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the quarter of 01/2015. 

Quarterly Turning Points:  
10/2012, (01/2013), 04/2013, (10/2013), 01/2014, 10/2014, 04/2015 SERIA
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QUARTERLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 35414 
SUPPORT: 29650 28606 

TABLE #2 
Quarterly Technical Projections 
10/2012...  28606  29650  35414 
01/2013...  28140  29662  35182 
04/2013...  27674  29673  34951 
07/2013...  27208  29685  34720 
10/2013...  26742  29696  34489 
01/2014...  26276  29708  34258 
04/2014...  25810  29719  34026 

Quarterly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  31865-29605 33960-30490 35710-30790 
01/2013  31865-30035 34650-30225 34755-30920 
04/2013  31835-29410 32910-29895 34000-30365 

4TH QUARTER 2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 31845 30541 31140 
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MONTHLY LEVEL 

MONTHLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

Looking at our Reversal System, we show that the Major Monthly Bullish Reversals stand at 36700, 39210 and 
41600. Thus, only a monthly closing above 36700 will signal that an immediate uptrend should unfold 
thereafter. Immediately, our Minor Monthly Bullish Reversals exist at 32605, 33205, 34310 and 35710. Hence, a 
monthly closing above 32605 will signal that an immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter.  

At this time, the Major Monthly Bearish Reversals are 25290, 25170 and 24750. Accordingly, only a monthly 
closing below 25290 will signal that a immediate downtrend could retest long-term support. For now, our Minor 
Monthly Bearish Reversals are found at 29895 and 29655, followed by resides at 29410. Thereupon, only a 
monthly closing below 29895 will signal that a immediate downtrend should unfold thereafter.  

Monthly Reversals 
Major Bullish 36700 39210 41600 
Minor Bullish  32605 33205 34310 35710  
Major Bearish  25290 25170 24750  
Minor Bearish  29895 29655 29410  
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MONTHLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key months for a turning point in Thailand Baht will be 03/2013 and 
05/2015. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the months of 10/2012, 12/2012, 03/2013 
and 04/2013. Our Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the month of 05/2013. 

Monthly Turning Points:
(11-12/2012), 01/2013, 03/2013, 05/2013, 07/2013 
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MONTHLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 34204 
SUPPORT: 30464 

TABLE #3 
Monthly Technical Projections 
10/01...  30464  34204 
11/01...  30330  34161 
12/01...  30196  34117 
01/01...  30062  34074 
02/01...  29928  34030 
03/01...  29794  33986 
04/01...  29660  33943 

Monthly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  30425-29605 30935-30195 31395-30215 
11/2012  30755-29675 30805-29975 31375-30170 
12/2012  30920-29655 30930-29940 31175-30035 

OCTOBER MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 31561 31093 31150 
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A Technical Outlook For  
The Thailand  

SET Share Index 

Our long-term view takes into account that the high established in the Thailand SET Share Index reached a high 
with the 1994 turning point on the Economic Confidence Model and bottomed in 1998 after the 1997 Asian 
Currency Crisis. The Major Yearly Bullish Reversals stand at 114380, 148607 and 179010. Near-term, the SET 
Index has rallied exceeding the 2011 high. We need a closing for 2012 ABOVE 114380 to signal a continued rally 
into 2013. We have a Directional Change due in 2013 with turning points thereafter in 2014, 2016, 2018, 2020, 
and 2022 virtually every other year. Volatility will rise in 2013 and 2014 reaching its peak in 2016.  

Our Minor Yearly Bearish Reversal lies at 60810. This is the key area to watch. It is possible that the final high in 
this market may unfold in 2016. This will become possible provided 2012 closes above 114380 and we see a 
subsequent annual closing ABOVE 148607.  
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YEARLY LEVEL 

YEARLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

Our Yearly Bullish Reversals stand at 114380, 148607 and 179010. A yearly closing above 114378 will signal that 
this market should continue to advance to new recent highs. However, as long as this market remains below 
114378 on a yearly closing basis, then the immediate trend must be considered as neutral and any close 
beneath a Bearish Reversal would imply that at least a temporary high is in place for now and that a retest of key 
support is likely to develop.  

On the short-term level of our Reversal System, we find that the Minor Yearly Bearish Reversal will be found at 
60810. Thereupon, only a yearly closing below 60810 will signal that a sell-off is likely to continue from here in 
the short-term.  

Yearly Reversals 
Minor Bullish 114380 148607 179010 
Minor Bearish 60810  
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YEARLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key years for a turning point in the Thailand Cash Stock Index will be 
2014 and 2047. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that a turning point is due the year of 2013.  

Yearly Turning Points:
2014, 2016, 2018, 2020, 2022  

Yearly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
2012  80219-38005 88657-39553 89961-57663 
2013  74610-35429 75855-40878 87057-54430 
2014  67945-20459 78755-56417 90890-58248 

2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 98736 64397 93087 
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QUARTERLY LEVEL 

QUARTERLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

Looking at the Reversal System, the Minor Quarterly Bearish Reversals are found at 103176, 36560, 32318, 
30235, 26513 and 25345. Thus, only a quarterly closing below 86595 will signal that a serious sell-off is likely to 
continue from here in the short-term. Nonetheless, only a close below 103176 will suggest a reversal in long-
term trend.  

On the Major level of our Reversal System, the Major Quarterly Bullish Reversal is standing at 155442 and 
179010. Consequently, only a quarterly closing above 1789010 will signal that a immediate uptrend should 
unfold thereafter.  

Quarterly Reversals 
Major Bullish 179010 
Minor Bearish 103176 36560 32318 30235 26513 25345  
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QUARTERLY TIMING 

Using a composite of a variety of timing intervals, the key quarters for a turning point in the Thailand Cash Stock 
Index will be 07/2014 and 07/2018. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that a turning point is due the quarter of 10/2012. Our Panic Cycle 
Models suggest that higher volatility is due the quarter of 04/2015. 

Quarterly Turning Points:  
10/2012, (01/2013), (04/2013), 10/2013, (01/2014), 10/2014, 04/2015   

Quarterly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  84369-38005 95299-60146 105177-60814 
01/2013  93706-40878 103176-48812 106833-67927 
04/2013  99839-43285 109915-63805 111363-73278 

QUARTERLY PATTERN RECOGNITION 

If this quarter closes below 122918, then the upward momentum has been lost which implies that a temporary 
top is in place and a near-term retest of support should begin. 

4TH QUARTER 2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 125525 110127 122918 
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MONTHLY LEVEL 

MONTHLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

Using our Reversal System, our Minor Monthly Bearish Reversals are found at 117290, 110155, 103176 and 
86595, and 85610. As a result, only a monthly closing below 117290 will signal that a downtrend is likely to 
continue from here.  

Presently, our Reversal System indicates that the Major Monthly Bullish Reversal is standing at 142261. Our 
model also highlights a Major Monthly Bullish Reversal standing at 148607. Consequently, only a monthly 
closing above 142261 will signal that a immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter.  

Monthly Reversals 
Major Bullish  142261 148607  
Minor Bearish  117290 110155 103176 86595 85610 
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MONTHLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key months for a turning point in the Thailand Cash Stock Index will be 
07/2014 and 10/2014. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the months of 10/2012 and 12/2012. Our 
Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the month of 06/2013. 

Monthly Turning Points:
11/2012, (12/2012), 03/2013, (04/2013), 06/2013, (07/2013), (09/2013)   
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MONTHLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

SUPPORT: 128394 108805 61341 12003 

TABLE #3 
Monthly Technical Projections 
10/01  12003  61341  10880  12839 
11/01...  12003  61378  10907  12938 
12/01...  12003  61414  10934  13038 
01/01...  12003  61451  10962  13137 
02/01...  12003  61487  10989  13237 
03/01...  12003  61523  11016  13336 
04/01...  12003  61560  11043  13436 

Monthly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  109027-97852 109915-99839 116664-105525 
11/2012  114828-100207 117292-104444 121431-105978 
12/2012  115121-95061 118638-101215 122849-105644 

OCTOBER MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 125859 119657 124544 
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A Technical Outlook For  
The Vietnam  

Cash VNINDEX Index 

The Vietnam VINDEX Share Index made its high with the Economic Confidence Model in 2007. It has not yet 
elected any Yearly Bearish Reversals which lie at 17460 and 13075. The subsequent low formed in 2009. So far in 
2012, the VINDEX has fallen to the 33228 level penetrating the low of 2011. The Yearly Bullish Reversal stands at 
63325. A Yearly closing above this will signal that new highs are possible ahead. 
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YEARLY LEVEL 

YEARLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Yearly Bearish Reversals are 17460 and 13075. Thereupon, only a yearly closing below 
17460 will signal that an immediate downtrend could unfold leading to a renewed bear market ahead.  

Our Yearly Bullish Reversal stands at the 63325 level. A yearly closing above 63325 will signal that this market 
should continue to advance to new recent highs. 

Yearly Reversals 
Minor Bullish 63325  
Major Bearish 17460 13075  SERIA
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YEARLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key years for a turning point in Vietnam Cash VNINDEX Index will be 
2013 and 2049. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the years of 2013 and 2014.  

Yearly Turning Points:
2013, (2016), 2017, 2021, (2022) 

2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 57127 33370 44242 
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QUARTERLY LEVEL 

QUARTERLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Quarterly Bearish Reversals are 27956, 23241 and 13964. Consequently, only a quarterly 
closing below 27956 will signal that a immediate downtrend could become more serious in the near-term. On 
our Minor level, the Quarterly Bearish Reversal resides at 23466, with additional reversals at 28406, 24654 and 
13090. It should be noted that one key reversal appears to be very important. We see that a quarterly closing 
beneath 23241 may signal that a serious sell-off is likely to follow thereafter. 

According to our Reversal System model, the Major Quarterly Bullish Reversals stand at 92107 and 117067. As a 
result, only a quarterly closing above 117067 will signal that a immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter.  

Quarterly Reversals 
Major Bullish 92107 117067  
Major Bearish 27956 23241 13964  
Minor Bearish  28406 24654 23466 23241 13090  
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QUARTERLY TIMING 

Using a composite of a variety of timing intervals, the key quarters for a turning point in Vietnam Cash VNINDEX 
Index will be 03/2013 and 01/2022. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the quarters of 10/2012, 01/2013, 04/2013, 
10/2014, 01/2015 and 04/2015.  

Quarterly Turning Points:  
(10/2012), (01/2013), (04/2013), 10/2013, 04/2014, 10/2014, 04/2015              

Quarterly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  46693-28406 49709-34648 75771-41998 
01/2013  46815-23466 52920-32259 90553-33228 
04/2013  49244-28952 52522-37103 87546-41358 

4TH QUARTER 2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 46606 37467 41704 
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MONTHLY LEVEL 

MONTHLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Monthly Bearish Reversal is 23641. Thus, only a monthly closing below 23641 will signal 
that a immediate downtrend could become more dramatic in the near-term. The Reversal System indicates that 
our near-term Minor Monthly Bearish Reversals are found at 37984 and 33228, followed by resides at 23466. 
Consequently, only a monthly closing below 37984 will signal that a sell-off is likely to continue from here in the 
short-term.  

Our Reversal System that the Major Monthly Bullish Reversals exist at 43761, 46925 and 48802. Our model also 
highlights Monthly Bullish Reversals above the market at 111078 and 117067. Accordingly, only a monthly 
closing above 111078 will signal that a rally is likely to follow. Nonetheless, only a close above 43761 will suggest 
a reversal in long-term trend.  
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Monthly Reversals 
Major Bullish  43761 46925 48802 111078 117067  
Minor Bullish  43761 111078  
Major Bearish  23641  
Minor Bearish  37984 33228 23466  

MONTHLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key months for a turning point in Vietnam Cash VNINDEX Index will be 
03/2013 and 04/2015. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the months of 05/2013, 06/2013, 07/2013 
and 08/2013.  

Monthly Turning Points:
11/2012, (12/2012), 01/2013, (03/2013), 05/2013, 07/2013 
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MONTHLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 88437 135117 
SUPPORT: 1360816 35738 20106 

TABLE #3
Monthly Technical Projections 
10/01...  20106  35738  88437 
11/01...  20030  36017  89134 
12/01...  19954  36296  89832 
01/01...  19877  36575  90529 
02/01...  19801  36854  91227 
03/01...  19725  37133  91925 
04/01...  19648  37412  92622 

Monthly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  43111-39108 44146-41358 45874-41998 
11/2012  43407-40049 44823-40507 46815-42343 
12/2012  43761-37817 47548-37984 47887-43529 

OCTOBER MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 42511 38903 40186
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A Technical Outlook For  
The Malaysian Ringgit 

Our long-term view in the Malaysian Ringgit has been a very slow and gradual recovery since the dramatic 
collapse that began in July 1997 with the Asian Currency Crisis. The Ringgit has still been unable to reach the 
levels attained pre-1997 Crash. The 1997 Asian Currency Crisis was the most dramatic in Malaysia. It lasted the 
typical 7 month bull market cycle for the dollar at that time moving dramatically from 25245 to 48602 or a 
51.85% decline.  

From that January high in the Dollar/Ringgit exchange rate, there has been one Monthly Bearish Reversal 
elected at 30322. The underlying Monthly Bearish Reversals lie at 25825, 25275, and 25175. This provides a 
good view of the critical support layers.  

On the Yearly level, the underlying Bearish Reversals lie at 27585, 24880, 24342, and 22770. So far, 2012 has 
been an inside trading year remaining within the trading range of 2011. The lowest annual closing since the 1997 
Asian Currency Crisis has been 30820. Therefore, we have not elected any Yearly Bearish Reversals at all in this 
currency regarding the dollar.  

We have a Directional Change due in 2012 and rising volatility in 2013. So far, 2012 provided that pause in the 
downtrend. The turning point to watch will be 2014followed by 2016 which is the top of the Economic 
Confidence Model where we should see high volatility when that turns 2015.75. Thereafter, volatility appears to 
be very high between 2016 and 2018 with a turning point straddle 2018/2019. We have turning points 
thereafter in 2020 and 2023 with a Directional Change in 2022. 

As long as the Ringgit closes 2012 BELOW 33025, then there will be the potential for a decline in the dollar 
pressing lower to test the 27500 area. In 2013, we have support at 30800 just BELOW the lowest closing of 
30820. If we see 2012 close BELOW this area, expect this to provide the first level of resistance during 2013. We 
also see 31350 as resistance for 2013 with support coming in at 26000 and 24600-24700.  
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YEARLY LEVEL 

On the Yearly level of our system model in Malaysian Ringgit, everything is bearish on both momentum and 
trend for the dollar as far as the short-term is concerned. The intermediate indicators are also quite bearish. This 
is warning that, immediately, resistance is standing overhead at 30800, 31350, 34520, 36415, 37950 and 38010 
levels. Clearly, any rally must at least make an effort to exceed these 30800 in order for the long-term 
perspective to shift into a neutral mode at this time. Any hopes of reversing the current trend back into a bullish 
mode for the dollar on the short-term, depends entirely upon penetrating above these key resistance points in 
addition to the major Bullish Reversals.  

On the broader perspective, the Cyclical Strength Model is currently bullish. Everything on the long-term 
models, including momentum and trend, is still in the bullish mode on the Yearly level warning that the dollar 
has not surrendered yet to the Ringgit. This tends to suggest that the market is still in a positive mode insofar as 
the long-term is concerned. This current bearishness may prove to be short lived if the long-term indicators 
withstand any decline. Therefore, support appears to rest under the market at the 26000, 25400, 24600-24700, 
and the 22750, levels. Resistance, however, is largely technical standing at 34500-34600 and 36400-36500.  SERIA
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YEARLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Yearly Bearish Reversals are 27585, 24880, 24342, and 22770. Therefore, only a yearly 
closing BELOW 27585 will signal that a immediate downtrend could unfold leading to a renewed bear market 
ahead for the dollar. According to our model, the Minor Yearly Bearish Reversal resides at 24345 and 22415. It 
should be noted that one key reversal appears to be very important. We see that a yearly closing beneath 24345 
may signal that a serious sell-off is likely to follow thereafter. 

The Reversal System immediately displays Major Yearly Bullish Reversals at 32130, 37370 and 37790 and 48710. 
Accordingly, only a yearly closing ABOVE 32130 will signal that an immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter 
in the dollar.  

Yearly Reversals 
Major Bullish  32130 37370 37790 48710 
Major Bearish  27585 24880 24342 22770  
Minor Bearish  24345 22415  

YEARLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key years for a turning point in Malaysian Ringgit will be 2029 and 2030. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the years of 2012 and 2022. Our Panic Cycle 
Models suggest that higher volatility is due the year of 2016. 
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Yearly Turning Points:
(2012), (2013), 2014, (2015-2016), (2018-2019), (2022), 2023 

YEARLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 33286 35822 
SUPPORT: 29500 28608 28227 

TABLE #1 
Yearly Technical Projections 
2013...  28227  28608  29500  33286  35822 
2014...  28443  28232  29570  32265  36180 
2015...  28658  27855  29640  31243  36537 
2016...  28874  27479  29710  30222  36894 
2017...  29090  27103  29780  29201  37252 
2018...  29305  26727  29850  28180  37609 
2019...  29521  26351  29920  27159  37966 

Yearly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
2013  34520-24660 36415-26060 37950-30810 
2014  33430-24950 37370-27180 37990-29360 
2015  32050-26610 34520-27670 37993-29940 

2013 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 32900 30036 31020 

QUARTERLY LEVEL 

QUARTERLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Quarterly Bearish Reversals are 27220, 25290, 24750 and 24680. Consequently, only a 
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quarterly closing below 27220 will signal that a immediate downtrend could become more serious in the near-
term. When we look at the Minor level, our Quarterly Bearish Reversal resides at 24345, with additional 
reversals at 24960 and 24845. Thus, only a quarterly closing below 24960 will signal that a immediate 
downtrend should unfold thereafter.  

Looking at our Reversal System, we show that the Major Quarterly Bullish Reversals stand at 31923, 32600, 
33120 and 34520. Our model also highlights Quarterly Bullish Reversals above the market at 38020 and 38100. 
Consequently, only a quarterly closing above 31923 will signal that a immediate uptrend should unfold 
thereafter.  

Quarterly Reversals 
Major Bullish  31923 32600 33120 34520 38020 38100  
Major Bearish  27220 25290 24750 24680  
Minor Bearish  24960 24845 24345  

QUARTERLY TIMING 

Using a composite of a variety of timing intervals, the key quarters for a turning point in Malaysian Ringgit will 
be 10/2018 and 04/2019. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that a turning point is due the quarter of 10/2012. Our Panic Cycle 
Models suggest that higher volatility is due the quarter of 10/2014. 

Quarterly Turning Points:
01/2013, (04/2013), (01/2014), (04/2014), (10/2014) 

Quarterly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  34590-29360 35745-29940 35995-31700 
01/2013  33430-30225 34820-30440 36310-32050 
04/2013  32585-29940 34520-30350 35230-31700 

4TH QUARTER 2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 31895 30171 30945 
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MONTHLY LEVEL

MONTHLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Monthly Bearish Reversals are 25825, 25290 and 25179. Therefore, only a monthly 
closing below 25825 will signal that a immediate downtrend could become more dramatic in the near-term. This 
type of a closing would warn that this market should move to the downside in the months ahead. For now, our 
Minor Monthly Bearish Reversals are found at 29610 and 29360, followed by resides at 25025. Thus, only a 
monthly closing below 29610 will signal that a sell-off is likely to continue from here in the short-term. 
Nonetheless, only a close below 29610 will suggest a reversal in long-term trend.  

Presently, our Reversal System indicates that the Major Monthly Bullish Reversals are 31923, 31980 and 34410. 
Our model also highlights Monthly Bullish Reversal stands at 37998.  

Monthly Reversals 
Major Bullish  31923 31980 34410 37998  
Major Bearish  25825 25290 25179  
Minor Bearish  29610 29360 25025  
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MONTHLY TIMING 

The key month for a turning point will be 05/2014. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the months of 10/2012, 11/2012, 12/2012, 
02/2013, 04/2013, 05/2013 and 06/2013. Our Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the month 
of 02/2013. 

Monthly Turning Points:  
(10/2012), 01/2013, (04/2013), (05/2013), 08/2013     

MONTHLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

SUPPORT: 30102 29017 28612 

TABLE #2 
Monthly Technical Projections 
10/01...  28612  29017  30102 
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11/01...  28562  28902  29933 
12/01...  28512  28787  29764 
01/01...  28462  28671  29595 
02/01...  28412  28556  29425 
03/01...  28363  28441  29256 
04/01...  28313  28325  29087 

Monthly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  31875-29620 31900-30225 31923-31230 
11/2012  31450-30440 31460-30810 32050-30930 
12/2012  31230-30350 31370-30800 31935-30815 

OCTOBER MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 31538 30836 31003 
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A Technical Outlook For The 
Malaysian ksle composite 

Cash Share Index 

Our long-term outlook for the Malaysian KSLE Composite Cash Share Index recognizes that the current bullish 
trend may be only be making a temporary high at this time in 2012. In the event of new intraday highs 
developing beyond this year, then the final high could extend into 2032. However, if new intraday highs are not 
sustained next year, then 2012 may produce the major high on a closing basis as well as on a cyclical basis.  

The major support in this market on an annual basis lies at the 128000 level on the low end and 153000 on the 
high end. A closing above 153000 at year-end 2012 still leaves the market with a bullish tone where as a closing 
beneath this level will begin to shift the market into a neutral position. While 2012 has the potential to produce 
a temporary high, 2013 is a Directional Change and 2014 is the big turning point. If 2013 starts a correction 
process, then there is a possibility that 2014 may produce a low. After 2014, we see turning points targeting 
2016, 2019 and 2021-2022. There certainly appears to be on the horizon great turmoil ahead in Malaysia.  

When we look at our volatility models, they are simply going nuts starting in 2014 building to extremes in 2015, 
2019, and 2022 with 2018 also showing up as a Panic Cycle. We then have a succession of Directional Change 
targets 2019 through 2022. This is warning that we will see extreme confusion and choppy markets during that 
period. 
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YEARLY LEVEL 

This year our indications on the Yearly level in the Malaysian KSLE Composite Cash Share Index, are bullish on 
both the short-term momentum and trend according to the system model. We also find that intermediate 
indicators are in a bullish position. This suggests that 128000 is an important level of intermediate support. On 
the broader perspective, the Cyclical Strength Model is currently bullish. Everything on the long-term models, 
including momentum and trend, is still in the bullish mode on the Yearly level. Therefore, support appears to 
rest under the market at the 152400, 145200, 128800, 109000, and 87000 levels. Resistance, however, is largely 
technical with the primary target being 179600 and 248000. Only a closing for 2012 ABOVE 179600 would warn 
that we could see a continued rally into 2013. 

YEARLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

The Malaysian KSLE Composite Cash Share Index remains in an extremely strong position. As long as this market 
holds ABOVE 131053 on a yearly closing basis, then new record highs are still possible. Our Projected Bullish 
Reversals for this year stand at 164943 followed by 179759. As a result, a yearly closing above this 164943 area 
will signal that this market should continue to advance to new highs.  

At this time, the Minor Yearly Bearish Reversals are 131053, 109030, 83650, and 48800. Accordingly, a yearly 
closing below 109030 will signal that an immediate downtrend could unfold leading to a renewed bear market 
ahead. The Major Yearly Bearish Reversal lies at 16950. 
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Yearly Reversals
Major Bullish 164943 179759  
Minor Bearish  131053 109030 83650 48800 
Major Bearish  16950 

YEARLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key years for a turning point in the Malaysia Cash Stock Index will be 
2020 and 2034. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the years of 2013, 2019, 2020, 2021 and 
2022. Our Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the year of 2018. 

Yearly Turning Points:
(2012), 2014, 2016, 2018-2019, 2021, 2022 

YEARLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 176029 
SUPPORT: 101726 101340 4732 
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TABLE #1 
Yearly Technical Projections 
2012...   4732  10134  10172  17602 
2013...   4732  99570  10712  18191 
2014...   4732  97800  11252  11970 
2015...   4732  96030  47359  11970 
2016...   4732  94260  47359  11970 
2017...   4732  92490  47359  11970 
2018...   4732  90720  47359  11970 

Yearly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
2012  92057-35740 98790-55860 124200-76929 
2013  85884-45910 95388-51240 127890-62780 
2014  88329-26130 111012-48210 123386-62950 

YEARLY PATTERN RECOGNITION 

If this year closes below 144080, then the upward momentum has been lost which implies that a temporary top 
is in place and a near-term retest of support should begin. 

2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 147249 112696 144080 

QUARTERLY LEVEL 

QUARTERLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

The Malaysian KSLE Composite Cash Share Index remains in an extremely strong position. As long as this market 
holds ABOVE 159580 on a quarterly closing basis, then new record highs are still possible. Our Projected Bullish 
Reversals for this quarter stand at 165986 and 166276. Thus, a quarterly closing above this area will signal that 
this market should continue to advance to new highs. As long as this market remains below 165986 on a closing 
basis, then the immediate trend is perhaps neutral for the moment. However, only a closing BELOW 159580 
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would imply that at least a temporary high is in place for now and that a retest of key support is likely to 
develop.  

At this time, the Minor Quarterly Bearish Reversals are 159580, 131050, 129435, 96350 and 96325. Thereupon, 
only a quarterly closing below 159580 will signal that an immediate downtrend could become more serious in 
the near-term. For now, our Major Quarterly Bearish Reversals are found at 73325 and 68150, with an additional 
reversal at 26110. It should be noted that one key reversal appears to be very important. We see that a 
quarterly closing beneath 73325 may signal that a serious sell-off is likely to follow thereafter. 

Quarterly Reversals 
Major Bullish 165986 166276  
Minor Bearish 159580 131050 129435 96350 963325 
Major Bearish 73325 68150 26110 

QUARTERLY TIMING 

Using a composite of a variety of timing intervals, the key quarters for a turning point in the Malaysia Cash Stock 
Index will be 04/2016 and 01/2020. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that a turning point is due the quarter of 10/2012.  

Quarterly Turning Points:
(10/2012), (10/2013), (04/2014), 10/2014                

QUARTERLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

SUPPORT: 101198 100016 69352 22004 

TABLE #2 
Quarterly Technical Projections 
10/2012...  22004  69352  10001  10119 
01/2013...  22004  69352  99574  10251 
04/2013...  22004  69352  99132  10383 
07/2013...  22004  69352  98689  10514 
10/2013...  22004  69352  98246  10646 
01/2014...  22004  69352  97804  10778 
04/2014...  22004  69352  97362  10909 SERIA
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Quarterly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  135345-80127 146227-101886 153073-109039 
01/2013  147438-83651 150209-93663 157695-124500 
04/2013  150764-87596 152660-109591 157907-114156 

QUARTERLY PATTERN RECOGNITION 

If this quarter closes below 161071, then the upward momentum has been lost which implies that a temporary 
top is in place and a near-term retest of support should begin. 

4TH QUARTER 2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 162110 154151 161071 

Monthly LEVEL 

MONTHLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Monthly Bearish Reversals are 159580, 152660, 150764, 144854 and 142498. As a result, 
only a monthly closing below 159580 will signal that an immediate downtrend could retest long-term support. 
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Our model suggests that the Major Monthly Bearish Reversals are found at 123386 and 105812, with additional 
reversals at 124386, 116357 and 87346. Thus, only a monthly closing below 124386 will signal that a sell-off is 
likely to follow. Nonetheless, only a close below 116357 will suggest a reversal in long-term trend. Our Minor 
Monthly Bearish Reversals rest at 152660, 150760, 144850, and 142495. 

The Malaysian Cash Stock Index remain in an extremely strong position. As long as this market holds ABOVE 
159585 on a closing basis, then new record highs are still possible. Our Monthly Bullish Reversals stand at 19020 
and 17780. A monthly closing above 17780 will signal that this market should continue to advance to new recent 
highs. 

Monthly Reversals 
Major Bullish  159585  
Minor Bullish  17780 19020  
Major Bearish  124386 123386 116357 105812 87346  
Minor Bearish  152660 150760 144850 142495 

MONTHLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key months for a turning point in the Malaysia Cash Stock Index will be 
10/2012 and 10/2014. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the months of 11/2012, 12/2012 and 
01/2013. Our Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the month of 08/2013. 
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Monthly Turning Points:
(11/2012), 01/2013, (03/2013), 05/2013, (07-08/2013)   

MONTHLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 184180 
SUPPORT: 160743 119701 55561 

TABLE #3 
Monthly Technical Projections 
10/01...  55561  11970  16074  18418 
11/01...  55561  11970  16088  18544 
12/01...  55561  11970  16103  18670 
01/01...  55561  11970  16117  18796 
02/01...  55561  11970  16132  18922 
03/01...  55561  11970  16146  12492 
04/01...  55561  11970  16161  12492 

Monthly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  155451-147402 157375-152603 157907-153199 
11/2012  159633-147757 159708-152995 159967-154488 
12/2012  157695-142347 160933-150536 162668-155884 

MONTHLY PATTERN RECOGNITION 

According to our pattern recognition models we see that a possible outside reversal may be due in 03/2013. 

If this month closes below 163812, then the upward momentum has been lost which implies that a temporary 
top is in place and a near-term retest of support should begin. 

OCTOBER MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 165294 160740 163812 
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A Technical Outlook For  
New Zealand Dollar 

Our long-term outlook for the New Zealand dollar has been bullish as it has been rising since 2000 when the US 
dollar peaked at 25707. So far, the New Zealand dollar has risen for the past 11 years as the US dollar declined 
to make its low at 11372 in 2011. SO far 2012 has been a pause in trend trading entirely inside the price action 
of 2011. Only a yearly closing back above 16865 will signal that the Kiwi will decline as the greenback rises in 
international value once again. Near-term, an annual closing above the 14050 level will signal also a likely shift in 
trend.  

Our annual timing models are showing key turning points due in 2014, 2016, 2018-2019, (2020), 2021 and 2023. 
Nevertheless, as long as 14050 stands as annual closing resistance, then the broader long-term bear market will 
remain in motion for the years ahead. However, if we close ABOVE 14050 on a yearly basis, then a continued 
bullish trend is likely for the near-term.  

We have a Directional Change due in 2013 followed by another one in 2016. Thereafter, we see directional 
Change targets appearing in 2021 and 2022 in line with the major turning point in the Economic Confidence 
Model in 2020. We do have a Weekly Bearish Reversal at 11880 and a closing beneath this level will signal a 
possible drop to new lows for the Greenback. A Weekly Bullish stands at 13560 whereas the highest weekly 
closing achieve so far has been 13520. Our Monthly Bearish Reversal lies at 11809. September closed at 12058. 
If this is elected, then it would be possible to see a new low in November followed by a reaction to the upside 
into January. 
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YEARLY LEVEL 

This year, after studying all price data, we have found that our momentum models on the Yearly level in the 
New Zealand Dollar are negative for the Greenback, while all short-term trend indicators are neutral. The 
intermediate indicators are also quite bearish for the US dollar. Taking a broader view of the market, we find 
that Cyclical Strength is also bearish. However, long-term momentum is in the bullish mode as is the case in 
point concerning the long-term market trend indicators for now. This is a rather important point. In order to 
avoid a resumption of the downtrend for the Greenback, Cyclical Strength must shift back to neutral, which 
really does not seem possible until perhaps 2014. We will need to see a annual trading range and closing back 
above the 13825 level. Otherwise, long-term levels of support will eventually be challenged in the near future. 
This suggests that support will be found under the market at the 12332, 8375, 6711, levels, while currently we 
see resistance scaled overhead at the following areas: 13106, 15061, 16972, 17652 and 20405 levels.  

YEARLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Yearly Bearish Reversals are 10310, 9405, 8340, and 6826. Consequently, only a yearly 
closing below 10310 will signal that an extended decline for the US dollar is likely. When we look at the Minor 
level, our Yearly Bearish Reversals resides at 12175 and 12090. Unmistakably, only a yearly closing below 12175 
will signal that an further immediate downtrend should unfold thereafter.  
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Our Reversal System that the Major Yearly Bullish Reversals exist at 14050, 16865, 19235, 20880, and 23260. 
Accordingly, only a yearly closing above 14050 will signal that a immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter.  

Yearly Reversals 
Major Bullish  14050 16865 19235 20880 23260  
Minor Bearish  12175 12092  
Major Bearish  10310 9405 8340 6826 

YEARLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key years for a turning point in will be 2021 and 2032. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the years of 2013, 2016, 2021 and 2022.  

Yearly Turning Points:
(2013), 2014, 2016, (2018), 2019, (2020), 2021, 2023 
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YEARLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 16244 18638 19008 
SUPPORT: 11584 10149 

TABLE #1 
Yearly Technical Projections 
2012...  10149  11584  16244  18638  19008 
2013...   9642  11436  16386  18049  19323 
2014...   9135  11287  16529  17459  19638 
2015...   8627  11138  16671  16870  19954 
2016...   8120  10990  16814  16281  20269 
2017...   7612  10841  16957  15692  20584 
2018...   7105  10692  17099  15103  20900 

Yearly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
2012  17652-12332 20405-13106 20446-15061 
2013  18943-12179 19066-12543 19235-15020 
2014  16750-11372 20405-13106 21978-13824 

2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 16558 12340 13150 

QUARTERLY LEVEL 

QUARTERLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Quarterly Bearish Reversal is 11910, 10000, 9990, and 9362. Hence, only a quarterly 
closing below 11910 will signal that an immediate downtrend could become more serious in the near-term. On 
our Minor level, the Quarterly Bearish Reversal rests at 11370. The lowest quarterly closing has been 12058 
while the intraday low has been 11372.  
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Presently, our Reversal System indicates that the Major Quarterly Bullish Reversals are 13140, 13540, 14710, 
14985, and 15232. Consequently, only a quarterly closing above 13540 will signal that an immediate uptrend 
should unfold thereafter for the Greenback.  

Quarterly Reversals 
Major Bullish  13140 13540 14710 14985 15232  
Major Bearish  11910 10000 9990 9362  
Minor Bearish  11370 

QUARTERLY TIMING 

Using a composite of a variety of timing intervals, the key quarters for a turning point in will be 04/2016 and 
07/2018. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the quarters of 10/2012, 07/2013, 02014, 
04/2014 and 07/2014.  

Quarterly Turning Points:
01/2013, (04/2013), (01/2014), 04/2014, 10/2014   

QUARTERLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 12444 16323 
SUPPORT: 11426 10065 9632 

TABLE #2 
Quarterly Technical Projections 
10/2012...   9632  10065  11426  12444  16323 
01/2013...   9503   9803  11386  12166  16128 
04/2013...   9375   9542  11346  11887  15932 
07/2013...   9246   9280  11307  11608  15736 
10/2013...   9117   9019  11267  11330  15541 
01/2014...   8989   8757  11228  11051  15346 
04/2014...   8860   8496  11188  10772  15150 

Quarterly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  13682-11372 15515-11809 16133-12886 
01/2013  13559-12025 14327-12136 14876-13106 
04/2013  13443-11809 14144-11970 14680-12801 

4TH QUARTER 2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 13030 11934 12250 
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MONTHLY LEVEL 

MONTHLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Minor Monthly Bearish Reversals are 11808 and 11385. Thereupon, only a monthly closing 
below 11808 will signal that an instant downtrend could become more serious in the near-term. Our model 
suggests that the Major Monthly Bearish Reversals are found at 10917, 10132 and 9709. It should be noted that 
one key reversal appears to be very important. We see that a monthly closing beneath 10132 may signal that a 
serious sell-off is likely to follow thereafter. 

Presently, our Reversal System indicates that the Major Monthly Bullish Reversals are 13455, 15205 and 17765. 
Hence, only a monthly closing above 13455 will signal that an immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter. 
Immediately, our Minor Monthly Bullish Reversals exist at 13285, 13560 and 14330. Consequently, only a 
monthly closing above 13285 will signal that a shift in short-term trend is likely.  

Monthly Reversals
Major Bullish  13455 15205 17765  
Minor Bullish  13285 13560 14330  
Major Bearish  10917 10132 9709 
Major Bearish  11808 11385  
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MONTHLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key months for a turning point in will be 01/2014 and 09/2014. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the months of 10/2012 and 06/2013. Our 
Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the month of 08/2013. 

Monthly Turning Points:
12/2012, (01/2013), (06/2013), 09/2013 
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MONTHLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 14224 
SUPPORT: 11077 10399 10188 

TABLE #3 
Monthly Technical Projections 
10/01...  10188  10399  11077  14224 
11/01...   9985  10324  11057  14189 
12/01...   9783  10249  11037  14155 
01/01...   9580  10173  11018  14120 
02/01...   9377  10098  10998  14085 
03/01...   9175  10023  10978  14050 
04/01...   8972   9948  10959  14016 

Monthly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  13136-11707 13403-12214 13598-12318 
11/2012  13379-12136 13389-12167 13487-12439 
12/2012  12801-11970 13076-12318 13559-12342 

OCTOBER MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 12657 12151 12283 
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A Technical Outlook For  
The New Zealand  

NZX Ordinaries All share Index 

The New Zealand Share Price Index has been recovering moderating since the March 2009 low at 61681. We 
have back-to-back Directional Change targets due in 2013 and 2014. Key years for turning points are 2013, 2015, 
2017, 2019, and 2023. High volatility is likely in 2014, 2017, 2020, and 2022. On the Yearly level, short-term 
momentum indicators are neutral. Short-term trend, on the other hand, is in a bearish posture. Intermediate 
indicators are yielding a neutral signal at this time at best.  This is alerting us to keep an eye on 81017 which is 
the intermediate resistance area to any rally right now on an annual closing basis while our Monthly Bullish 
Reversals stand at 88282, 109172, and 117640. The major low remains that of 1991 established at 36374. 

Our Yearly Bullish Reversals stand at 84170, 101560, and 115150. An annual closing ABOVE 84170 will signal a 
breakout to the upside is possible. On the broader perspective, the Cyclical Strength Model is currently bullish. 
Everything on the long-term models, including momentum and trend, is still in the bullish mode on the Yearly 
level. This tends to suggest that the market is still in a positive mode insofar as the long-term is concerned. This 
current bearishness may prove to be short lived if the long-term indicators withstand any decline. Therefore, 
support appears to rest under the market at the 61680 level. Resistance will be found residing above the market 
at 105950 and 121810.  
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YEARLY LEVEL 

YEARLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Yearly Bearish Reversals are 63100, 52700, 50664, and 36370. Hence, only a yearly 
closing below 63100 will signal that an immediate downtrend should unfold leading to a renewed bear market 
ahead.  

The Reversal System immediately displays Minor Yearly Bullish Reversals at 78635, 84168 and 101560. Thus, a 
yearly closing above 78635 is necessary just to shift this market into a neutral-to-positive position. The key 
Yearly Bullish Reversal is 84168. An annual closing ABOVE this level will signal that an immediate uptrend should 
unfold thereafter.  

Yearly Reversals 
Minor Bullish 78635 84168 101560 
Major Bearish  63100 52700 50664 36370  SERIA
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YEARLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key years for a turning point in New Zealand Share Price Index will be 
2018 and 2039. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the years of 2013 and 2014.  

Yearly Turning Points:  
(2012), (2013), 2015, 2017, 2019, 2021, 2023 

Yearly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
2012  105948-61681 121808-71897 78632-0 
2013  79189-65726 109171-66534 68755-0 
2014  70160-52701 75041-61681 78632-63102 

2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 79754 66826 75741 
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QUARTERLY LEVEL 

QUARTERLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

According to our Reversal System, the Major Quarterly Bearish Reversals are found at 50660, 46118, 37860, and 
36370. Our Minor Quarterly Bearish Reversals lie at 71847, 70040, and 68330. Consequently, a quarterly closing 
below 71847 will signal that a downtrend is likely to continue from there.  

Our Minor Quarterly Bullish Reversals stand at 962262, 106271, and 117275. A quarterly closing above 96262 is 
necessary to suggest that this Index should continue to advance to new recent highs. 

Quarterly Reversals 
Minor Bullish 962262 106271 117275 
Major Bearish 50660 46118 37860 36370 
Minor Bearish 71847 70040 68330  

QUARTERLY TIMING 

Using a composite of a variety of timing intervals, the key quarters for a turning point in New Zealand Share 
Price Index will be 10/2018 and 01/2019. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the quarters of 10/2012 and 04/2015.  

Quarterly Turning Points:  
(04/2013), 04/2013, 10/2013, (04/2014), 10/2014, 07/2015              

Quarterly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  79076-68332 79697-70044 101636-71849 
01/2013  78632-71255 80602-74049   97878-75515 
04/2013  79697-71849 84734-73406 101873-76548 

4TH QUARTER 2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 81677 74637 79558 
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MONTHLY LEVEL 

MONTHLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

When we look at the Reversal System, we see that Minor Monthly Bearish Reversals are found at 76545 and 
73697 followed by 68330, 66532, and 61680. Our Major Monthly Bearish Reversals rest 50662, 45500, 45230 
and 43315. Consequently, only a monthly closing below 76545 will signal that a sell-off is likely to continue from 
there in the short-term. Nonetheless, only a close below 50662 will suggest a reversal in long-term trend.  

Our Major Monthly Bullish Reversals stand above the market at 88282, 89202, 93617, 102772, 109172, 110842, 
117640, and 119050. A monthly closing above 89202 will signal that this market should continue to advance to 
new recent highs. 

Monthly Reversals 
Major Bullish 88282 89202 93617 102772 109172 110842 117640 119050 
Major Bearish 50662 45500 45230 43315  
Minor Bearish 76545 73697 68330 66532 61680 
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MONTHLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key months for a turning point in New Zealand Share Price Index will be 
03/2013 and 05/2015. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the months of 10/2012, 12/2012, 04/2013, 
06/2013 and 08/2013. Our Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the month of 08/2013. 

Monthly Turning Points:
(10/2012), 11/2012, 01/2013, 04/2013, 07/2013, (09/2013)   

MONTHLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 
SUPPORT: 83755 83138 82413 62879 
TABLE #3 
Monthly Technical Projections 
10/01...  62879  82413  83138  83755 
11/01...  61972  82895  83257  83653 
12/01...  61066  83377  83377  83552 
01/01...  60159  83859  83497  83451 
02/01...  59253  84341  83616  83350 
03/01...  58346  84823  83736  83249 
04/01...  57439  85306  83856  83147 
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Monthly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  76548-69989 77161-71830 79028-73699 
11/2012  76112-71604 78107-72657 78655-75426 
12/2012  76548-71916 79028-74001 81395-75178 

OCTOBER MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 81871 78866 81391 
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A Technical Outlook For  
The Philippine Peso 

The Philippine Peso has been rising against the US dollar rather steadily making a reasonable come-back after 
declining wildly in 2008 on the US Mortgage Backed financial Crisis of 2007. The Yearly Bullish Reversals for the 
US dollars against the Peso stands at 50150 and only an annual closing ABOVE this level will signal a reversal in 
the downtrend. By mid-October 2012, the Greenback has fallen to 41075. The support lies at 40800. A 2012 
closing BELOW 40800 will signal a continued rise in the near-term for 2013. 

Just recently, however, Moodys upgraded the Philippines compared to nothing but downgrades in Europe. The 
US dollar remains bearish on both momentum and trend as far as the short-term is concerned against the Peso. 
The intermediate indicators are also quite bearish. This is warning that, immediately, resistance is standing 
overhead at 42365, 42565, 44195, 44480, 46675 and 50150 levels. Clearly, any rally must at least make an effort 
to exceed these points in order for the long-term perspective to shift into a bullish mode for the Greenback at 
this time. Any hopes of reversing the current trend back into a bullish mode on the short-term, depends entirely 
upon penetrating above these key resistance points in addition to the major Bullish Reversals.  
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Taking a broader view of the market, we find that Cyclical Strength is bearish on the quarterly level. We do see 
42365 as resistance extending into 2013 as well. The long-term momentum is in the bullish mode as is the case 
in point concerning the long-term market trend indicators for now. This is a rather important point. In order to 
avoid a resumption of the downtrend, Cyclical Strength must shift back to neutral. Otherwise, long-term levels 
of support will eventually be challenged in the near future. This suggests that support will be found under the 
market at the levels, while, currently, we see resistance scaled overhead at the following areas: 47095 levels.  

Our technical support during 2012 lies at 41249 and 38018. This will move to 41512 and 35728 in 2013. 
We do see that the Philippine Peso has two Yearly Bearish Reversals at 40427 and 37830. We have broken 
beneath the Uptrend Line constructed from the 1999 low in the Greenback. Ideally, the dollar should into 2013 
especially if we see a year-end closing below 40800. 

YEARLY LEVEL 

YEARLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Yearly Bearish Reversals are 40427 and 37830. Therefore, only a yearly closing below 
40427 will signal that an immediate downtrend could unfold leading to a renewed bear market ahead.  

Looking at our Reversal System, we show that the Major Yearly Bullish Reversals stand at 50150 and 50969. 
Therefore, only a yearly closing above 50150 will signal that an immediate uptrend should unfold thereafter.  
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Yearly Reversals 
Minor Bullish 50150 50969 
Minor Bearish  40427 37830  

YEARLY TIMING 

The key year for a turning point will be 2014, 2016, 2020 and 2023. Our Directional Change models indicate that 
a turning point is due the year of 2012. Our Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the year of 
2023. 

Yearly Turning Points:  
(2012), 2014, (2016), 2018, (2020), 2022-2023 

Yearly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
201913  45875-42360 48990-40180 53025-40425 
201914  42440-41875 47225-45700 49025-48290 
201915  44640-37839 49470-40623 55465-49900 

2013 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 45333 41881 42963 
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QUARTERLY LEVEL 

QUARTERLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Major Quarterly Bearish Reversals are 41188, 37839, and 38242. Consequently, only a quarterly 
closing below 41188 will signal that an immediate downtrend could retest long-term support. The Minor 
Quarterly Bearish Reversal resides at 40200, with additional reversals at 41188 and 37839. Unmistakably, only a 
quarterly closing below 41188 will signal that an immediate downtrend should unfold thereafter.  

According to our Reversal System model, the Major Quarterly Bullish Reversals stand at 50245, 51410, 53740 
and 56280. Consequently, only a quarterly closing above 50245 will signal that an uptrend unfold thereafter.  

Quarterly Reversals 
Major Bullish  50245 51410 53740 56280  
Major Bearish  41188 40200 38242 37839  

QUARTERLY TIMING 

The key quarters for a turning points will be 10/2013, 04/2014, 10/2014 and 07/2015, which lines up with the 
Economic Confidence Model. Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the quarters 
of 10/2012, 04/2014 and 10/2014.  

Quarterly Turning Points:  
(10/2012), (04/2013), 10/2013, 04/2014, 10/2014, 07/2015              

Quarterly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  46675-42365 47095-42565 49470-44195 
01/2013  45700-42105 46410-43075 48925-44135 
04/2013  44825-41875 46820-42005 47020-43745 

4TH QUARTER 2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 43541 41783 42150 
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MONTHLY LEVEL 

MONTHLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

 At this time, the Major Monthly Bearish Reversals are 39260, 38400, and 38280. Clearly, a closing BELOW 39260 
will signal that an immediate downtrend could retest long-term support and that new historic lows wo0uld 
become possible. On the near-term level of our Reversal System, the Minor Monthly Bearish Reversal resides at 
41350 and 40255. As a result, only a monthly closing below 41350 will signal that an immediate downtrend 
should unfold thereafter.  

On the Reversal System, our Major Monthly Bullish Reversals stand definitively at 50185, 50245, 51625, 52975, 
53630, 54780, 559.60, and 56100. As a result, only a monthly closing above 50185 will signal that an immediate 
uptrend should unfold thereafter. Our Minor Monthly Bullish Reversals are 43825, 44480, 46210 and 48975.  

Monthly Reversals 
Major Bullish  50185 50245 51625 52975 53630 54780 559.60 56100  
Minor Bullish  43825 44480 46210 48975 
Major Bearish  39260 38400 38280  
Minor Bearish  41350 40256  
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MONTHLY TIMING 

The key months for a turning points will be 01/2013, 03/2013, 05/2013, 08/2013. 
We also see a nearby target for November 2012. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the months of 12/2012, 01/2013, 02/2013, 
07/2013 and 08/2013. Our Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the month of 03/2013. 

Monthly Turning Points:  
(11/2012), 01/2013, (03/2013), 05/2013, (08/2013)   

MONTHLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 42425 44627 
SUPPORT: 41471 40951 40881 
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TABLE #1 
Monthly Technical Projections 
10/01...  40881  40951  41471  42425  44627 
11/01...  40663  40889  41380  42248  44510 
12/01...  40444  40827  41289  42071  44393 
01/01...  40225  40766  41198  41894  44275 
02/01...  40006  40705  41107  41716  44157 
03/01...  39787  40643  41016  41539  44040 
04/01...  39569  40581  40925  41362  43923 

Monthly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  43025-41875 43500-42105 43745-42365 
11/2012  43115-41425 43155-42085 43525-42525 
12/2012  42775-41715 42850-41910 43525-42250 

OCTOBER MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 42418 41503 41833 
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A Technical Outlook For 
The Philippines PSEi Stock Index 

Our long-term outlook for the Philippines PSEI Stock Index recognizes that the current bullish trend has been in 
motion since the 2002 bottom in the Economic Confidence Model. However, the broader bull market began 
with that start of this Private Way back in 1985. As long as this year closes ABOVE 439708, then it is possible that 
the current bullish long-term trend will continue next year (2013) where a new intraday high could still be made. 
In the event of new intraday highs developing beyond this year, then 2013 MUST close higher than 2012 in order 
to remain viable into 2016.  

Support now begins at 441300. This is the threshold between the bull and bear market. The Yearly Bearish 
Reversal lies well below the market at 287489. The Projected Resistance for 2012 stands at 652777, 671816, 
737436, and 936182. These projections rise to 1032145, 703165, 761323, and 1032145. Initial threshold 
resistance for 2012 currently stands at 490994. We need to see 2012 close ABOVE this level to hint that 
additional upside potential is possible. During 2013, this initial threshold resistance will move up to 497920. 
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YEARLY LEVEL 

YEARLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

The Philippines PSEI Stock Index remains in an extremely strong position. As long as this market holds ABOVE 
370518 on a closing basis, then new record highs are still possible. Our Projected Bullish Reversals for this year 
stand at 470766 and 473038. Thus, a yearly closing above this area will signal that this market should continue 
to advance to new highs. As long as this market remains below 470766 on a closing basis, then the immediate 
trend is perhaps neutral for the moment.  

At this time, the Major Yearly Bearish Reversals are 370515 and 287490. Thereupon, only a yearly closing below 
370515 will signal that an immediate downtrend could unfold leading to a renewed bear market ahead.  

Yearly Reversals 
Major Bullish 370518  
Minor Bullish  470766 473038  
Major Bearish  370515 287490 SERIA
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YEARLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key years for a turning point in the Philippines will be 2019 and 2033. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that a turning point is due the year of 2013. Our Panic Cycle Models 
suggest that higher volatility is due the year of 2022. 

Yearly Turning Points:
(2012), 2013, 2015, 2017, 2019, 2021, (2022-2023) 

Yearly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
2012  186564-80439 259751-138516 337594-139536 
2013  180549-51621 217276-116365 313043-172291 
2014  232513-58746 278766-107532 298613-120273 

2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 403583 274607 387243 
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QUARTERLY LEVEL 

QUARTERLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Minor Quarterly Bearish Reversals are 439885 and 371500. Obviously, only a quarterly closing 
below 439885 will signal that an immediate downtrend could become more pronounced in the short-term. This 
type of a closing would warn that we should expect further follow-through thereafter. Presently, the Major 
Quarterly Bearish Reversals are found at 181700, 112075 and 103405.  

The Philippines remains in an extremely strong position. Our next Projected Quarterly Bullish Reversals stands at 
542183 for year-end. We need to see a closing BOVE this level to suggest further upside is possible. 

Quarterly Reversals 
Major Bullish  542183  
Major Bearish  181700 112075 103405 
Minor Bearish  439885 371500 
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QUARTERLY TIMING 

Using a composite of a variety of timing intervals, the key quarters for a turning point in the Philippines will be 
10/2015 and 01/2019. 

Quarterly Turning Points:
(10/2012), (04/2013), 10/2013, (01/2014), 10/2014 

Quarterly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  379806-168475 395370-259905 439708-293862 
01/2013  373026-174539 424627-204860 439886-320933 
04/2013  412370-197755 435163-262621 486342-287499 

QUARTERLY PATTERN RECOGNITION 

If this quarter closes BELOW 523987, then the upward momentum has been lost which implies that a temporary 
top is in place and a near-term retest of support should begin. 

4TH QUARTER 2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 529303 479241 523987 
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MONTHLY LEVEL 

At this time, our indications on the Monthly level in the Philippines, PSEI Stock Index are bullish on both the 
short-term momentum and trend according to the system model. We also find that intermediate indicators are 
in a bullish position. This suggests that 486340 is an important level of intermediate support level that must hold 
on a closing basis. Taking a broader view of the market, we find that Cyclical Strength is in a bullish position.  

MONTHLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

At this time, the Minor Monthly Bearish Reversals are 511655, 486342, 420744, and 345550. Thus, only a 
monthly closing below 511655 will signal that an immediate downtrend could retest long-term support. When 
we look at the Major level, our Monthly Bearish Reversals are found at 375235, 303413, and 269313. It should 
be noted that one key reversal appears to be very important. We see that a monthly closing beneath 375235 
may signal that a serious sell-off is likely to follow thereafter. 

Our Monthly Bullish Reversal stands above the market at 550900. A monthly closing above this level will signal 
that this market will remain strong for now. 

Monthly Reversals 
Minor Bullish  550900 
Major Bearish  511655 486342 420744 345550  
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MONTHLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key months for a turning point in the Philippines will be 07/2014 and 
10/2015. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the months of 11/2012, 12/2012 and 
01/2013. Our Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the month of 04/2013. 

Monthly Turning Points:
(10/2012), (11/2012), 01/2013, (04/2013), 05/2013, 07/2013, (08-09/2013) SERIA
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MONTHLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 570280 
SUPPORT: 473460 406940 338733 280275 

TABLE #3 
Monthly Technical Projections 
10/01...  28027  33873  40694  47346  57028 
11/01...  28027  33873  40694  40857  50754 
12/01...  28027  33873  40694  40857  50754 
01/01...  28027  33873  40694  40857  50754 
02/01...  28027  33873  40694  40857  50754 
03/01...  28027  33873  40694  40857  50754 
04/01...  28027  33873  40694  40857  50754 

Monthly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  471620-395370 489020-412370 501109-435163 
11/2012  489920-400384 511655-423534 514617-433337 
12/2012  499075-383049 511495-412930 526997-424627 

OCTOBER MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 536708 512668 527544 
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A Technical Outlook For  
The Singapore Dollar 

In August 1966, on the southern tip of the Malay Peninsula, one of the fathers of Singaporean independence, 
Sinnathamby Rajaratnam (1915-2006), penned the city state’s 
National Pledge that carved a new nation as the iconic Singapore 
independence. The atmosphere was the backdrop of the racial 
riots and opium dens that dominated the streets. This became a 
dream of building a new Singapore state.  

Rajaratnam got his wish. Today, Singapore is one of the most 
sophisticated and multicultural places on the planet, destined to 
become the richest nation on earth and widely regarded as the 
focal point for commerce in Southeast Asia. It enjoys perhaps the 
cleanest city in the world glistening with skyscrapers, and flawless 
roads. All accomplished with a corporate tax rate of maximum 
17%.  
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Last year, Singapore’s GDP per capita was about $57,000. In 1965, it was about $493. On GDP per capita, it has 
comfortably surpassed now even Australia in wealth. The GDP per capita should reach about $135,000 within 
decades. Singapore has become a major port for Southeast Asia and is rising as a leading legal services hub in 
the region. The Asean Free Trade Area (AFTA) is a trade bloc agreement that was signed in Singapore in 1992 by 
the Association of Southeast Asian Nations supports local manufacturing in all ASEAN countries that is uniting 
the entire region. Originally, the ASEAN bloc had six members, namely, Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, Philippines, 
Singapore and Thailand. Vietnam joined in 1995, Laos and Myanmar in 1997 and Cambodia in 1999. AFTA now 
comprises the ten countries of ASEAN. All the four latecomers were required to sign the AFTA agreement in 
order to join ASEAN, but were given longer time frames in which to meet AFTA's tariff reduction obligations. 
There were five core elements:  

1.) free flow of goods;  
2.) free flow of services;  
3.) free flow of investment;  
4.) free flow of capital; and  
5.) free flow of skilled labor.  

Additionally, the single market and production base also includes two important components, namely, the 
priority integration sectors, and food, agriculture and forestry. Effectively, this will be a contributing factor in 
helping Southeast Asia rise as a viable economy to the world. 

The low for the Singapore dollar against the US dollar took place in 1985 with the bottom of the Public Wave in 
the Economic Confidence Model. The year 2011 produced a 26 year low for the Greenback which took place the 
week of July 25th, 2011. So far, 2012 has produced an inside trading year leaving the 2011 low intact. Only a 
monthly closing ABOVE 14841 would hint that the 2011 low will hold. Otherwise, we may yet see new lows for 
the Greenback against the Singapore dollar in the months ahead. 
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YEARLY LEVEL 

YEARLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

Our Yearly Bullish Reversals stand at 15472, 17058, 18150 and 23085. A yearly closing above 15472 will signal 
that this market should reverse and the Greenback will advance against Singapore. Until then, the Greenback 
may still produce new lows ahead. 

We have a Minor Yearly Bearish Reversal at 13780 coming into play for year-end 2012. A closing beneath this 
level will signal that the Greenback may yet produce lower lows in 2013. 

Yearly Reversals 
Minor Bearish 13780 

Minor Bullish 15472 17058 18150 23085  SERIA
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YEARLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key years for a turning point in Singapore Dollar will be 2014 and 2025. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the years of 2017, 2019, 2021 and 2023. Our 
Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the year of 2015. 

Yearly Turning Points:
(2012), (2013), 2014, 2016, (2018), 2020-2021 

YEARLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 15110 15446 
SUPPORT: 11583 
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TABLE #1
Yearly Technical Projections 
2012...  11583  15110  15446 
2013...  11113  15185  15163 
2014...  10644  15260  14880 
2015...  10175  15335  14597 
2016...   9706  15410  14314 
2017...   9237  15485  14031 
2018...   8768  15560  13748 

Yearly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
2012  16520-13782 17385-14361 21140-15472 
2013  16484-12798 17620-13459 19961-14239 
2014  17260-11998 18558-13195 19380-13782 

2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 14336 12859 13284 

QUARTERLY LEVEL 

QUARTERLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

Our Reversal System that the Minor Quarterly Bullish Reversals stand at 14030, 14240, 14540, and 16930. The 
Major Quarterly Bullish Reversals are overhead at 15435, 15475, 16885 and 18560.  
Our Minor Quarterly Bearish Reversal will be found at 11998. A quarterly closing BELOW this will signal new lows 
for the Greenback ahead. 
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Quarterly Reversals 
Major Bullish  15435 15475 16885 18560 
Minor Bullish  14030 14240 14540 16930 
Major Bullish  15433 15472 16883 17303 17662 17835 18558  

QUARTERLY TIMING 

Using a composite of a variety of timing intervals, the key quarters for a turning point in Singapore Dollar will be 
10/2014 and 04/2021. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that a turning point is due the quarter of 10/2012. Our Panic Cycle 
Models suggest that higher volatility is due the quarter of 07/2015. 

Quarterly Turning Points:
(10/2012), 04/2013, (07/2013), 01/2014, (07/2014), 10/2014, 07/2015   

QUARTERLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

RESISTANCE: 12542 15571 
SUPPORT: 11417 

TABLE #2 
Quarterly Technical Projections 
10/2012...  11417  12542  15571 
01/2013...  11303  12490  15502 
04/2013...  11189  12439  15433 
07/2013...  11074  12387  15364 
10/2013...  10960  12335  15295 
01/2014...  10846  12284  15226 
04/2014...  10732  12232  15157 

Quarterly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  14076-11998 14680-12416 15600-12990 
01/2013  13782-12354 14184-12402 15664-12967 
04/2013  13852-12180 14239-12416 15327-12744 

4TH QUARTER 2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 12900 12316 12499 SERIA
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MONTHLY LEVEL 

MONTHLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

Utilizing the Reversal System, we find that the Minor Monthly Bearish Reversals are found at 12220 and 11995. 
Consequently, only a monthly closing below 12220 will signal that a sell-off is likely to continue from here in the 
short-term.  

According to our Reversal System model, the Minor Monthly Bullish Reversals stand at 14195 and 14842. The 
Major Monthly Bullish Reversals stand at 14529, 14643, 15153, 15286, and 16380.  

Monthly Reversals 
Major Bullish  14529 14643 15153 15286 16380  
Minor Bearish  12220 11995  SERIA
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MONTHLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key months for a turning point in Singapore Dollar will be 09/2013 and 
12/2014. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the months of 10/2012 and 06/2013. Our 
Panic Cycle Models suggest that higher volatility is due the month of 05/2013. 

Monthly Turning Points:  
(10/2012), 11/2012, (01-02/2013), (03-04/2013), 07/2013, (09/2013) 

MONTHLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK

RESISTANCE: 12273 
SUPPORT: 11918 11642 11611 11431 
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TABLE #3 
Monthly Technical Projections 
10/01...  11431  11611  11642  11918  12273 
11/01...  11394  11519  11581  11655  12197 
12/01...  11356  11427  11520  11393  12120 
01/01...  11318  11335  11458  11131  12043 
02/01...  11280  11243  11397  10868  11966 
03/01...  11243  11150  11336  10606  11889 
04/01...  11205  11058  11275  10344  11812 

Monthly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  12897-12027 13130-12354 13463-12435 
11/2012  12967-12402 13137-12405 13195-12552 
12/2012  12744-12180 12898-12435 13145-12495 

OCTOBER MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 12597 12340 12392 
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A Technical Outlook For 
The Singapore  

Straits Times share Index 

Our long-term outlook Singapore Straits Times share Index recognizes that so far in 2012, we have had a dull 
inside trading year. We have in a broad sense a near double top with the 2007 rally coming closing to the high of 
1996 just before the Asian Currency Crisis of 1997. Despite the economic development, stabili9ty, and 
advancement, Singapore has not year rallied above the pre-1997 Crisis levels.  

The Yearly Bullish Reversals are 355725 and 387585. These two Reversals have been providing critical annual 
closing resistance. Our Minor Yearly Bullish Reversal stands at 341650. The Yearly Bearish Reversals are well 
below the market starting at 169900 followed by 160890. 

There appears to be high volatility in 2015-2016 lining up with the top of the Economic Confidence Model. 
There are Directional Changes back-to-back in 2013 and 2014. The turning points appears to be shaping up as 
2014, 2016, and 2020. All of these are lining up with the Economic Confidence Model. This is suggesting that 
Singapore is still a magnet for international capital. A high going into 2015.75 should be viewed with extreme 
caution especially if this breaks above the 1996 high. 
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YEARLY LEVEL 

YEARLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

Our Yearly Bullish Reversals stand at 355725 and 387585. A yearly closing above 355725 will signal that this 
market should continue to advance to new recent highs. However, as long as this market remains below 355725 
on a yearly closing basis, then the immediate trend must be considered as neutral and any close beneath a 
Bearish Reversal would imply that at least a temporary high is in place for now and that a retest of key support is 
likely to develop. Our Minor Yearly Bullish Reversal stands at 341650.  

Looking at the Reversal System, the Minor Yearly Bearish Reversals are found at 169900, 160890, 147375, 
129275, 124910 and 117085. Thus, only a yearly closing below 169900 will signal that a downtrend is likely to 
continue from here.  

Yearly Reversals 
Minor Bullish 341650 355725 387585  
Minor Bearish 169900 160890 147375 12975 124910 117085  
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YEARLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key years for a turning point in the Singapore Share Index will be 2016 
and 2041. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the years of 2013 and 2014. Our Panic Cycle 
Models suggest that higher volatility is due the year of 2016. 

Yearly Turning Points:
(2012), 2014, 2016, (2017), (2019), 2020, (2022-2023)           

Yearly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
2012  341648-147377 357094-165210 200291-0 
2013  231746-145547 289762-160892 317664-199256 
2014  264815-169915 297418-224354 331361-232074 

2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 316400 220852 293956 
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QUARTERLY LEVEL 

QUARTERLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

Our Major Quarterly Bullish Reversals stand at 323580 and 341650. Our Minor Quarterly Bullish Reversals are 
331365 and 383120. A quarterly closing above 323580 will signal that this market should continue to advance to 
new recent highs.  

Utilizing the Reversal System, we find that the Minor Quarterly Bearish Reversals are found at 257682, 254855, 
199255, and 147375. Our Major Quarterly Bearish Reversals are 145195 and 132045.  

Quarterly Reversals 
Major Bullish 323580 and 341650  
Minor Bullish 331365 383120 
Major Bearish 145195 132045 
Minor Bearish 257682 254855 199255 147375 

QUARTERLY TIMING 

Using a composite of a variety of timing intervals, the key quarters for a turning point in the Singapore Share 
Index will be 10/2016 and 07/2019. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that turning points are due the quarters of 10/2012, 04/2013, 07/2014, 
10/2014 and 01/2015.  

Quarterly Turning Points:
(10/2012), 01/2013, 10/2013, (04/2014), (10/2014), 04/2015 SERIA
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Quarterly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  290572-147377 311862-233601 323579-252195 
01/2013  303578-145547 320654-195995 328077-268315 
04/2013  303315-173033 306459-242452 320834-269890 

4TH QUARTER 2012 MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 305246 276379 299484 

MONTHLY LEVEL 

MONTHLY REVERSAL SYSTEM 

According to our Reversal System, the Minor Monthly Bearish Reversals are found 256010, 252135, 223545, 
204610 and 163865. The Major Monthly Bearish Reversals are 148610, 125390, and 123200.   

Our Major Monthly Bullish Reversals stand above the market at 333675, 383120, and 360155. The Minor 
Monthly Bullish Reversals are 318155 and 328080.  
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Monthly Reversals 
Major Bullish  333675 383120 360155 
Minor Bullish  318155 328080 
Minor Bearish  56010 252135 223545 204610 163865 
Minor Bearish  148610 125390 123200 

MONTHLY TIMING 

Employing composite cycle analysis, the key months for a turning point in the Singapore Share Index will be 
08/2013 and 03/2014. 

Our Directional Change models indicate that a turning point is due the month of 10/2012. Our Panic Cycle 
Models suggest that higher volatility is due the month of 01/2013. 

Monthly Turning Points:  
(10/2012), 12/2012, (01/2013), (03/2013), 04/2013, 06/2013, (08-09/2013)   
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MONTHLY TECHNICAL OUTLOOK 

SUPPORT: 299187 298593 241905 224475 

TABLE #3
Monthly Technical Projections 
10/01...  22447  24190  29859  29918 
11/01...  22183  24190  29859  29778 
12/01...  21918  24190  29859  29638 
01/01...  21654  24190  29859  29499 
02/01...  21389  24190  29859  29359 
03/01...  21125  24190  29859  29219 
04/01...  20861  24190  29859  29079 

Monthly Indicating Ranges 
Date      Momentum    Trend   Long-Term 
10/2012  303145-269890 311862-290104 316207-291336 
11/2012  305671-290658 312107-290933 322728-303578 
12/2012  308845-268083 317778-294629 320374-300476 

MONTHLY PATTERN RECOGNITION 

If this month closes below 304205, then the upward momentum has been lost which implies that a temporary 
top is in place and a near-term retest of support should begin. 

OCTOBER MOMENTUM INDICATORS HLC 307723 296391 304205 
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